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This final report describes the program effort performed by Rockwell 
International for the NASA/LaRC under Contract NASI-IS371. The objective of 
the program was to develop and demonstrate manufacturing technologies for the 
structural application of Celion graphite/LARC-160 polyimide composite material. 
The program consisted of two parts: Process Devel~pment and Fabrication 
of Demonstration Components. Process development included establishing 
quality assurance of the basic composite material and processing, non-destruc-
tive inspection of fabricated components, developing processes for specific 
structural forms, and qualification of processes through mechanical testing. 
In the second part of the program, demonstration components were fabrlcated 
using the processes developed in part one. The demonstration components 
consisted of flat laminates, skin/stringer panels, honeycomb panels, chopped 
fiber compression moldings, and a Technology Demonstrator Segment (TDS) 
representative of the Space Shuttle aft body flap. The TDS, initially 
intended to be only a display article, was later directed in the program to 





This program was conducted for the NASA Langley Research Center, Mater-
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The ~nitial objective of this program was to develop and demonstrate 
manufacturing technologies for structural application of Celion graphite/ 
LARC-160 polyimide compos~te materials. Later th~s was expanded by contract 
modlfication to include mechan~cal ground testing of a Technology Demonstrator 
Segment (TDS), a three-bay test article representative of the Space Shuttle 
aft body flap. 
This final report presents the accomplishments and results of the original 
contract requirements with regard to manufacturing technolog~es. Mechanical 
ground testing of the TDS will be documented in a subsequent report. 
The manufacturing techr.ologies phase of the program was d~vided into two 
parts, process development and the fabrication of demonstration components, 
each consist~ng of several tasks. The following briefly describes the obJec-
t i ve • 
3 
Part 1. Process Development 
Task (a) - Develop a quality assurance program including spec1fication 
for Celion/LARC-160 polyimide materials, quality control of materials and 
processes, including studies of the effects of monomer and/or polymer vari-
ables and prepreg variables on the processibility of Celion/LARC-160 prepreg 
and on the mechanical properties of test specimens fabricated from the prepreg, 
and NDI of fabricated components. 
Task (b) - Develop processes for fabricating laminates, hat and "I" 
stiffeners, honeycomb core panels, and chopped fiber mold1ngs. 
Task (c) - Fabricate specimens and conduct tests to qua11fy the processes 
for fabrication of demonstration components. 
Part 2. Demonstration Components 
Task (d) - Fabricate and NDI three (3) laminates 61x22-cm (24x48-1n.) 
with 00 , ~ 4So lay up symmetrical about the neutral axis. Laminate thickness 
to be 0.08-cm, O.lS-cm, and 0.32-cm (0.030 in., 0.060 in., and 0.12S in.). 
Task (e) - Fabricate and NDI three (3) secondarily bonded hat-stiffened 
skin-stringer panels 23-cm (9 in.) wide x l22-cm (48 in.) long with three 
lengthwise stiffeners. 
Task (f) - Fabricate six (6) honeycomb core panels 25.4x24.5-cm (IOxIO-
in.) having O.IS-cm (0.060 in.) thick face sheets with 00 , 900 layup symmet-
rical about the neutral axis of the panel and 2.S4-cm (1 in.) thick honeycomb 
core. 
Task (g) - Fabricate six (6) chopped fiber moldings according to a 
specimen design mutually agreeable to Contractor and Contracting Officer's 
technical representative. 
Task (h) ~ Fabricate a representative component of a Space Shuttle aft 
body flap that is mutually agreeable to the Contractor and Contracting 
Officer's technical representative. 
Each of the above tasks is documented separately in the ma1n body of this 
final report. 
4 
Use of commercial products or names of manufacturers in this report 
does not constitute official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, 





3. 1. 1 
.3.1.2 
3.0 PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 
TASK {a) - QUALITY ASSURANCE 
Sele~tion of Prep reg Supply Source 
On initiating the program, a survey of seven potential prepreg 
suppliers was conducted to determine their ability for providing 
Celion/LARC-160 prepreg materials to support the objectives of the 
contract. Each was evaluated by questionaire, Appendix AI. 
Following screening of returned questionaires, an on-site in-
spection of supplier prepreg facilities was made by a Rockwell 
survey team. The objectives of the survey were to determine the 
potential supplier's level of quality control procedures and 
record keeping, the type and adequacy of analytical test equipment, 
specific personnel capabilities, and their indicated cooperation 
and willingness to work with Rockwell to achieve reproducible 
prepreg material. Each was requested to provide samples of Celion/ 
LARC-J60 prepreg tape for evaluation. Four of the seven suppliers 
responded to this request. 
The prepreg samples were subjected to physical tests to deter-
mine percent of volatiles, resin solids content, fiber areal weight, 
and calculated thickness per ply. Visual examinations were per-
formed to evaluate fiber collimation, gaps/edge waviness, tack and 
drape. Three suppliers, one primary and two backup, were selected 
to provide Celion/LARC~J60 prepreg for the program. 
Material Specification 
All prepreg material used for this program was ordered against 
the requirements shown in Appendix A2 included as a flysheet attach-
ment with each purchase order. Test conditions and calculations 
imposed by item 5 of the flysheet were defined by document LTR 2433-
4462 which is presented in Appendix A3. In addition, prepreg 





analysis of the intermediate ester and neat resin used to ensure 
prepreg batch-to-batch repeatability. Each prepreg batch was 
subjected to physical and mechanical testing before being used for 
program requirements. 
From this program activity and also that conducted against 
NASA/LaRC contract NASI-15183, Graphite/Polyimide Design and Fab-
rication, Rockwell material Specification MBOI30-152, Graphite/ 
Polyimide Resin Prepreg - 6000 F Applications was developed and is 
presented in Appendix BI. This specification includes both LARC-160 
and PMR-15 resin impregnated graphite material systems and will be 
invoked when procuring these materials for production use. 
Process Specification 
Rockwell Process Specification MAOI05-328, Fabrication of 6000 F 
Polyimide Graphite made from Norborene Terminated Methylene Di or 
Larger Analine Benzophenonetetracarboxylic Base Resin, is presented 
in Appendix B2. This specification presents the improved processing 
technique developed for both LARC-160 (Contract NASI-15371) and 
PMR-15 (Contract NASI-15183). While this specification describes 
processing for flat laminates, using perforated metal caul plates, 
the staging and curing procedures are directly applicable to complex 
structural shapes and were used in fabricating detail elements of 
the Technology Demonstrator Segment required by Task (h) of the 
program. 
Nonde~tructive Inspection Techniques 
Ultrasonic C-scan was the primary nondestructive inspect10n 
(NDI) technique utilized throughout this program to detect 
porosity, voids and debonds in laminates and bonded structures. 
C-scan sensitivity is one of the most important variables that 
must be considered in the quality assessment of laminates and bond-
ed structures. To optimize calibration sensitivity, comparative 
reference standards having internal defects of known type and size 
were fabricated and used for sensitivity settings. At the beginning 
of the NASA Graphite/Polyimide Design and Fabrication Contract 
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(NASI-ISI83), personnel at LaRC and Rockwell shared sample 
specimens of graphite/polyimide laminates having known defects. 
Ultrasonic C-scans and destructive correlative tests were made 
followed by the selection of an "A" sensitivity agreed to by both 
LaRe and Roc1~well personnel. Therefore, "A" sensitivity has been 
used for ultrasonic C-scan inspection of products produced under 
this program with only minor exceptions as will be noted in 
appropriate sections of the test. 
Solid lam1nate structures were C-scanned in the NDI laboratory 
by engineering personnel. Sandwich structures. however, were C-
scanned in the production facility. The specification governing 
production C-scan procedure is presented in Appendix B3. 
Chemical Characterization of LARC-160 
The primary goal of this effort was to provide the methodology 
for specifying the chemical composition of LARC-160 polyimide resin 
materials. Once these analytical procedures were developed their 
sensitivity could then be assessed by analysis of a series of 
LARC-160 resin materials containing intentional composition and 
processing variations. This would thus provide the first step 
toward establishment of a chemical quality assurance specification 
for LARC-160. 
One of the most successful techniques for characterizing com-
posite matrix resins is high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). 
The objectives of the program were to describe the development of 
HPLC methods for characterizing LARC-160 resin and their application 
to the analysis of standard and Variables Study (discussed in 3.1.6) 
lots of commerical LARC-160 Resin materials. 
LARC-160 Synthesis and Characterization Plan 
A comprehensive characterization plan was devised for 
monitoring the chemical composition of LARC-160 at three stages 
during its manufacture. The monomeric LARC-160 ingredients and 
their idealized polymerization sequence are given in Figure I. 




4,4' - benzophenonetetracarboxylic acid); the endcap NE (monoethyl 
ester of 5-norbornene-2,3-dicarboxylic acid); and Jeffamine AP-22, 
a liquid polymeric amine mixture containing approximately 85% 
methylene dianiline isomers with the remaining being mostly higher 
molecular weight tri-, tetra-and penta-functional amines. The 
commercial preparation of LARC-160 resin is outlined schematically 
in Figure 2. In the first step, BTDA and NA, the anhydride forms 
of BTDE and NE, respectively; are refluxed at 82-990 C (180-210oF) 
with alcohol for a total of approximately 60 minutes to give the 
BTDE/NE ester mixture. The alcohol used is an industrial mixture 
composed of 85.8% ethyl, 9.0% isopropyl, and 4.3% methyl alcohol 
with 0.9% methyl isobutyl ketone. The BTDE/NE ester mixture is a 
viscous liquid at room temperature containing several percent of 
unreacted alcohol. Neat resin is prepared in the next step by 
blending the liquid amine into the BTDE/NE ester mixture at 320 C 
(90oF). After mixing for five minutes, the material is stored in 
a freezer. Prepreg is produced in the final step by a proprietary 
hot-melt impregnation technique. 
The chemical characterization plan called for HPLC analysis to 
be carr1ed out subsequent to the BTDE/NE esters, neat resin, and 
prepreg stages of LARC-160 production. This approach was expected 
to help identify the introduction of chemical variations during 
manufacture and permit possible corrective measures to be taken 
during production. 
Variables Study Materials 
Many factors contribute to the consistent performance of an 
advanced composite matrix material. In the Variables Study, the 
most important LARC-160 formulation and processing variations 
were assessed by studying a series of modified resin materials 
prepared by the prepreg supplier. The formulation and process 
variations incorporated in the intermediate ester batches are 
described in Table 1. Several standard production batches from 
the same supplier which were analyzed are also identified. Only 
five of the intermediate ester Variables Study batches involved 
modifications. Batches 7 through 10 contain! 5% variations in the 
standard amounts of BTDA and NA normally used. Batch 13 was given 
a six hour reflux compared to the normal 1.75 hour processing time. 
The formulation and process variations contained in the neat 
resin and prepreg batches is given in Table 2. Batches I through 
10 contain percentage variations on the formulated we~ghts of 
amine and anhydrides normally used to prepreg LARC-160. An extended 
resin cook time of two hours at 790 C (1750 F) was used in Batch II, 
compared to a normal operation involving about 10 minutes at 600 C 
(1400 F). 
Two polymeric amine substitutes for Jeffamine AP-22 were 
evaluated in Batches 14 and 15. They are Anchamine DL, a product 
of Pacific Anchor Chemical Corp.t and Tonox-22 from UniRoyal. 
Final Batch 16 represents a control material for the Variable Study, 
prepared with the standard LARC-160 formulation and under the same 
processing conditions as used for the other standard processed 
materials for Variables Study. 
Resin Batches I and 2 in the Variables Study were rejected and 
replaced by Batches 1A and 2A, respectively. Original Batches I 
and 2 were rejected due to improper hot melt impregnation procedures. 
Although original Batches I and 2 of the Variables Study were not 
processed ~nto prepreg, their chemical composition is included for 
comparative purposes. Included as a second part of the Variables 
Study was a test of the repeatability of the supplier in producing 
three standard batches of LARC-160. 
3.1.5.3 Liquid Chromatography 
The development of a liquid chromatographic separation technique 
for LARC-160 involved the selection of a type of column absorption 
material, an eluting solvent or solvent combination, and a mode of 
detecting the eluting components. The most common type of column 
packing material was chosen which is the so-called "reverse-phase" 
material consisting of octadecyl silane bonded 10~m silica spheres. 
Reverse-phase separations are nearly always carried out with an 
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aqueous/organic solvent gradient. The presence of both acidic BTDE 
and NE together with basic amine ingredients results in the pH being 
a critical factor for good resolution in the separation of LARC-160. 
Adequate column retention and resolution in a reverse-phase separa-
tion requires that component species be maintained in their non-
ionic forms by control of pH. 
The ionization of carboxylic acid groups on BTDE and NE esters 
was suppressed by using a pH = 3.00 KH2P04 buffer in the aqueous 
portion of the solvent gradient. This buffer serves not only to 
maintain BTDE and NE esters in thelr neutral forms but also enhances 
separation by a complex mechanism believed to be based on differences 
in the dissociation constants for various acidic groups present in 
BTDE and NE components. The basic amine components are present as 
protonated cations under the above acidic solvent conditions and 
are therefore poorly resolved. 
A key feature of this technique was the adaption of low ultra-
violet wavelength (200 NM) enabling the detection of the NE ester 
endcap. This in turn required the use of a solvent which was 
transparent at this wavelength. A water/acetonitrile solvent grad-
ient was found to best fulfill all the requlrements. Experimental 
details of the acidic reverse-phase techniques are given in Table 3. 
The analysis of amine components in LARC-160 was made by an 
ion-pair HPLC method in which tetrabutyl ammonium phosphate is 
added to the aqueous solvent phase. The tetrabutyl ammonium 
cations are believed to ion-pair with anionic sample species, 
neutralizing their charge and improving retention and separation. 
This technique provides good separation of free amine ingredients 
in LARC-160, but BTDE and NE ester components are not as well resolved 
as with the buffered acidic solvent gradient. The experimental 
parameters used in the ion-pair method are given in Table 4. 
3.1.5.4 Ester Analysis 
BTDE/NE Ester Mixture 
The initial step in LARC-160 synthesis is the co-esterification 
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of BTDA and NA. The products expected from this process are BTDE 
diester and NE monoester as shown ~n Figure 1. The HPLC separation 
of a BTDE/NE ester batch is shown in Figure 3. The complexity of 
the ester mixture is the result of several factors. First, the 
esterification is carried out using an alcohol mixture rather than 
pure ethyl alcohol. The major products detected are BTDE and NE 
ethyl esters; however, methyl esters are also present as BTDE 
monomethyl and BTDE methylethyl mixed esters. Isopropyl alcohol 
is apparently much less reactive in that none of its esters have 
been detected. 
A second factor contributing to the complicated BTDE/NE ester 
composition is the manner in which the BTDE/NE ester mixture LS 
prepared. In order to minimize the solvent content, only a small 
stoichmetric excess of alcohol is used for co-esterification. This 
results in a highly viscous reaction medium which tends to inhibit 
complete conversion of BTDA to BTDE diester and results in BTDE 
monoester and unreacted BTDA. When a large excess of alcohol is 
used in BTDA esterification. only diesters are produced. NA appears 
to be a more reactive anhydride than BTDA and is converted to mono-
ester completely during esterification. 
The identification of BTDE/NE ester components in Figure 3 
was made by comparison with characteristic elution times of refer-
ence materials. A synthetic mixture of these BTDE and NE ester 
compounds was prepared by reacting the two anhydrides under con-
ditions that favor the formation of a particular specLes. The 
HPLC separation of this mixture is shown in Figure 4. The isomeric 
makeup is that expected from the possible theoretical forms shown 
in Figures 5 and 6, except that three rather than four BTDE dLester 
isomers are observed. The BTDE ortho diester isomer probably does 
not occur because of the much greater reactivity of the anhydride 
ring compared to the carboxylic acid groups toward esterification. 
Endo and exo isomer forms of NE esters were not separated in the 
present study. These reference ethyl ester compounds, together with 
others prepared from methyl alcohol and methyl/ethyl mixtures, made 
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possible the identification of the major BTDE/NE ester components. 
BTDE/NE mixtures from the Variables Study, as well as several 
batches from larger scale standard production runSt were examined 
by HPLC. The relative concentration of each ester constituent was 
calculated as the peak area percentage of that component relative 
to the total area of all the peaks in the chromatogram. Although 
original Batches 1 and 2 of the Variables Study were not processed 
into prepreg, their chemical composition is included for comparative 
purposes. 
Neat Resin and Prepreg 
The characterization of BTDE and NE esters, ingredients 1n 
LARC-160 neat resin and prepreg,was made by the same HPLC method 
as that for analyzing BTDE/NE ester mixtures. The separation of a 
LARC-160 neat resin batch is shown in Figure 7. BTDE components 
and NE ester endcapper are separated, as are a number of resin 
intermediate compounds. The relative concentration of each BTDE 
and NE ester ingredient in the resin batches was expressed as its 
HPLC peak area percentage relative to the total ester peak area of 
the chromatogram. 
The following is a discussion of the variation in the relative 
concentration of BTDE/NE ester components separated by HPLC as 
shown in Figure 3. 
BTA 
---
One form of the major anhydride ingredient which was detected 
in LARC-160 was BTA, the tetra~acid of BTDA. The identification 
of this component is complicated by the fact that if BTDA (anhydride) 
were present in LARC-160 resins, it would be hydrolyzed immediately 
to the tetra-acid form by the aqueous HPLC solvent gradient. It is 
therefore impossible to determine by HPLC whether the anhydride or 
tetra-acid were present in the resin. Infrared spectra of BTDE/NE 
ester mixtures, however, show neither of the strong anhydride 
absorption peaks at 1785 and 1860 cm- 1 characteristic of BTDA (anhy-
dride). This implies that primarily only the tetra-acid occurs in 
the LARC~160 materials. The levels of BTA in the intermediate ester 
and resin batches examined is shown in Figures 8 and 9. Except for 
Batches 15 and 16 of the Variables Study only a small amount of 
BTA is detected in the LARC~160 materials. One significant feature 
of these data is that the trend in BTA concentration among the 
samples is the same for intermediate ester, neat resin, and prepreg. 
This indicates that variations in BTA present at the intermediate 
ester stage of production are carried through both resin formulation 
and hot-melt prepregging. 
The presence of BTA can affect later prepreg processing 1n 
several ways. First, BTA is more acidic than BTDA diester and is 
thus more likely to form insoluble salts with amine components added 
in the neat resin manUfacturing operation. Salt formation has been 
reported (Ref. I) in a similar PMR resin in which the tetra acid, 
2,2-bis (3',4'-dicarboxylphenl) hexafluoropropane, and an aromatic 
amine were utilized. The presence of organic salts in PMR resin 
could introduce compositional variations and prevent proper pre-
pregging. Furthermore, BTA may also be more reactive than BTDE 
toward amines in forming polyamide acid which can result in faster 
build-up of viscosity during processing. The high concentration of 
BTA in Batches 15 and 16 is believed to be the result of hydrolysis 
of BTDA by moisture in the air. These two batches were prepared 
late in the program using the original lot of BTDA wh1ch had been 
opened frequently. allowing exposure to moisture. It is not known 
for certain whether the excessive levels of BTA are responsible for 
the poor physical properties of laminates prepared from Batches 15 
and 16 in the Variables Study. Replacement materials for these 
batches prepared with fresh BTDA showed only a small trace of BTA 
present. 
BTDE Monoethyl Ester 
Another unexpected form of the basic BTDA ingredient present 
is BTDE monoethyl ester. The peak area percentage of the second of 
the two isomeric forms (see Figure 5) is plotted in Figures 10 and 
II. The concentration trend in this component is also very similar 
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between the intermediate ester, neat resin, and preprags. The con-
centration variations are also similar to those observed for BTA. 
This is not unexpected because both BTA and BTDE monoester are the 
result of incomplete esterification and reaction conditions that 
promote BTA formation also favor BTDE monoester. This compound, 
which is also believed to be hydrolyzed, contains the ortho di-
carboxylic acid group and could affect resin processing similar to 
that of BTA described above. 
BTDE Diethyl Ester 
The major BTA ingredient in the ester mixture is the diethyl 
ester. The variation in the second of three BTDE diethyl ester 
isomers separated by HPLC is plotted in Figures 12 and 13. The 
relative variations in Figure 12 and 13 correspond to different 
levels of BTA and BTDE monoester described earlier. For example, 
Batches 15, 16 and 16A contain a lower relative concentration of 
BTDE diethyl ester due to the greater amounts of BTA and BTDE 
monoester in these batches of material. The use of relative peak 
area analysis does not provide very meaningful data for the major 
component of a system. It works best for detecting relative 
variations in the concentration of minor ingredients. 
NE Monoethyl Ester 
The rel~tive levels of NE ester endcap in the LARC-160 inter-
mediate est~r mixtures is plotted in Figure 14. In contrast to 
the variety of BTDA products present in the ester mixtures, the NE 
endcap occurs predominantly as the monoethyl ester. The relat10n-
ship between NE ester peak area percentage and initial formulation 
changes is somewhat ambigious due to the larger variations in BTDA 
related ingredients. It is found, however, among Variables Study 
Batches 1 through 12, which are similar to BTDA related components, 
that correlations between NA formulation changes and peak area 
percentages can be made. 
The relative levels of NE ester endcap in the LARC-I60 resins 
are plotted in Figure 15. The irregularity in the data does not 
correlate with NA formulation changes and is believed to be related 
to resin cook variations. For example. the low level of NE ester in 
the extended reSLn cook time material (Batch 11) is a result of 
the preferential reaction of endcap with amLne components to form 
resin intermediates. The greater reactivity of NE compared to 
BTDE esters have been discussed (Ref. 2 & 3). It is very difficult, 
therefore, to determine NE formulation errors by HPLC analysis. 
BTDE Triethyl Ester 
The extent of BTDE triethyl ester in the BTDE/NE ester batches 
examined is plotted in Figure 16. Excess ester reflux time in 
Variables Study batch 13 is indicated by an increased concentration 
of BTDE triester. The detrimental effects of the ortho ester group 
of this compound have been described for PMR-I5 polyimide resin 
(Ref. 4). The amount of triester in the LARC-160 materials is, 
however, very small. BTDE triethyl esters could not be detected 
in LARC-160 neat resin or prepregs due to interference by ester/ 
amine reaction products which elute at the same time. 
3.1.5.5 Resin Intermediates 
Polymerization of LARC-160 monomers begins during neat resin 
preparation and prepregging, as evidenced by the appearance of new 
resin intermediate peaks in the HPLC separation of neat resin in 
Figure 7. According to the simplified curing sequence in Figure I, 
BTDE ester ingredients first react with amines to form polyamide 
acids. These specLes are then endcapped by the NE ester to give 
the desired molecular weight product. Imidization and cross-linking 
then occur in subsequent steps at higher temperatures. Contrary 
to this reaction scheme, the resin intermediates identified in 
LARC-160 are predominantly NE ester/amine compounds. 
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The identification of three resin intermediate peaks in the HPLC 
separation of LARC~160 was made by comparison with elution times of 
model compounds whose structures are given in Figure 17. The var-
iation in MDA bis-nadimide is plotted in Figure 18 for the LARC-160 
resin materials. The effect of extended resin cook time and tempera-
ture, 2 hours at 79 0 C (17SoF) vs 10 minutes at 600 C (140oF), is clearly 
indicated for Batch 11 of the Variables Study. The HPLC separation 
of this material is shown in Figure 19. A large increase in both 
MDA mono- and bis-nadimide results from excess resin cook time. 
The presence of MDA bis-nadamide and bis-nadimide can affect 
both the processing and cured physical properties of LARC-160. 
Cross-linking of MDA bis-nadimide will result in a low molecular 
weight cross-link with different physical properties compared to the 
idealized structure shown in Figure 10 The remaining resin, however, 
will be deficient in endcapper, thus increasing its molecular weight 
between cross-links. The overall result is to produce a less homo-
geneous network than is predicted by the idealized polymerization 
sequence for LARC-160. 
3.1.5.6 Unreacted Amines 
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The remaining ingredients to characterize in the LARC-160 
resin system are the free or unreacted Jeffamine AP-22 amine 
compounds. An ion-pair HPLC technique was developed for this 
purpose. The separation of a standard production batch of LARC-160 
resin by this method is shown in Figure 20. The identification of 
Jeffamine AP-22 components in the resin was made by comparison with 
the chromatogram of a pure Jeffamine AP-22 sample shown in Figure 
21. Three major components are detected, including MDA, and two 
higher molecular weight MDA homologs. The relative MDA content 
was calculated as the peak area ratio of MDA to BTDE diester in 
the chromatograms. This ratio is plotted in Figure 22 for the 
LARC-160 batches. The results for Variables Study resin Batches 
1-6 agree qualitatively with the Jeffamine AP-22 formulation 
changes incorporated in those materials. A low ratio is shown 
for Batch 11 because of its extended cooking time. The wide 
variation in the data for the standard batches is most likely due 
to the effect of B-staging rather than formulation changes. 
3.1.5.7 Chemical Characterization Conclusions 
This chemical characterization activity of the program demon-
strates the applicability of HPLC techniques for characterizing the 
chemical composition of LARC-160 polyimide resin. Monomeric ester 
and amine ingredients; as well as a number of resin advancement 
products, are detected and ident1fied by HPLC analysis. These 
techniques not only provide the basis for improved quality control 
procedures but also reveal information regarding the mechanism of 
LARC-160 polymerization. Some specific conclusions resulting from 
this study are: 
o Relat1ve batch-to-batch chemical variations in BTDA in 
NA ingredients can be detected precisely, but absolute 
formulation deviations are difficult to determine because 
of the complexity of ester products and the effects of 
varying resin advancement composition. 
o Resin B-staging or advancement caused by processing var-
iations can be monitored from relative concentration of 
intermediate products formed. 
o Complex conversion of BTDA to BTDE diester during esterif-
ication does not always occur, reSUlting in potentially 
detrimental BTDE monoesters and tetra acid (BTA) products. 
o High levels of BTA can also result from hydrolysis of 
BTDA by exposure to air prior to formulation. 
o NE ester endcap reacts preferentially with amine components, 
producing the b1s-nadimide resin intermediate that modifies 




o Only a slight trace of BTDE triethyl ester is present in 
the resin materials examined. 
o. Free amine components present in neat resin and prepreg 
can be characterized by an ion-pair HPLC method. 
o The chemical composition of neat resin and prepreg are 
quite similar; indicating that hot-melt impregnation has 
little affect on composition. 
Based on the foregoing conclusions and observations made during 
the program, the following recommendations are given: 
o Preparation of BTDE/NE intermediate esters should be 
modified to permit complete conversion of BTDA to BTDE 
diester. 
o Pure methyl or ethyl alcohol should be considered for ester-
ification. The use of a complex alcohol mixture introduces 
components whose behavior is unknown. The use of a pure 
alcohol would also greatly simplify the quality assurance 
of LARC-160. 
o Care must be taken to prevent exposure of BTDA to moisture 
in the air which results in hydrolysis to the tetra-acid. 
o The HPLC methodology needs to be made more reproducible. 
It is presently too difficult to obtain consistent data 
from one analysis to another. 
o Improved quantification of the HPLC methodology is required. 
The use of relative peak area ratios is not satisfactory for 
analyzing all ingredients in LARC-160. 
LARC-160 Variables Study 
This portion of the program was incorporated by contract mod-
ification with the objective (I) of establishing the limits within 
which LARC-160 polyimide resin could vary with regard to formulation 
and processing without detriment to prepreg quality and (2) to demon-
strate prepreg batch-to-batch repeatability. 
3.1.6.1 Formulation and Process Variables 
Table 5 presents the variables in formulation and processing 
assessed. All resin formulation and processing and prepreg prod-
uction was conducted under laboratory conditions primarily to better 
control the variable requirements and also because of the 1.4 Kg 
(3 lb) prepreg batch requirement which would have been cost pro-
hibitive if accomplished on a production line. The prepreg tape 
produced was 15.2-cm (6 in.) wide. 
A total of sixteen prep reg batches were produced for this study. 
Batches I through 10 varied resin stoichiometry, batches II through 
13 varied processing, and batches 14 and IS substituted Anchamine-DL 
and Tonox 22 respectively for the Jeffamine AP-22. Batch 16 was 
utilized for chemical standardization since all other standard 
batches of prep reg used for this program were produced on a pro-
duction line because of the quantity required. 
Chemical analyses were conducted on each of the 16 batches of 
prep reg material produced (see 3.1.5). Analysis of the starting 
materials, NA, BTDA, and AP-22 was done only once since these 
materials were procured in large quantities. The intermediate ester, 
neat resin, and resin extracted from the prepreg of each batch were 
chemically analyzed as noted in Table 5. 
Laminate panels 15.2xI5.2-cm (6x6 in.), 14 ply unidirectional, 
were fabricated from each batch of prepreg material produced for the 
variable study using the two stage imidizing and cure process (see 
3.2.1.2). The laminate panels were postcured free-standing for four 
hours at 316°C (6000 F) in an air circulating oven. 
Laminate Physical Properties 
NDI C-scan tests resulted in 100% transmission through all 
resin stoichiometry and processing variable panels except EX207, 
resin variable number 5. Panel EX207 had a 10% excess concentration 
of Jeffamine AP22 and showed 40% transmission. The two panels with 
amine components, Anchamine-DL and Tonox 22, showed 70% and 0% 




Figures 23 through 3S. 
Target fiber volume of 60 ~ 2% was achieved in five of fifteen 
panels fabricated. Low and high fiber volumes in the remaining 
panels is attributed to prepreg resin content inconsistencies with-
in each laboratory scale tape roll. Detailed composite physical 
properties are presented in Table 6. 
Laminate Mechanical Properties 
Flexural and short beam shear (SBS) properties were determined 
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on each postcured panel at room temperature and 316 e (600 F). 
High flexural strength and modulus and short beam shear strength 
was achieved in all specimens tested with the exception of panel 
EX219 which employed the Tonox 22. Detailed properties are present-
ed in Table 6. 
Laminate TMA-Tg Properties 
Figure 39 shows a plot of Tg temperature determined for lam-
inates as a function of Jeffamine AP-22 concentration. The NE and 
BTDE quantities were held constant at the standard formulation con-
centrations. Although the number of data points is limited, and 
only one determination per laminate sample was made, the plot in-
dicates that Tg increases with increasing AP-22 concentration up 
to +10%. Data were too limited with respect to variable NE/BTDE 
concentrations to determine a trend in Tg temperature variations. 
Significantly, panel EX 219 (Tonox 22) yielded a higher Tg 
than all other laminates. Individual TMA-Tg curves are presented 
in figures 40 through 43. 
Repeatability and Usability 
Three 4.5Kg (10 lb) batches (23723, 23725, and 23727) of 
30.4cm (12 in.) wide unidirectional tape were produced under pro-
duction conditions with separate batches of resin formulated for 
each 4.5 Kg (10 lb) of prepreg to demonstrate formulation repeat-
ability and material usability over a six month period at _Isoe 
(OoF) storage and after ambient out-time exposure of seven days. 
The resin batches were formulated with~n limits established 
from evaluating batches of prepreg 1 through 13 which varied in 
stoichiometry and processing. Formulation and processing limits 
for the three batches were as follows: 
Prepreg 
AP-22 + 2.5% by weight 
NA + 2.5% by we~ght 
BTDA + 2.5% by weight 
Reflux time - not to exceed 90 minutes at 82 + 30 C 
(180 ~ SOF) 
Cook time - not to exceed 115 minutes at 82 + 30 C 
(180 + SOF) 
material physical properties specified were: 
Res~n solids: 37 + 3% 
-
Volatiles: 12 + 3% 
-
Fiber Areal Weight: 134 + 3 grams/m 2 
-
Samples of the neat resin and intermediate ester were provided 
with each batch of prepreg for HPLC analysis to determine repeat-
ab~lity and establish a standard for comparison of resin extracted 
from the prepreg during the storage period. 
Although this phase of the variables study was to be completed 
in a six months period, equipment schedule priorities, equipment 
malfunctions, and unexplainable processing problems have not allow-
ed a clear definition of usability after six months storage. 
Equipment priorities prevented laminates from being processed at 
the end of one month storage and laminates representing two months 
storage were not usable because of an autoclave malfunction. At 
the end of four month's storage, laminates were processed. However, 
these laminates were not deemed usable because of excessive resin 
bleed and fiber washing. 
Chemical analysis of resin extracted from each of the three 
repeatability batches showed no marked difference to the samples of 
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neat resin supplied with each batch. A detailed examination of the 
prepreg supplier's records for the repeatability batches also showed 
no possible cause for the processing difficulties. Further chemical 
analysis by Rockwell did not disclose any extreme differences between 
the repeatability batches and other batches used successfully to 
date. 
After eight months storage at -10.80 C (OoF), two 15.2xI5.2-cm 
(6.0x6.C in.), 14 ply unidirectional laminates, laid up from each of 
the three Celion/LARC-160 repeatability batches were autoclave cured. 
Prior to curing, the laminates were imidized: one from each 
prepreg batch at 1900 C (3750 F) and the remaining laminates at 207 0 C 
(4050 F). Imidization staging at the noted temperatures was conduct-
ed under~ 16.9KN/m2 (5 in. Hg) vacuum bag pressure for one hour. 
The higher imidizing temperature was used, in an attempt to reduce 
resin flow during the cure process. 
The laminates were autoclave cured for two hour~ at 3160 C 
(6000 F) under full vacUUm and augmenting pressure of 1379KN/m2 
(200 psi). Total pressure was applied at the start of the cure 
and cure temperature was attained at the rate of 2.20 C (40 F)/minute. 
The cured laminates were forced cooled to ~ 66°C (150°F) before 
release of pressure. The cured laminates exhibited surface and edge 
fiber washing. However, this condition was to a lesser degree for 
those laminates imidized at the higher temperature. NDI C-scan, 
"A" sensitivity, of the laminates showed five of the six having 
minor voids to a maximum of 3% of laminate area. 
Flexural properties of the laminates from one batch (23723) 
were 1476MN/m2 (214 ksi) at room temperature and 786MN/m2 (114 ksi) 
and 765MN/m2 (III ksi) at 316°C (6000 F) for laminates imidized at 
o 0 0 0 190 C (375 F) and 207 C (405 F) compared to target values of ~ 
1572MN/m2 (228 ksi) and ~ 938MN/m2 (136 ksi) respectively for the 
test temperature conditions. The remaining two batches (23725 
and 23727) provided flexural strengths in the range of 1862 to 
1924MN/m2 (270 to 279 ksi) at room temperature and 931 to 1282MN/m2 
(135 to 186 ksi) at 3160 C (6000 F). Short beam shear values for the 
three batches were essentially equivalent: 110 to 122MN/m2 (16 to 
17.7 ksi) at room temperature and 42 to 61 MN/m2 (6 to 8.8 ksi) 
at 316°C (6000 F) compared to target values of ~ 103 MN/m2 (15 ksi) 
and ~ 48 MN/m2 (7 ksi) respectively for the test temperature 
conditions. 
Two sets of 15.2xI5.2-cm (6x6 in.) 14 ply unidirectional lam-
inates were fabricated from each of the three repeatability batches 
after the material had been stored for eleven months. The lam-
inates were imidized at 218C (425F) for 30 minutes at two pressures 
16.9 KN/m2 (5 in. Hg) and 6.7 KN/m2 (2 in. Hg). This change is 
processing, over that used for the prior specimens, was in keeping 
with the improved processing developed for the program. 
F1ber washing was evident after imidizing to approximately 
the same extent as seen on prior laminates made from these material 
batches. However, it is felt this would have been controlled by 
the use of edge dams. 
The lam1nates were autoclave cured for three hours at 3290 C 
(625°F) under full vacuum and augmenting pressure of 1379 KN/m2 
(200 psi). The laminates were not postcured. All laminates show-
ed excellent C-scan quality as shown in Figures 44 through 49. 
Mechanical properties of these laminates were not determined 
because of variable thickness caused by the fiber washing. How-
ever, specimens were taken from each laminate for determination of 
fiber volume and Tg. Results of these determinations are as fol-
lows: 
~ Imidizin~ Pressure Fiber Volume (%) !£ 
23723 16.9 KN/m 2 66 3430 C 
6.7 KN/m 2 63 349°C 
23725 16.9 KN/m 2 65 340°C 








Fiber Volume (%) 
70 
67 
60 + 2 3400 C 
(after postcurc) 
Further effort on this particular study was impossible because 
of fabrication of the TechnOlogy Demonstrator Segment, Task (h), 
which was of higher priority. However, batch repeatability was 
demonstrated by the repetitive chemical analysis conducted ~n 
attempting to determine a possible cause for the "processing" 
problem. 
\vith regard to usability after storage, exper~ence with pro-
duction materials used for this program has indicated no problem 
with materials that have been kept at -IO.SoC (OoF) for over six 
months. 




Processing of Celion/LARC~160 was developed for fabrication 
of laminates, hat and "I" stiffeners, honeycomb sandwich panels, 
and chopped fiber moldings. Primary effort was devoted to develop-
ing process procedures for laminate structures wh~ch provided the 
basis for process development of other structure variations. 
Laminate Processin$ 
Three laminate processing procedures were evaluated during 
this program: (I) in situ cycle, imidizing and cure, (2) two 
stage cycle, imidizing and cure, and (3) improved two stage cycle, 
imidizing and cure. 
In Situ Cycle 
The objective of the in situ cycle was to accomplish imidi-
zation and cure in one continuous operation. The in situ cycle 
is shown schematically in Figure 50 and is described as follows: 









Raise temperature from RT to 163°C (325°F) at 1.7 to 2.8oC 
(3 to SOF)/minute. 
Hold for I hour at 163°C (32SoF). 
Raise part temperature from 163°C (32SoF) to 329°C (625°F) 
at 1.7 to 2.8°C (3 to SOF)/minute. 
Apply 1378 KN/M2 (200 psi) pressure at 274°C (S2SoF). 
Cure at 329°C (625°F) for 2 hours. 
Force cool to -< 149°C (300oF) prior to pressure release. 
Postcure free-standing in an air~circulating oven. 
Raise temperature from RT to 316°C (600°F) at 5°C (90 F)/ 
minute. Hold at 316°C (600°F) for 4 hours. Force cool to 
RT. 
The tooling/layup configuration for the in situ cycle is shown 
in Figure SI. A limitation to this cycle was the inability to 
control resin flow resulting in higher than target fiber volume 
(60 + 2% laminates. 
Concurrent with the development of the in situ cycle, studies 
were conducted to evaluate minimum pressure/minimum temperature 
cure conditions. 
Minimum Pressur~_ Cure Study 
Celion/ LARC-160 unidirectional, 32 ply laminates 12.7-cm 
(5 in.) wide by II.S-cm (4.50 in.) long were prepared at cure 
pressure levels of 1.38 MN/m2 (200 psi), 1.03 MN/m2 (150 psi), 
.69 MN/m2 (100 psi) and .34 MN/m2 (50 psi). The in situ cycle 
time/temperature profile and pressure application point of 274°C 
(525°F) was employed in autoclave molding the laminates and final 
cure was accomplished at 329°C (62S0F) for two hours using standard 
tooling. Panels were postcured at 316°C (600°F) for four hours. 
As ind~cated by NDI C~scan, "A" sensitivity, tests and actual void 
volume measurements, .69 MN/m2 (100 psi) was the lowest molding 
pressure that produced-< 1% target void volume laminates. Panels 
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EX41 1.38 KN/m2 (200 psi), EX47 1.03KN/m2 (150 psi) and EX48 
.69 KN/m2 (100 psi) NDI C-scanf "A" sensitivity. recordings 
showed near 100% sound laminates with only two discrepant areas 
<:3.2-mm (1/8 in.) diameter showing on EX48. NDI C-scan record-
ings of postcured laminates are shown in Figures 52 and 53. 
Therefore, the minimum pressure limit for processing Celion! 
LARC-160 prepreg appears to be somewhere between .69 MN/m2 (100 psi) 
and .34 MN/m2 (50 psi) since the 34 MN/m2 (50 psi) pressure molded 
laminate EX49 showed total porosity in C-scan test and has a 6.4% 
void volume. 
Significantly, panel EX 48 cured at .69 MN/m2 (100 psi) had 
an optimum fiber volume of 60.2%, compared with panels cured at 
1.38 MN/m2 (200 psi) and 1.03 MN/m2 (150 psi) which had fiber vol-
umes of 69.9% and 67.7% respectively. 
Composite physical, flexural and short beam shear properties 
of panels autoclave molded at 1.38 MN/m2 (200 psi), 1.03 MN/m2 
(150 psi), .69 MN/m2 (100 psi), and .34 MN/m2 (50 psi) are com-
pared in Table 7. Data indicated no definite trend related to 
flexural strength or elastic modulus properties in comparing cure 
pressure levels. Short beam shear strength, 3160 C (6000 F) prop-
erties, however, in all specimens cured at 1.03 MN/m2 (150 psi), 
.69 MN/m2 (100 psi), and .34 MN/m2 (50 psi) fell slightly below 
the 48.2 MN/m2 (7 psi) target level. 
Minimum Cure Temperature Study 
A study was conducted to determine the practical minimum 
temperature/time cycle for curing Celion/LARC-160 prepreg. This 
study was undertaken in an effort to take advantage of the possi-
ble use of reusable silicone rubber vacuum bags and/or premolded 
pressure caul sheets. These bags and/or caul sheets would be par-
ticularly advantageous in fabrication of hat and "I" beam 
stringers, sine wave ribs, and other complex shaped parts. Reus-
ability is of prime importance for cost effectiveness. In addition, 
lower curing temperatures will reduce the chances of seal and bag 
leakage. 
Fabrication of unidirectional, 32 ply II.SxI2.7-cm (4.SxS.0 
in.) laminates was accomplished using the two stage Celion/LARC-160 
prepreg cure cycle and tooling with 1.38 MN/m2 (200 psi) pressure 
appl1ed at 274°C (S2S0F). Cure cycles employed to bracket tempera-
ture/time limits are described as follows: 316°C (600°F) 2 hours; 
302°C (575°F) 3 hours; 288°C (550°F) 4 hours; and 274°C (S2SoF) 5 
hours. Postcure of all laminates was accomplished at 316°C (600°F 
for four hours. 
NDI C-scan, "A" sensitivity, tests on laminates EX74, EX69, 
EX70, EX71, EX72 cured at respective temperatures of 329°C (625°F), 
316°C (600°F), and 302°C (S57oF) and 274°C (525°F) had 99.5% 
sound laminate areas after final postcure at 316°C (600°F) for 
four hours. C-scan recordings of postcured laminates are presented 
in F1gures 54 and 55. 
As cured laminate TMA-Tg values gradually decreased with de-
creasing cure temperature. For example laminate EX74 cured at 
329°C (625°F) had a Tg of 346°C (6SSoF) and EX72 cured at 274°C 
(525°F) had a Tg of 2S7°C (4950F)o All laminates, however, after 
being postcured at 316°C (600°F) for four hours had essentially 
equivalent Tg values, with panel EX72 having the highest value of 
360°C (680°F). TMA-Tg recordings are presented for compar1son 1n 
Figures 56 through 60. 
Composite physical and mechanical properties are presented in 
Table 7. Composite fiber volume decreased with decreasing cure 
temperature, from 68.4% for panel EX74, cured at 329°C (625°F) to 
62.1%, for panel EX72, cured at 274°C (525°F). No definitive trend 
was noted in normalized room temperature flexural strengths and 
none of the panels achieved minimum target values. All panels 
except EX70, cured at 302°C (575°F) achieved target 316°C (600°F) 
strength. Room temperature and 316°C (600°F) short beam shear 




Two Stage Cycle 
The two stage cycle was developed to improve resin flow control 
not obtainable by the in situ process. The following fully describes 
the two stage cycle including layup and debulking procedures. 
Prepreg Tape Layup Procedure 
Stack prepreg tape in the required ply orientation and number 
of plies, paper backing surface up, on a smooth tooling surface 
such as a glass plate. Supporting layup materials such as parting 
films, bleeders, porous teflon coated 104 fiber glass (TXI040 or 
3TLL), caul plate, breathers and vacuum bag are shown in the layup 
sequence in Figure 61. 
During layup; it is preferable to slice the edges of the tape 
using a straight edge in order to remove irregularities. If the 
prepreg tape edges are cut clean and uniform. this operation can 
be omitted. Normally, the Celion/LARC-160 tape will have adequate 
tack to adhere to itself, however, if tack is not adequate, a hot 
iron may be employed to aid layup. This is accomplished by ironing 
directly over the paper backing; either locally tacking or flat 
ironing to adhere the plies. The iron heat setting should be in 
the range of 176°C (350°F). Great care shall be exercised in in-
suring either absolute butt joints or a slight overlap of O.76-mm 
(0.03 in) in the layup of tape elements. Tow splices should be 
flagged on the tape roll by the supplier, however, extreme care 
shall be taken to visually inspect each tape element. Any sections 
having tow splices must be removed. 
Debulkjng Procedure 
Debulking of stacked prepreg has been found to be advanta-
geous in fabricating both flat and complex shaped laminates for the 
following reasons: 
o Preconsolidation debulks the prepreg close to final 
laminate thickness; therefore, when augmented pressure 
is applied during final cure, less resin and fiber move-
ment is required to achieve ultimate thickness. 
o Dur~ng the debulking operation, supporting materials such 
as TXI040 and bleeders are adhered to the laminate stack, 
forming a well consolidated unit that is easily handled 
during subsequent operations. 
o Prestacked and debulked laminates are easily stored t under 
refrigeration, in sealed bags. 
o The preconsolidated preforms, with bleeder materials in-
place, are easily handled in vacuum forming operations 
during the fabrication of hat, "I", "Pi" and other com-
plex shape elements. 
o Where dry prepreg is used in the layup, the debulking 
operation not only consolidates and adheres the mate-
rials but also rejuvenates the resin tack, making the 
total stack pliable. 
Two approaches to the flat laminate debulking operations have been 
developed and successfully qualified for use in Tasks (a), (b), 
(c), (d), (e), and (f). 
Dry Preg Debulking 
The following operations are to be performed after completing 
prepreg tape layup. 
o Select a flat 4.6 to 6.34-mm (0.18 to 0.25 in.)thick 
aluminum caul plate the same size as the stacked layup 
and apply Frekote 33 mold release to the caul surface 
which will face the layup. 
o Preheat the caul plate to 127 ~ 6.60 C (260 ~ 120 F). 
o On removal from the oven (within 2 - 3 minutes), imme-
diately assemble the caul plate to the stacked layup 
surface, seal ~n a vacuum bag and apply vacuum to 67 
KN/m2 (20 in. Hg). 
Note: The layup area shall have been previously pre-
pared for rapid vacuum bag application so that 
minimal heat loss is incurred from the hot caul 
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plate. This operation softens the LARC-160 resin 
and causes it to flow into the TXI040 and bleeder 
materials, creating a consolidated prepreg/bleeder 
preform. The dry prepreg stack will become mildly 
tacky and pliable after this operation. 
o Allow the assembly to stabilize to room temperature before 
removing the vacuum bag. 
Tacky Prepreg Debulking 
The same procedures shall be employed as for dry prepreg 
except that heating of the caul plate is optional. If heat is 
used, the procedure described for dry prepreg shall be followed. 
The layup shall be debulked at room temperature under vacuum bag 
pressure, <:67 KN/m2 (20 in. Hg) for a minimum of four hours. 
Imidizing Procedure 
Principal concerns with the LARC-160 polyimide resin/graphite 
materials are ensuring (I) efficient, uniform removal of solvent 
and condensation reaction volatiles from large and complex surface 
areas, and (2) resin flow control in the composite prior to appli-
cation of augmented pressure during the cure cycle. 
Prepreg volatile removal techniques were developed using the 
tooling shown in Figure 62. The concept of uniform removal of 
volatiles is based on use of a perforated layup tool surface o Per-
forations in the surface act as individual, unrestrained vacuum 
ports serving local surface areas of about 6-cm2 (I in. 2). Vac-
uum channel separator strips are located in-line between the vac-
uum ports to support the caul layup surface and to provide an un-
restrained venting system to a central manifold that, in turn, leads 
to the main vacuum source. 
The laminate preform is imidized on porous tooling shown in 
Figure 62. The laminate is contained in a Celgard 4500 or 4510 
polypropylene microporous membrane which allows removal of vol-
atiles through the bottom perforated caul plate while preventing 
resin loss into surrounding breathers. Volatiles are reduced to 
~ 3% by this procedure. The imldizing cycle is shown in Figure 
63. 
A perforated top pressure caul without vacuum channels may be 
used rather than a perforated bottom plate, if desired, although 
this concept has not been proved for larger, thicker, laminates. 
If the top perforated caul is used, efficient methods for venting 
volatiles to the vacuum source must be employed. 
Detailed Imidizing Procedure 
o Apply one 7781 fiberglass breather ply and one layer 
of Celgard 4500 or 4510 to the surface of the perforated 
layup plate as shown in Figure 62. Celgard may be spliced 
with an electronic heat sealer or with a thin band of 
Kapton tape 6. 35-mm (0.25 in.) vlide. 
o Transfer the debulked preform and the integral bleeders 
from the layup tool to the prepared perforated layup 
plate. 
o Assemble all bagging components per Figure 62 and install 
thermocouples in the trim edge of the part, 
o Install the assembly in an alr-circulating oven and perform 
the imidizing cycle per Figure 63. Thermocouples placed 
within the part trim, not oven temperature, shall be used 
in controlling the imidizing cycle. Thermocouple data 
shall be autographically recorded. 
Cure Procedure 
Imidized flat laminates are autoclave cured on tooling shown 
in Figure 64. Since the laminate volatile content has been reduced 
to ~ 3% during the imidizing procedure it can now be treated analo-
gous to an epoxy laminate in the cure process. Nonperforated cauls 
are employed with the bleeder arrangement shown in Figure 64. The 
autoclave cure cycle is shown in Figure 65. 
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Process development, performed for Task (b) and verified in 
Tasks (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f). has shown that considerable 
latitude exists in cure levels. For example, ultimate cure tempera-
ture and pressure can be accomplished as low as 274°C (525°F) and 689 
KN/m2 (100 psi) respectively. Minimum cure temperature has been set 
at 287°C (550oF) and pressure 1378 KN/m2 (200 psi). 
Autoclave pressurization rates evaluated have been in the 5 to 
7 minute range from 0 to 1378 KN/m2 (0 to 200 psi). The pressure 
application window appears to be optimum in the temperature range 
of 274 to 287°C (525 to 550°F). Resin hot melt flow is in the 
range of 254 to 265°C (490 to 510°F), however, the apparent vis-
cosity is very low. If pressure is initiated before 274°C (525°F) 
excessive resin losses have been realized, resulting in high fiber 
volume laminates. 
Laminates are postcured at 316°C (600°F) for four hours in an 
air circulating oven in free-standing position. Postcuring studies 
during Task (b) proved that the composite Tg is significantly in-
creased and mechanical properties at 316°C (600°F) are improved. 
Regardless of Tg or mechanical properties values attained after 
initial cure, postcured of all laminates has been specified to 
insure retention of laminate quality after exposure to the oper-
ating service temperatures. 
Detailed Autoclave Curing Procedure 
o Remove the Celgard membrane from the bottom surface of 
the laminate, being careful not to damage or disturb 
the imidized layup. Leave the 2.3 to 4.8-mm (0.09 to 
0.18 in.) top pressure caul in place; do not remove 
bleeder. 
o Transfer the laminate to the steel curing tool (nonperfor-
ated surface). The steel tool surface shall be prepared 
using Frekote 33 parting agent. A Kapton glide sheet 
shall be employed to separate the laminate from the tool 
surface. Tape all components in place with Kapton pres-
sure sensitive tape. 
o Install type 162 fiberglass breathers (or equivalent) 
over the aluminum pressure caul and onto the tool sur-
face. Adequate breather mater1al shall be placed be-
tween the part and vacuum source to insure effic1ent re-
moval of any residual volatiles. 
o Install thermocouples into the edge of the part. These 
thermocouples shall be used in monitoring the recording 
time/temperature data during cure and shall be used to 
control the cure cycle. 
o Install a O.OSI-mm (0.002 in.) thick Kapton film bag over 
the breather and tool surface and seal around the per-
iphery of the tool uS1ng a high-temperature sealant. 
Insure that no bridges exist or sharp protrusions bear 
aga1nst the vacuum bag. Make vacuum bag "ear" seals as 
required to insure adequate bag slack to prevent bridging. 
o Install the steel clamping ring and secure with bolts 
around the periphery of the tool. The complete tooling 
arrangment is shown in Figure 64. 
o Install the tooling in an autoclave and apply full vac-
uum to the tooling system. Apply 689KN/m2 (100 psi) to 
Ifa the autoclave and inspect the system for leaks. 
vacuum leak greater than 33.6 KN/m2 (10 in. Hg) occurs 
with1n five minutes, the source shall be located and 
repaired. 
o Perform the cure cycle within the time temperature pro~ 
file of Figure 65. The heat up rate may be less than 
the 3.90 C (70 F)/min. as shown depending on autoclave 
capability and/or tooling mass. No cool down rate is 
specified as this also depends on autoclave/tooling 
characteristics. Record all events such as application 
of various levels of vacuum, pressure and autographically 




autoclave. The part thermocouples shall be used in 
controlling the cure cycle. All part temperatures shall 
be in the range of 274 to 287°C (525 to 550°F) when 
1378 KN/m2 (200 psi) autoclave pressure is applied. 
° Remove bleeder materials and clean up parts. 
° Submit for NDI C-scan test. 
Postcure Procedure 
Postcure in an air-circulating oven by raising the oven and 
part temperature from room temperature to 316°C (600°F) at an 
average heat rise rate of 1.6 to 8.30 C (3 to 150 F)/minute and 
hold at 316°C (600°F) for four hours. 
Improved Two Stage Cycle 
Process studies, initiated under NASA/LaRC Contract NAS1-
15183, were further developed under this program to simplify the 
imidizing and autoclave cure cycles. Prepreg tape layup and de-
bulking procedures are as defined in 3.2.1.2. The objective of 
this effort were as follows: 
° Reduce the number of steps in the imidizing cycle. 
° Increase the prepreg preform imidizing temperature 
and/or time at temperature, thereby increasing the 
LARC-160 resin viscosity when hot melt occurs during 
the cure cycle. This would allow application of 1378 
KN/m2 (200 psi) pressure at the initiation of cure 
at room temperature and, in turn, eliminate the 
chance of error of pressure application in the tempera-
ture range of 274 to 287°C (525 to 550°F) with the 
existing cure cycle. Allowing the resin to seek its 
normal flow point while under constant pressure, also 
eliminates problems related to temperature non-uniform-
ity due to varying part thickness or tooling mass. 
° Eliminate the intermediate 163°C (32SoF) steps in the 
autoclave cure cycle by raising the temperature from 
room temperature to final cure temperature within the 
established heat rise rate band. 
Twenty-five panels, approximately 15.2xI5-2-cm (6x6 in.) 
were fabricated and imidized as noted in Table 8. All panels were 
autoclave cured under the same bag with 1378 KN/m2 (200 psi) pres-
sure applied at the start of the cure. Actual heat rise rate for 
the cure cycle averaged 1.30 C (2.30 F)/minute. Panels were sub-
mitted for NDI C-scan testing and specimens removed for physical 
properties tests. 
The following observations were made on panels cured using 
the improved cycle: 
° High resin flow was noted on all panels imidized at 
162 and 177°C (325 and 350°F) as indicated by saturation 
of surrounding fiberglass breather layers. Panels 
imidized at 191 and 199°C (375 and 390°C) showed excel-
lent compaction characteristics and good resin beading 
at laminate edges. The panels imidized at 218°C (425°F) 
had minimal evidence of resin flow. The panels imidized 
for 30 and 60 minutes had overall excellent cosmetic 
appearance while those imidized for longer periods at 
21cPC (425°F) showed surface roughness discrepancies 
indicating inadequate resin flow. 
° NDI C-scan testing results showed all panels imidized 
at 162°C (325°F) for time periods of 60, 90, 120, 150, 
and 180 minutes had void area discrepancies ranging 
between 40 and 80%. Void areas increased with lesser 
time at imidizing temperature. Panels imidized at 
177°C (350°F) showed ultra sound penetration improve-
ment starting at 150 minutes with approximately 7% void 
area showing. Panels imidized at 191°C (375°F) start-
ing at 60 minute thru 150 minutes showed 100% ultra 
sound transmission except for some cellulose acetate 
fiber splice voids. All panels imidized at 199 and 




As previously noted, panels imidizing at 21SoF (4250 F) 
for time periods exceeding 60 minutes showed surface 
roughness irregularities due to resin flow reduction. 
NDI C-scan recordings of each panel evaluated are pre-
sented in Figures 66 through 90. 
o Physical properties testing results verified imidizing 
time/temperature relation as observed in panel cosmetic 
appearance and NDI C-scan tests. All panels imidized 
at 163 and 1770 C (325 and 350oF) had high fiber and 
void volumes. Panels imidized at 199 and 2020 C (395 
o 
and 390 F) for time periods between 30 and 150 minutes 
achieved target fiber volume of 60 ! 2% and void volume 
~ 2%. Those panels imidized at 21SoC (425°F) for 30 
minutes also achieved target requirements. Panels 
imidized at 21SoC (4250 F) for longer time periods had 
low fiber volumes; void volumes were ~ 2%. Detailed 
physical properties are presented in Table 9. 
Results of this process improvement study indicated the best 
imidizing time/temperature bands to be in the range of 191°C 
(375°F) for 60 to 150 minutes, 199°C (390oF) for 30 to 150 minutes 
and 21SoC (425°F) for 30 to 60 minutes. 
The improved two stage cycle, employed in fabricating ele-
ments for the Technology Demonstrator Segment (TDS). Task (h), is 
presented schematically in Figure 91. The cure cycle permits 
temperature options based on tooling requirements e.g. formed 
silicone rubber blankets utilized on complex contoured details. 
Postcure time at temperature varies from four hours at the lower 
temperature to two hours when cured at 3290 C (625°F). 
"I" $tringer Processing 
The following process description is specific for the "I" 
stringer design developed for this program. It is, however; ap-





Stock for the individual components of the "I" stringer ("C" 
channels, caps and radius fillets) are laid up and debulked as 
flat laminates per 3.2.1.2 and then vacuum formed and imidized. 
Vacuum forming of "C" channel and bottom surface top cap flat pre-
forms enables easy, wrinkle-free shaping of components. 
Preformed imidized radius fillets, that fill the interstices 
between "C" channels and caps to near net shape, and cap elements 
are easily handled and located in position during assembly for 
autoclave cure. 
"I" Str1nger Tooling 
The following tools were required for the fabrication of the 
"I" stringer designed for this program: 
o "C" channel mandrels, 6061-T6 or equivalent aluminum 
alloy. 
o Cap forming silicone rubber pressure caul stabil1zed 
on an aluminum bar. 
o Im1dizing tool consisting of a caul plate and perfor-
ated layup plate. 
o Preforming and imidizing tool for fillet stock. 
Tools are shown in Figures 92 and 93. 
Layup and Debulking 
Layup flat stock for "e" channels per design requirements. 
Follow the layup and debulking procedures described in 3.2.1.2. 
During the layup procedure, the TXI040 and bleeder materials 
applied to "C" channels must be laid on a 450 bias to the rectangu-
lar flat preform. This is required to prevent wrinkles during 
preforming and imidizing operations. 
Vacuum Forming "I" Stringer Elements 
The "I" stringer elements; "C" channelsf bottom surface top 
cap, and fillets are vacuum formed prior to imidizing. 
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Bottom Surface Top Cap 
o Apply Frekote 33 parting agent to the aluminum "c" 
channel mandrels surfaces and oven dry for IS minutes 
at 1760 C (3S00 F). 
o Assemble two "c" channels together with attachment bolts. 
o Cut a 3.S-cm (1.48 in.) wide, 96.S-cm (38.0 in.) long 
strip of debulked (0)7 ply prepreg stock. Remove TXI040 
and bleeder ply. 
o Assemble the (00 )7 layup to the "I" beam mold top cap 
surface, between two edge dams as shown in Figure 92. 
o Place the silicone rubber surfaced aluminum pressure 
caul in place over the layup. 
o Apply a breather and nylon film vacuum bag, seal and 
place in an autoclave. Apply:> 84 KN/m2 (:> 25 in. Hg) 
vacuum and 689 KN/m2 (100 psi) pressure. Raise the 
temperature to 6SoC (ISOoF) and hold for IS minutes. 
Force cool to room temperature. 
o Remove the tooling from the bag. 
o Cut the preformed laminate along the center line of 
the cap cleavage to separate the two mandrels. The 
cap (00 )7 preforms will adhere to each "c" mandrel after 
this operation. These remain in place for vacuum form-
ing the "c" channels. Remove TX 1040 from laminate. 
"c" Channels 
o Prepare a flat plate of suitable size for holding each 
"c" channel mandrel in a vacuum bag. Vacuum bag materials 
and seals shall be prepared previously so that a rapid 
seal can be made in the subsequent vacuum forming oper-
ation. 
o Cut a 12.7-cm (5 in.) wide, 96.S-em (38.0 in.) long 
strip of debulked (~ 450 ), 4 ply prepreg stock. Remove 
3.2.2.4 
the TXI040 faying with the laminate surface facing the 
tool. 
o Place the mandrel on the flat plate. Transfer the de-
bulked laminate with integral 450 bias TXI040 and one 
ply 120 bleeder to the mandrel and secure in place on 
the ends with a small piece of tape. 
o Drape the vacuum bag over the flat-debulked laminate 
on the mandrel, seal and draw vacuum. This operation 
will form the laminate with TXI040 and bleeder in place, 
over the "c" channel, wrinkle-free. 
o Place the assembly in an air-circulating oven and raise 
the mandrel and part temperature to 65 to 930C (150 to 
2000F) and hold for 15 minutes. 
o Allow the assembly to return to room temperature before 
releasing vacuum. The laminate preform, with integral 
450 bias bleeders and porous TXI040 separators,will re-
ma1n secure to the mandrel and is now ready for imidiz-
ing operations. 
Imidizing "I" Stringer Elements 
Imidizing of all "I" stringer elements was accomplished as 
described in 3.2.1.2. The following defines preparations pr10r to 
imidization of formed elements, "e" channels and fillets. 
o Drape a layer of eelgard 4500 or 4510 microporous mem-
brane over the preform bleeder surface and secure in 
place, wrinkle-free, with pressure sensitive tape on 
the backside of the mandrel. Celgard is used to con-
tain the resin and release volatiles dur1ng imidization. 
o Place the two "c" channel mandrels on a flat plate 
suitable for applying a vacuum bag. 
o Install thermocouples under the breather material over 
the part, outside trim lines. Data from the thermo-
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couples shall be autographically recorded and used as 
the basis for controlling the imidizing cycle. 
o Drape one ply of type 120 or 7781 fiberglass or Moch-
burg paper breather material over the eelgard film 
surface. 
o Install a nylon film vacuum bag, drape in place over 
the preform bleeder surface and seal around the periph-
ery of the flat aluminum plate. Insure that an effi~ 
cient breather system such as multi-plies of type 162 
fiberglass breather are connected between the parts 
and vacuum source. The "e" channel imidizing arrange-
ment is shown in Figure 92. 
o Place the bagged assembly in an air circulating oven 
and imidize per Figure 63. Monitor and record thermo-
couple and other cycle events such as vacuum data. 
Fillets 
The fillet imidizing tooling and molding concept is shown 
in Figure 93. The tooling is designed to augment vacuum bag 
pressure through a pressure augmenter plate to a maximum of 710 
KN/m2 (103 psi) when 101 KN/m2 (30 in. Hg) vacuum is applied. 
This feature produces well defined and consolidated imidized fillet 
preforms. 
o For each fillet preform, cut a 6.35-mm (0.25 in.) wide 
strip from the debulked fillet stock, remove TXI040 and 
bleeder, and place the strip in the fillet preform tool 
cavity. 
o Install dams and pressure mandrels, thermocouples, 
pressure augmenter plate, breathers, vacuum bag, and 
seal per Figure 93. 
o Place the assembly in an air circulating oven and 
imidize per Figure 63. Thermocouple data shall be 
used for controlling the imidizing cycle and shall be 
3.2.2.5 
recorded autographically. 
Assembling of "I" Stringer Elements 
o Remove Celgard, TXI040, and bleeder materials from out-
side surfaces of imidized "e" channel elements. Care 
shall be exercised to prevent damage to imidized pre-
forms. 
o Join the two "c" channel mandrels together with under-
size diameter fasteners to allow for mandrel movement 
while under pressure during cure. 
o Install two imidized 00 fillet elements in cleavage, 
top and bottom, between the "c" channels and secure in 
place at part ends, outside the part trim area, with a 
small piece of Kapton tape. 
o Install tooling dams on top cap edges. 
o Place the assembly on a flat steel tool for autoclave 
curing at 3290 C (62soF), 1378 KN/m2 (200 psi). The 
tool surface shall be prepared by coating with Frekote 
33 parting agent. Cover tool surface with Kapton film 
glide sheet. 
o Cut a 3.s-cm (1.48 in.) wide, 96.s-cm (38.0 in.) long 
strip of imidized 00 , 7 ply laminate stock and remove 
TXI040 and bleeder materials. 
o Place the laminate in the top cap recess over the 
(+ 450 ) , 4 ply flanges of the "c" channels and 00 
- s 
fillet elements. 
o Install the top pressure caul. The pressure caul shall 
be prepared by coating with Frekote 33 parting agent. 
o Install type 162 fiberglass breathers (or equivalent) 
over the "I" beam tooling and onto the tool surface. 
Adequate breather material shall be placed between the 
part and vacuum source to insure efficient removal of 




o Install thermocouples into the edge of the part. These 
thermocouples shall be used in monitoring and recording 
time/temperature data during cure and shall be used to 
control the cure cycle. 
o Install a O.OSI-mm (0.002 in.) thick Kapton film bag 
over the breather and tool surface and seal around the 
periphery of the tool using a high-temperature sealant. 
Insure that no bridges exist or sharp protrusions bear 
against the vacuum bag. Make vacuum bag "ear" seals 
as required to insure adequate bag slack to prevent 
bridging. 
o Install the steel clamping ring and secure with bolts 
around the periphery of the tool. 
Cure Procedure 
o Install the tooling in an autoclave and apply full 
vacuum to the tooling system. Apply 689 KN/m2 (100 
psi) to the autoclave and inspect the system for leaks. 
If a vacuum leak greater than 33.7 KN/m2 (10 in. Hg) 
occurs within five minutes, the source shall be located 
and repaired. 
o Perform the cure cycle within the time temperature pro-
file of Figure 65. Record all events such as appli-
cation of various levels of vacuum, pressure and auto-
graphically record temperature from each thermocouple 
on parts and autoclave. The part thermocouples shall 
be used in controlling the cure cycle. All part tempera-
tures shall be in the range of 274 to 287°C (525 to 
5500 F) when 1378 (KN/m2) (200 psi) autoclave pressure 
is applied. 
o Remove bleeder materials, clean up parts, and submit 





o Postcure the "I" stringer in an air-circulating oven by 
raising the oven and part temperature from room tempera-
ture to 3160 C (6000 F) at an average heat rise rate of 
1.6 to 8.30 e (3 to 250 F)/minute and hold at temperature 
for four hours. The "I" stringer shall b~ supported on 
a flat base, free standing, during postcure. 
Hat-Section Stringer Processing 
Processing procedures are defined for the specific hat-
section stringer designed for this program but are applicable to 
any hat-section element with minor modifications. 
Stock for the individual components of the hat-section 
stringer are laid up and debulked as flat laminates per 3.2.1.2 
except for modifications noted herein. Only the (00 )16 uni-
directional cap reinforcement is imidized in accordance with 
3.2.1.2. Imidization of the web/flange components is accomplished 
in situ during the autoclave cure cycle. 
Layup and Debulking 
Prepreg tape having a nominal 0.145-mm (5.7 mil) cured ply 
2 thickness and 152 ~ 4 grams/m areal fiber weight was used for 
this hat-section stringer design. 
Flat laminate stock, (00 )16 was laid up and debulked per 
3.2.1.2 for the hat-section cap. 
Two flat laminates, ~ 450 two ply, for inner and outer web/ 
flange elements of the hat-section were laid up and debulked. 
However, the laminate stock for the inner element was debulked 
without bleeder material. In the layup of the laminate stock 
for both inner and outer elements, the TXI040 only and TXI040 with 
bleeder were applied to the laminate surface, as determined by the 
assembly, on a 450 bias to the rectangular laminate shape to prevent 









° (0 )16 Cap Element 
(0°)16 cap stock was imidized per 3.2.1.2 except that 
(25 psi) was applied after the 115°C (240°F) cycle to 
increase compaction and to reduce material movement during the 
cure process and thereby eliminated wrinkles in the cap area. 
Shaping (0°)16 Cap Element 
Trim a 2.79-cm (1.1 in.) wide strip from the imidized (0°)16 
laminate stock parallel to the fibers using a sharp knife and 
straight edge. Remove TXI040 and bleeder. 
Place the strip on the top of the mandrel and bevel the edges 
to match the angle of the tool using a sanding block. 
Vacuum Forming Hat-Section Elements 
o Apply Frekote 33 parting agent to the hat-section man-
drel surfaces and oven dry for IS minutes at 176°C 
(350°F). 
° Cut a IS.2-cm (6.0 in.) wide strip from the debulked 
two ply +45° flat laminate (inner element) to desired 
length for the inner layer of the hat-section. 
o Prepare a flat plate of suitable size for holding the 
mandrel in a vacuum bag. Vacuum bag materials and seals 
shall be prepared previously so that a rapid seal can 
be made in the subsequent vacuum forming operation. 
{ 
° If the prepreg is dry and nontacky, heat the hat-
section mandrel to 65 ~ 6°C (150 ~ 10°F) to promote 
improved drape for vacuum forming. 
° Place the mandrel on the prepared flat plate. Transfer 
the debulked flat laminate to the mandrel and secure 
in place with tape at each end. 
° Drape a layer of nylon film and Mochburg paper breather 
over the surface of the flat laminate. 
o Drape the vacuum bag over the layup, seal and draw 
vacuum. Insure that the vacuum bag conforms to the 
radius areas by rubbing with a teflon paddle. This 
operation will form the flat debulked laminate with 
TXI040 in place over the mandrel, wrinkle-free. The 
laminarepreform with integral 450 bias TXI040 separators 
will remain secured to mandrel. 
o Remove nylon bag, Mochburg breather, and bias ply of 
TXI040. 
o Place the shaped (00 )16 cap element prepared over the 
+ 450 two ply layup on the tool cap. Tack in-place on 
each end with a small piece of tape. 
o Cut a 15.2-cm (6.0 in.) wide strip from the debulked 
two ply ~ 450 flat laminate (outer element) to the 
desired length for the outer layer of the hat-section. 
Remove the single ply of TXI040. The bias oriented 
TXI040 and 120 fiberglass bleeder are to remain in place. 
o Place the laminate on the (00 )16 cap element to have 
the graphite surfaces in contact. Secure each end to 
mandrel with tape. 
o Repeat the above vacuum forming operation. In order to 
prevent the outer plies from tacking to the flange of 
the inner plies, insert a strip of polyethelene, or 
F.E.P. film between the two preforms along each flange. 
During the vacuum forming operation rub and force the 
bag into the radius areas with a teflon paddle. 
o Remove the vacuum bag and then carefully remove the two 
parting film strips from between each flange of the 
"hat". 
o Tack the two flanges into final position. 
o Drape a parting film such as mylon or F.E.P. over the 




rubber caul over the parting film. Seal in a nylon film 
vacuum bag, place in an autoclave, apply vacuum and 
pressurize to 689 KN/m2 (100 psi)o Hold under pressure 
for approximately IS minutes. This operation is perform-
ed to insure proper seating of prepreg preforms, bleeder 
materials and rubber caul. 
o Remove bag, rubber tooling and parting film and inspect 
for part conformance to the tooling. 
Assembly for Cure 
o Apply Frekote 33 parting agent to the rubber caul. Air 
dry for IS minutes minimum. 
o Install the rubber caul over the + 450 bias 120 fiber-
glass bleeder surface of the preformed hat. 
a Place the mandrel on a flat steel tool suitable for 
curing parts at 1378 KN/m2 (200 psi), 2870 C (SSOOF). 
Install shims under the curved base of the tool to 
prevent bending the tool when autoclave pressure is 
applied. 
o Install 162 fiberglass breather material over the ex-
ternal surface of the rubber caul. Apply material as 
required to prevent bridging and any sharp protrusions 
from coming in contact with the bag. Adequate breather 
material shall be placed between the part and vacuum 
source to insure efficient removal of volatiles. 
o Install thermocouples into the edge of the part under 
the rubber caul. These thermocouples shall be used in 
monitoring and recording time/temperature data during 
cure and shall be used to control the cure cycle. 
a Install a O.OSI-rom (0.002 in.) thick Kapton film bag 
over the breather and tool surfaces and seal around the 
periphery of the tool using a high-temperature sealant. 
Insure that no bridges exist or sharp protrusions bear 
3.2.3.7 
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aga~nst the vacuum bag. Make vacuum bag "ear" seals as 
required to insure adequate bag slack to prevent bridging. 
o Install the steel clamping ring and secure with bolts 
around the periphery of the tool. The tooling arrange~ 
ment is shown in Figure 94. 
Cure Procedure 
o Install the tooling in an autoclave and apply full 
vacuum. Apply 689 KN/m2 (100 psi) to the autoclave and 
inspect the system for leaks. If a vacuum leak greater 
than 33.7 KN/m2 (10 in. Hg) occurs within five minutes. 
the source shall be located and repaired. 
o Perform the in situ imidizing the cure cycle within the 
time temperature profile of Figure 95. Record all 
events such as application of various levels of vacuum. 
pressure and autographically record temperature from 
each thermocouple on parts and autoclave. The part 
thermocouples shall be used in controlling the cure cycle. 
All part temperatures shall be in the range of 274 to 
287 0 C (S25 to SSOoF) when 1378 KN/m2 (200 psi) auto-
clave pressure is applied. The ultimate cure tempera~ 
ture shall not exceed 2930 C (560oF). 
o Force cool the part to -< 6SoC (-< IS0oF) prior to pres-
sure release. 
o Remove the part from the tooling, Care shall be exer-
cised to prevent tearing the rubber caul during removal 
from the surface of the bleeder material on the part. 
o Remove bleeder materials. clean up parts, and submit to 
Quality Eng~neer~ng for NDI C-scan test. 
Postcure Procedure 
Postcure the hat-section in an air-circulating oven by rais-
ing the oven and part temperature from room temperature to 316°C 






minute and hold at temperature for four hours. The hat-section 
shall be supported on a flat base, free standing, during postcure. 
Honeycomb Sandwich Processing 
Laminate face sheets are processed in accordance with proce~ 
dures defined in 3.2.1.3 except for postcuring which is accom-
plished after bonding the sandwich structure. 
Prime Laminate Face Sheets 
o Secure face sheets to a flat surface or in a holding 
frame. 
o Abrade faying surfaces with Scotch Brite, Type A, pads 
and water. A water break free test will be performed 
and each skin force dried at 121 0 C (250°F) for 30 
minutes in an air circulating oven. 
o Prime skin faying surfaces by spraying two box coats 
of 35% solids BR34 aluminum powder filled polyimide 
resin. (A box coat consists of two spray coats, with 
the second spray coat applied 90° to the first to en-
sure even coverage). The primer will be allowed to 
air dry for 45 minutes minimum, staged in an air circu-
lating oven by raising the temperature from room tempera-
ture to 51.7oC (125°F) and then to 204°C (400°F) in 
13.90 C (25°F) increments every 15 minutes. This pro-
cedure is required to prevent blistering the primer. 
° Skins will be stored in clean kraft paper until ready 
for use. 
Prime Honeycomb Core 
° Vapor and spray clean in trichlorethylene and oven dry 
at 121 0 C (250°F) for 30 minutes. 
o Apply 35% solids BR34 primer to the core cell faying 
edges in four box coats. Air dry 45 minutes minimum 
and stage primer in an air circulating oven per 3.2.4.1. 
3.2.4.3 
3.2.5 
o Primed core elements will be stored in clean kraft 
paper until ready for use. 
Assemble Sandwich Panel and Bond 
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to the face sheets, assemble with honeycomb, and vacuum 
bag for bonding. 
Apply 84.4 to 94.5 KN/m2 (25 to 27 in. Hg) vacuum and 
2.76 KN/m2 (40 psi) autoclave pressure. 
Raise temperature from room temperature to 1770 C (350°F) 
at 2.8oC (SoF)/minute. 
Cure two hours at 188°C (370°F). 
Postcure sandwich panels free standingin an air-circu-
lating oven by raising the temperature at 5-7°C 
(9-12oF)/minute to 316°C (600oF) and holding at 316°C 
(600°F) for four hours. Force cool panels to room 
temperature. 
Chopped Fiber Molding Processing 
Unidirectional prepreg tape IS.2-cm (6 in.) wide was procured 
for this process development to the following physical properties 
requirements: 
° 
Resin Solids: 38 + 3% 
0 Volatiles: 12 + 3% 
Fiber Areal 67 + 3 2 0 grams/m 
Weight: 
° 
Calculated thickness. 60% fiber volume: 
0.0064-cm (2.5 mils)/ply 
The tape material was chopped to produce random size pieces 1.25 
to 2.54-cm (0.5 to 1.0 in.) long, in the filament direction, by 
0.25 to 3.0-cm (0.1 to 1.2 in.) wide. 
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Development of chopped fiber molding processing was accom-
plished using an ASTM 0790 flexure specimen molded in an ASTM 0647 
compression mold. The flexure mold and typical molded coupons are 
shown in Figure 96. 
The following two stage process was developed for chopped 
fiber molding: 
° Spread chopped unidirectional prepreg uniformly over 
a teflon sheet positioned in a shallow pan. 
° Imidize material in an air-circulating oven by raising 
the temperature from room temperature to 190°C (375°F) 
and staging at temperature for one hour. 
° Load mold with net weight imidized material to obtain 
a target fiber volume of 60%. 
° Place mold in a press preheated to 316°C (600°F) and 
close to contact position. 
° Apply 13790 KN/m2 (2000 psi) pressure when part tempera-
ture reaches 204°C (400°F). 
° 
Cure one hour at 316°C (600°F). 




TASK (c) - FABRICATION AND TEST 
Fabrication - Mechanical Properties Specimens 
Initial laminate panels to be used for mechan1cal properties 
testing were laid up and autoclave cured using the single stage 
in situ imidizing and cure process described in 3.2.1.1. These 
panels were used to obtain all postcured condition mechanical prop-
erties specified in the test matrix, Table 10. Resin flow control 
proved to be a problem using this cure cycle f sometimes resulting 
in high composite fiber volumes in the range of 64 to 68%. All 
laminates for specimen fabrication had essentially zero void con-
tent as determined analytically, and by NDI C-scan test. 
Process optimization studies performed in Task (b) led to a 
two stage processing requiring an imidizing cycle where volatiles 
are removed to~2% from the stacked prepreg prior to the auto-
clave cure. Resin flow control was maintained during imid1zation 
by low vacuum levels and a Celgard 4500 or 4510 microporous poly-
propylene film which allows volatile matter to escape through a 
perforated tooling plate while the membrane contains the low vis-
cosity resin. Excess resin was absorbed into bleeder materials 
calculated to yield a laminate with a target 60 ! 2% fiber volume. 
The autoclave cure was accomplished between two flat tooling 
plates. Since the major portion of volatile matter was removed in 
the imidizing cycle, the laminates were treated similarly to epoxy 
materials. Final laminate cure was accomplished at 2870 C (500°F) 
for three hours or 3260 C (625°F) for two hours. 
This two stage process was employed in the fabrication of 
all laminates for mechanical properties specimens that were aged 
for 125 hours at 316°C (600°F). All panels had essentially zero 
void with fiber volumes in the 61 to 63% range. NDI C-scan record-
ings confirmed high quality and are shown in Figure 97 through 102. 
The detailed description of this two stage processing is presented 
in 3.2.1.2. Flexural and tensile specimens were molded from chopped 






molding process used is described in 3.2.5. 
Testing - Mechanical Properties 
Testing was performed in accordance with the matrix, Table 10. 
Three specimens for each test mode and temperature were tested in 
the postcured and aged, 125 hours 316°C (600oF), conditions. 
Beam Test Description 
Tension and compression critical beams were employed to 
o 0 determine (O)t tension (F tuf Etf 8ult • ~%) and (0 )t and (0 , + 
450 , 900 ) compression (F ; E , 8 lt~%) properties. The beam 
s cn c u 
designs are presented in Figure 104. 
Analytical studies (Ref. 5) performed by Mr. Mark Shuart, 
NASA-LaRC, proved that the 352 Kg/m3 (22 pcf) honeycomb core 
significantly affects the measured strength and elastic modulus 
properties of composite specimens. A computer program was develop-
ed by NASA-LaRC to assess the actual effect this core has on the 
laminate properties and to establish property adjustment factors. 
Bulk core properties for both aluminum, 352 Kg/m3 (22 pcf), and 
301 CRES, 639 Kg/m3 (40 pcf), core materials were developed by 
Rockwell International and transmitted to NASA-LaRC for use in the 
computer program in developing the composite property adjustment 
factors. These data are shown in Table II. Specific adjustment 
factors are given in the individual mechanical property data Tables 
j 
12 through V7. 
During test, individual specimens were stabLlized at each 
f 10+ 10 , , 1" f test temperature or _ 0 mLnutes prLor to app LcatLon 0 stress 
at a head travel of 1.27-mm (0.05 in.)/minute. Data were obtained 
by autographic recording of axial strain gages installed on the 
composite specimens at the beam midpoint. 
Tensile Test Description 
Tensile coupons were employed to determine (Oo)t, (900 )t, 
000 000 (+45 )s and (0 , ~ 45 )s and (0 , ~ 45 , 90 )s tension properties. 
Specific properties determined were Ftu , Et' 8ult , ~(%) and v. 
3.3.2.3 
3.3.2.4 
The (Oo)t' (900 )t and (+450 )s coupons employed a straight sided 
000 design and the (0 , ~ 45 , 90 )s coupons were necked down in the 
test section. Specimen design is shown in Figure IDS. 
Durlng test, specimens were loaded at a head travel of 1.27-ml!l 
(0.05 in.)/minute after stabilizing for 10~1~ minutes at tempera-
ture. Data were obtained using biaxial strain gages mounted back-
to-back on two of three specimens in each test group. 
Load/strain data were obtained incrementally in testing post-
cured condition specimens by digital readout using a data logger. 
Stress/strain data plots were made using a Hewlett Packard 9820 
computer system. The remaining single specimen in each group was 
instrumented with clip-on hang down extensometers. 
In testing the 125 hour 316°C aged coupon specimens, load/ 
strain data was obtained autographically from biaxial strain gages 
at a constant head travel of 1.27-rom (0.05 in.)/minute. 
Compression Test Description 
Compression coupons were employed to determine (90)t and 
(+45)s compression properties, Fcu' Ec and 8ult ~ (%). The 
compression specimen is a 7.62-cm long x 2.54-cm wide (3.000XI.000 
in.) coupon. Specific tolerances and test fixture design are 
presented in Figure 106. During test, specimens were loaded, after 
b OlO 0 h f 10+ 10 0 sta 1 lZlng at eac test temperature or _ 0 mlnutes, at a con~ 
stant head travel of 1.27-mm (0.05 in.)/minute. Load/strain data 
were obtained autographically using a hang down deflectometer. 
Flexural and Short Beam Shear Test Description 
o Specimens were machined from 0 , 26 ply, nominal 0.063-mm 
(2.5 mils)/ply, 1.6s-rom (0.0565 in.) thick test panels. Specimen 
configurations were in accordance with ASTM D790 (flexural) and 
ASTM D2344 (short beam shear). Respective span to thickness ratios 
for each test are 32:1 and 4:1. Strain measurements were made auto-
graphically during eact test using an isolated deflectometer 
positioned at the specimen midpoint. Elastic modulus properties 






and the load/strain curves obtained in the SBS tests were used to 
give a positive indication of when actual specimen failure occurred. 
Specimens were loaded at a head travel of 1.27-mm (0.05 in.)/minute 
+10 
after being stabilized at the test temperature for 10_ ° minuteso 
Tensile and Flexural Chopped Fiber Test Description 
Specimen configuration as molded were in accordance with 
ASTM D651 (tensile) and ASTM D790 (flexural). The tensile and 
compression specimens were tested at 
(600°F). For the 316°C testing, the 
at temperatures for 10:~ minutes. 
Test Results - Mechanical Properties 
Tension 
° room temperature and 316 C 
specimens were stabilized 
Data obtained during testing are summarized in Table 18. 
The effects of test temperature and postcuring versus aging (125 
hour, 316°C (600oF) conditioning) on composite mechanical proper-
ties are presented graphically in Figure 107. 
Testing problems were experienced in some cases with beam 
specimens at 204°C and 316°C (400°F and 600°F) when either compos-
ite facing-to-core or steel facing-to-core bond failures occurred. 
Test data were tabulated at the composite stress level reached 
when bond failure occurred and are therefore not averaged. 
\ 
Tension t~st results of (Oo)t beam specimens adjusted per 
paragraph 3.3.2.1 show that the postcured specimens have higher 
strength than the aged under all conditions except room temperature. 
All tensile strengths were quite high starting at 2068 MN/m2 (300 
ksi) at -168°C (-270°F) and steadily decreasing to 1648 MN/m2 
(239 ksi) at 316°C (600°F). The (0°, + 45°, 90°) and (+ 45°) 
- s - s 
tensile coupons in the postcured condition also maintained higher 
strength than the aged counterparts although the spread was very 
close. There was virtually no decrease in 
45°, 90°) tensile strength between ~1680C 
s 
° the postcured (0 ; + 
(-270°F) and 316°C 
(600°F). The resin critic&(900)t aged tensile coupon specimens 
3.3.3.2 
showed good strength retention in comparison wlth the postcured 
units, having slightly higher -16SoC (-270°F) and room temperature 
strengths and slightly lower 204°C (400°F) and 316°C (600°F) 
strengths. 
Elastic modulus properties of the fiber critical (Oo)t spec-
imens were not significantly affected regardless of test tempera-
ture while the (0°, ~ 45°, 900 )s' 316°C (600°F) test specimens 
showed some modulus loss. For the resin critical (+45°) and 
- s 
(900 )t coupons, a gradual decrease in elastic modulus properties 
was noted between -16SoC (-270°F) and 316°C (600°F). 
Detailed tensile properties and failure modes from beam 
tests are presented in Tables 12 and 13 and properties from coupon 
testing are presented in Tables 19 through 26. Stress/strain 
curves from beam and coupon testing are presented in Appendix C. 
Compression 
Data obtained during test are summarized in Table 27. Ef-
fects of test temperature and postcuring versus aging (125 hours, 
3160 C (600oF) conditioning) on composite mechanical properties are 
presented graphically in Figure lOS. 
Testing problems occurred in compression test of 204°C (400°F), 
+ 45°, 90°) beams as discussed in the tensile results 3.3.3. I. 
- s 
Analysis of compression test results indicated somewhat dif-
ferent trends in strength properties than found in tension, with 
lower ultimate strengths in the fiber critical orientations, (Oo)t 
and (0°, + 45°, 90°) , and higher strengths in the resin critical 
- s 
orientations, (90 0 )t and (+450 )s' For the (Oo)t beam tests the 
aged, room temperature strength was higher than the postcured 
specimens as found in tension tests. A greater loss from room 
temperature compression strength was noted at 316°C (600°F) than 
in the tension tests, a 37% reduction for postcured and 50% reduc-
tion for aged condition. 
fiber orientation, postcured condition, showed only 33% strength 





imens had a 20% loss indicating a postcure effect. The resin de-
° ° pendent (90 )t and (~45 )s coupon specimen strengths were almost 
identical in both postcured and aged conditions at each test tem-
perature except for the postcured 316°C (600°F) tested (+45°) 
- s 
specimens, indicating the influence of the resin. Strength losses 
from room temperature to 316°C (600°F) ranged from 54% in the 
postcured (+45°) specimens, while the aged specimens lost only 
- s 
20%, again indicating a postcure effect on the resin. 
Elastic modulus properties of the (+45°) specimens at each 
- s 
test temperature were increased after aging at 316°C (600oF), while 
the (900 )t specimens showed no significant difference. (Oo)t and 
(0°, + 45°, 90°) specimens showed no significant change in elas-
- s 
tic modulus properties, regardless of test temperature or aged 
condition. Detailed compression data and failure modes from beam 
tests are presented in Tables 14 through 17. Table 28 presents 
the data for coupon testing. Stress/strain curves are presented in 
Appendix C. 
Flexural 
Results of flexural strength tests on postcured and aged 
specimens show a drop in strength from room temperature to 316°C 
(600°F) of 51% and 34% respectively. Specimens tested at -168°C 
(-270°F) yielded respective strength increases from room tempera-
ture of 18% and 6.1%. The aged specimens demonstrated higher 
strengths at all test temperatures except -168°C (-270°F). Elas-
tic modulus properties were not significantly affected regardless 
of aged conditions or test temperature. Failure modes of -168°C 
(-2700F) and room temperature tested specimens were by outer fiber 
tension and by compression in specimens tested at 204°C (400°F) 
and 316°C (600°F). Detailed data are presented in Table 29 and 
the relative performance of postcured and aged specimens is shown 
graphically in Figure 109. 
Short Beam Shear 
Results of short beam shear tests on postcured and aged 
3.3.3.5 
spec~mens show exceptionally good strength retention at all test 
temperatures. The strengths of postcured specimens was slightly 
higher at -168°C (-270°F) and room temperature than the aged 
specimens, equivalent at 204°C (400°F) and slightly lower at 316°C 
(600°F). All failure modes were by interlaminar shear. The rel-
ative performance of postcured and aged specimens is presented 
graphically in Figure 110 and tabulated data in Table 30. 
Tension and Flexural-Chopped Fiber Molding 
Four batches of chopped fiber molding material were evaluated. 
These varied in areal weight of the starting prepreg tape and 
chopped fiber length. The material batches and variations are 
noted below ~n the order of evaluation. 
Batch A - Areal weight: 66.8 gm/m2 
Fiber length: 1.27 to 2.54-cm (0.5 to 1 in.) 
2 Batch B - Areal weight: 153.7 gm/m 
Fiber length: 1.27-cm (0.5 in.) 
Batch C - Areal weight: 60.4 gm/m2 
Fiber length: 1.27-cm (0.5 in.) 
2 Batch D - Areal weight: 67 gm/m 
Fiber length: 2.54-cm (1 in.) 
Flexural specimens were molded from all batches. Tension spec-
imens were molded from batches A and B. Average properties are 
presented in Table 31. 
Fabrication - Structural Elements 
Hat-section and "I" stiffened panel des~gn requirements, 
design assumptions for optimization of panel configuration, 
analysis, and supportive calculations for the designs are presented 




Hat-Stringer Stiffened Skin Elements 
The detailed process description for fabricating hat-section 
elements is presented in 3.2.3. Difficulties were encountered 
during fabrication of some later 193-cm (76 in.) long hat ele-
ments in the form of (~450) layers locally wrinkling along the 
upper cap corners. Wrinkling was caused by insufficient compact-
ion of the 30.5X193-cm (12.aX76.0 in.) 16 plies thick unidirectional 
cap preform during the imidizing cycle. However, NDI C-scan test 
results showed that essentially void free parts were attained. 
The wrinkling problem was resolved by modifying the uni-
directional cap imidizing procedure by applying 84KN/m2 (25 in. 
Hg) vacuum plus 172KN/m2 (25 psi) autoclave pressure at the end 
of the 1140 C (2400 F) cycle. Resultant preforms were reduced in 
bulk thickness from 3.30 to 3.S6-mm (0.13 to 0.14 in.) to 2.79 
to 1.41-mm (a.11 to 0.095 in.) which decreased material movement 
during final compaction in the cure process. The Ce1gard contained 
the resin during pressurization and no excessive losses were noted. 
Additional debu1king of the lay up was accompliShed after final 
lay up using a molded silicone rubber caul at room temperature 
under 689 KN/m2 (lOa psi). The resultant preform on the aluminum 
mandrel closely matched the shape of the rubber caul, producing 
smooth, wrinkle-free surfaces. Hat elements were autoclave molded 
using the in situ cure process described in 3.2.1.1. Excellent 
NDI C-scan test results were obtained on all ha~ in the cured and 
postcured conditions, as typically shown in Figure 111. 
Concave warpage of the hat stringers occurs along the element 
flange and inside cap length with a maximum flatness deviation of 
approximately S.08-mm (0.20 in.) at the midpoint as shown in the 
photograph, Figure 112. This condition was partially removed after 
bonding the three hat elements (EXI91, EX193, EX195) to skin (EXI97) 
and was almost completely removed when the 193-cm (76 in.) long 
skin/stringer assembly was cut into five 30.48-cm (12 in.) long 
test sections, Specimen No's EXI95-1, -2, -3, -4, -5. This length-
wise concave warped conditions is caused by imbalance in the hat 
design, where the major quantity of fiber contained in the cap 
section places the part's neutral axis off center. This condition 
would have posed a problem in the test of the stringer stiffened 
skin elements that were to be delivered to NASA-LaRC in Task (e) 
of the program, since nonuniform cap-skin loading would result from 
the concave condition. 
To resolve this problem, the 127-cm (50 in.) long hat mandrel 
tool was modified by reverse rolling it concave to the cap surface, 
6.35-mm (0.25 in.) at the midpo1nt. This modification, lo27-mm 
(0.05 in.) more than actually observed in the elements as they are 
removed from the tool, was made on the assumption that upon removal 
from the reverse cured tool after curing, the hat element would 
approach a flat condition. Any minor longitudinal warping, con-
cave or convex, would be eliminated when the hat is bonded to the 
skin. 
This approach was verified in molding hat elements EX249 and 
EX250 to be used in fabricating hat-stiffened skin/stringer ele-
ments in Task (e). These parts were fabricated, per specific pro~ 
cedures defined in 3.2.3 on the reverse formed tooling. Resultant 
hat elements were flat and linear with no warpage. The photograph 
in Figure 112 shows the flatness of the hat element. 
Due to the hat tooling mass, heat rise rates during the in 
S1tu imidizing cure cycle are extremely low. For example in the 
final critical temperature range between 257 to 271 0 C (500 to 
5250 F) the average heat rise rate was only 0.51 to 0.550 C (0.92 to 
1.0oF)/minute. Figure 113 gives actual heat rise rate ranges 
observed during two hat element autoclave curing cycles. This 
indicates that the LARC-160 system is apparently not affected by 
long dwell periods close to the hot melt resin flow point, demon~ 
strating that a large processing window exists. Heating rate com-
parisons are plotted in Figure 113 for typical flat panels, which 
show 340 minutes total cure time versus 590 minutes for hat ele-





The vacuum bag oven cure employing the pressure augmentation process 
was used to bond the three hat elements to skin using FM34B-18, 439 
grams/m2 (0.09 psf). adhesive. Tooling was improved for fabrication 
of the subsequent 193-cm (76 in.) long article, EX195, by employing 
inverted "T"-bars to distribute bonding pressure to hat flange/bond 
areas. This innovation improved handling and assembly of tooling 
elements. The tooling concept is shown in photographs, Figures 114 
through 118. A section of the NDI C-scan recording of the hat-to-
skin bond is shown in Figure 119. 
"I" Stringer Stiffened Skin Elements 
The detailed process description for fabricating "I" section 
elements is presented in 3.2.2. NDI C-scan tests showed consider-
able void areas in the caps. To determine the void characteristics, 
120X photomicrographs were taken of discreet cap areas where both 
100% and 0% sound penetrations were recorded. From these it was 
determined that the void shapes were irregular micron sized pits 
distributed throughout the cap thickness. The cap side showing 
100% sound penetration showed no voids in the photomicrographs. 
Actual respective void volumes detemined analytically were 8.31% 
and 1.13% and fiber volumes 58-62%. NDI C-scans and photomicro-
graphs of the "I"-stringer cap are shown in Figure 120. 
"I"-stringers were bonded to the skin assembly with FM34B-18 
adhesive film on a 104 glass cloth carrier using the vacuum bag 
pressure augmentation process. Since the maximum pressure augmen-
tation area-to-bond area available in this part design is only 
1.5:1, an autoclave was required in the bonding operation. A 
minimum 3:1 pressure augmentation area to bond is required for 
one atmosphere oven bonding operations. The bonding sequence is 
shown in Figures 121 through 125. 
Honeycomb Sandwich Panel Elements 
Fabrication of sandwich panel EX150. 63.5x71.1x4.85-cm 
(25.0x28.0xl.91 in.) was accomplished in accordance with processes 
described in 3.2.4. The skins were comprised of unbalanced (0°2' 
3.3.5 
~ 450 ,00 ); 5 ply, nominal 0.144-mm (5.7 mil)/ply unidirectional 
tape. NDI C-scan recordings indicated a good skin to core bond 
was attained. 
Celion 1K, 34x35, 5 harness satin weave graphite fabric/ 
LARC-160, 20 ply doubler stock was fabricated using the two stage 
processing, imidization and autoclave curing. Panel size was 
30.5x60.9xO.33-cm (12x24xO.130 in.). NDI C~scan showed 100% trans-
mission; a recording is shown in Figure 126. Doubler stock was 
machined to a tapered configuration and bonded to the ends of each 
sandwich element with FM34B-18 adhesive film. 
Preparation and Testing - Structural Elements 
All structural elements were tested on a 1957KN (440,000 lb.) 
capacity Tinius Olsen universal testing machine. Test preparation 
and testing was accomplished as follows: 
o Specimen ends were ground flat and parallel to within 
~ 0.127-mm (! 0.005 in.). 
o One half of all structural elements were aged 125 hours 
at 316°C (6000 F). Initial weights, and percent weight 
loss after aging are shown in Table 32. 
o Hat-and "I"-stiffened skin/stringer panels were sta-
bilized at each end by potting in place to approximately 
1.27-mm (0.50 in.) thick to match equivalent thickness 
precision ground tool steel load plates. Potting ma-
terials were selected based on test temperature and 
processed as shown in Table 33. Sandwich panel ends 
were stabilized by the tapered doublers described in 
paragraph 3.3.4.3. Doublers were clamped between par-
allel bars resting on the test bed during test to pre-
vent specimen ends from spreading. 
oBi-axial gages were positioned and bonded at the mid-
point of the center stringer cap and skin; in a back-
000 to-back pattern and in rosette. 0 , 45, 90, on one web of 





wLth back-to-back strain gages in rosette. 0 • 45 • 90 , 
at the midpoint. 
o Hat and "I"-stiffened skin/stringer panel edges were 
clamped to provide fixity; sandwich panel edges were 
not clamped. 
o Specimens were positioned in the test machine on a 
special spherical seat fixture designed to ensure optimum 
axial alignment. A pre-load of 2244 to 8896 N (500 to 
2000 lb.) was applied and the specimen was aligned by 
adjusting the spherical seat to match back-to-back skin 
and hat cap axial strain gage deflections to a tolerance 
of 50~. Typical specimens are shown in position on the 
test machine in Figures 127 through 130. 
o After stabilizing at test temperature, a compressive load 
was applied incrementally up to the individual specimen 
calculated design ultimate. Strain measurements were 
taken at each loading increment. Specific target ultimate 
loads are shown in Table 34. 
Test Results - Structural Elements 
Data are summarized in Table 35 and load/strain curves are 
presented in Figures 131 through 150. Figures 151 through 165 show 
failures modes of elements that failed during test. 
All of the room temperature elements met the design ultimate 
load requirement of 525KN/m (3000 lb./in). Specimen EXI09/EX110A 
hat stringer failed while being held at the predicted ultimate 
load, showing good correlation between theory and design practice. 
A small degree of strength degradation was noted in the hat stiffen-
ed skin/stringer element EXI09/EXII0B during -168°C (-270oF) testing 
where failure occurred at 117 KN (26.250 lb.), 3.4% below room 
temperature design ultimate. This specimen had previously been test-
ed to design ultimate of 120.8 KN (27,150 lb.) at room temperature 
and then fatigue tested to 265,000 cycles, 5% to 67% of design ultimate 
(compression/compression). Premature failure may have been caused 
by the combination of previous static and fatigue testing and resin 
embrittlement at -16SoC (-2700 F). 
The strain gage data showed. for the most part, linear com-
pression properties for the section designs tested. This was most 
apparent in the tests on the two honeycomb panels, which represent 
a balanced section and the six "I"-stringer panels which are un-
balanced. The unbalanced hat-stiffened skin/stringer elements show-
ed fairly linear strain increase until just before failure where it 
was found that probable local instabilities caused fairly large 
excursions in the gage readings in some test cases. The nonlinear-
ity would be aggravated if the section designs were more unbalanced. 
In terms of structural efficiency, the hat-stiffened panel 
yielded the lightest weight design. It should also be noted that 
the (00 ; + 450 ; 900 ) skin configuration of the hat-and "I"-stiff-
- s 
ened panels was dictated as a design requirement, and thus these 
sections did not represent optimal designs. A measure of the 
structural efficiency of these configurations may be obtained by 
plotting the design parameters as shown in Figure 166. The relative 
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4.0 DEMONSTRATION COMPONENTS 
4.1 TASK (d) - LAMINATE FABRICATION 
4.2 
Three laminates, 64x127-cm (25x50 ~n.), were fabricated us~ng 
0.127-mm (5 mil), 30.5-cm (12 ~nch) w~de prepreg tape. Lam~nate 
ply orientat~on was (00 , ~ 45 0 ) bymmetrical about the neutral axis. 
The lam~nates, indentified as CL6C-ll, CL12C-6, and CL24C-7, were 
0.75, 1.5, and 3.0-mm (0.030, 0.060, and 0.120 in.) th~ck having 
6, 12, and 24 plies of prepreg tape respectively. 
Two stage processing, imid~zation and cure, of the lam~nates 
was accomplished as described in 2.3.1.2. After post curing for 
four hours at 3l6°C (6000 F), the laminate panels were C-scanned and 
trimmed to finished dimensions, 60x120-cm (24x48 in.). C-scans are 
shown ~n Figures 167, 168, and 169. Lam~nate physical properties 
are presented in Table 36. 
TASK (e) - SKIN/STRINGER PANEL FABRICATION 
The secondarily bonded hat-sect~on stringer configurat~on, 
rather than the "I" stringer was selected on the bas~s of the test 
data (presented in 3.3.6) which showed that both met load require-
ments, with the hat conf~guration having a weight sav~ngs advantage. 
Prepreg tape, 0.145-mm (5.7 mil) th~ck and 30.5-cm (12 in.) 
wide, was used for fabricating the laminate skins and hat-sect~on 
elements for the three demonstration articles required by th~s task. 
Laminate and hat-section processing is descr~bed in 3.2.1.2 and 
3.2.3. Assembly bonding of the three hat-section to the laminate 
sk~n was accomplished as described in 3.3.4. 
The completed skin/stringer panels, measuring 26x122-cm (10.2 
x48 in.) are shown in Figure 170. An end view of one panel is 
presented in Figure 171. NDI C-scan recordings of the FM34B-18 
adhesive stringer to skin bond areas are shown ~n Figures 172 and 
173. C-scans typ~cal of the lam~nate skins and hat-sections are 
shown ~n Figures 174 and Ill. 
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4.3 TASK (f) - HONEYCOMB PANEL FABRICATION 
Six honeycomb sandwich panels 25.4x24.4-cm (lOxlO in.) were 
required by this task. These panels consisted of 0.15-cm (0.060 in.) 
thick, (00 , 90 0 )t face sheets bonded to 2.54-cm (1 in.) thick 
glass/polyimide (HRH 327) honeycomb cure having a .48-cm (3/16 ~n.) 
cell size and 64.04 Kg/m3 (4.0 lb/ft3) density. The face sheets 
were bonded to BR34 primed core with FM34 adhesive, 0.44 Kg/m2 
(0.09 psf). Face sheet to core bonding was accomplished as defined 
Two l2-ply laminates, designated as CL12C-8 and CL12C-9, 6lx 
9l-cm (24x36 in.) were laid up using 0.127-mm (5 mil) prepreg tape. 
The layup was such that the (00 , 900 )t fiber orientation was 
symmetrical about the neutral axis of the honeycomb core. Laminate 
cure was as defined in 3.2.2. Postcure of the laminates was 
accomplished in two stages: two hours at 3l6 0 C (6000 F) free stand-
ing and two hours at 3l6 0 C (6000 F) in the bonded cond~tion which 
also postcured the adhesive bond line. Physical properties of the 
postcured laminates are shown in Table 35. Specimens for physical 
properties determination were taken from laminate trim areas and 
received the full four hour exposure. 
C-scans of laminates CL12C-B and CL12C-9, show~ng the location 
of the three face sheets 28x56-cVl (11x22- in.) cut from each are 
presented in Figures 175 and 176. Face sheet pairs 8C9C, 8A8B, and 
9A9B were bonded to honeycomb core. C-scans of the three sandw~ch 
panels, identified as 8A, 9A, and 9C, and showing the locat10n of 
each 25.4x25.4-cm (lOxlO in.) panel, designated #1 through #6, are 
shown in Figures 177, 178, and 179. 
4.4 TASK (g) - CHOPPED FIBER MOLDING FABRICATION 
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six chopped fiber molding were fabricated using the longer f~ber 
length/lower areal fiber weight molding material (Batch D) noted in 
3.3.3.5. The moldings were made using the NASA/BAC matched metal 
molds utilized in performing a similar task for Contract NASl-15009 
(Graphite/PMR-15 Composite Materials). The molding procedure is 
~s defined in 3.2.5. Part configuration is shown in Figure 180. 
Figures 181 and 182 show the charged matched metal mold and a 
finished part. 
4.5 TASK (h) - TECHNOLOGY DEHONSTRATOR SEGHENT 
The init~al intent of this task was to fabricate a represent-
tive demonstration component of the Space Shuttle aft body flap. 
It was intended that the compone~t design would incorporate all 
processes and structural configurations developed in task (a) 
through (g) to demonstrate manufacturing feasibility of graphite/ 
LARC-160 to full-scale structures. An example of such a demon-
stration component, presented in the program proposal, is shown ~n 
F~gure 183. 
The requirement of this tas~< "to fabr~cate a representative 
demonstration component" was later changed "to fabricate a represent-
ative structural test component". This structural test component 
has been given the designat~on of Technology Demonstrator Segment 
(TDS). The completed TSD, ready for installation of instrumentation 
for ground testing, ~s shown ~n Figure 184. 
In changing from a demonstration to a structural test com-
ponent, the complexity of the task changed correspond~ngly. All 
aspects of design, tooling, NDI, fabrication, and assembly became 
more critical. To implement this change, the scope of Contract 
NASl-15843 (Develop, Demonstrate, and Verify Large Area Composite 
Structural Bond with Polyimide Adhesive) was amended to fabricate 
the cover panels, ribs, and lead~ng edge covers of the TDS. Fab-
rication of the remain~ng TDS components and final assembly 
operation was accomplished under this program, Contract NASl-1537l. 
All fabricated elements of the TDS, i.e., .solid .lam~nate 
structures, laminate skins, and bonded honeycomb panels, were non-
destructively inspected and the results recorded and filed. NDI 




volume considerations and also because many of the recordings, being 
very large, would lose definition when reduced for report inclusion. 
TDS Selection Rationale 
Increase ~n orbiter inert weight during maturation of the 
design adversely affects the deliverable and recoverable payload 
weight capab~l~ty. The decreased deliverable payload could be 
restored with addit~onal Shuttle system propulsion, but the decreased 
recoverable weight cannot be restored in this manner. However, 
reduct~on of the basic orbiter weight could result in the restoration 
of both the deliverable and recoverable payload weight. Sign~f~cant 
weight savings are predicted for applicat~on of advanced composites 
in orbiter structural components. 
Early Shuttle orbiter studies showed that the use of advanced 
composites on the vertical tail, elevon, and aft body flap would 
achieve signif~cant weight savings, particularly ~f high-temperature 
graphite/polyimide (Gr/PI) were employed. In 1976, the NASA selected 
the orbiter body flap as a demonstration component for the Composites 
for Advanced Space Transportation Systems (CASTS) program. Since 
that time, orbiter composite-structures IR&D stud~es have emphas~zed 
the body flap. In FY 1976, a preliminary design concept for a body 
flap was ident~fied. Adhesive bonding of joints was used through-
out, thus eliminating stress-concentration and fatigue problems 
associated with mechanical fasteners. In FY 1977 through 1980, the 
design data base for Gr/PI structure was expanded through an 
extensive test program of body flap related subelements. 
4.5.2 
The body flap was chosen because ~t ~s a large, relatively 
s~mple, and eas~ly retrofittable structure. It ~s subjected to 
extreme acoustic (l65dB OASPL), aerodynam~c (13.8 KN/m2), and 
thermal (1482 0 C) environment. The flight environment would thus 
thoroughly test the advanced structural concepts and demonstrate 
feasibility of application to other Orbiter structures. 
Structural weight reduction and increased performance can be 
real~zed by taking advantage of the large strength-to-weight and 
stiffness-to-weight ratios of advanced composites. Sav~ngs of up 
to l45Kg (320 lb) of the total body flap structure/TPS we~ght can 
be realized by application of 3l6oC (6000 F) structural allowable 
Gr/PI. In comparison to the baseline aluminum structure (177 0 C 
structural allowable), Gr/PI has reduced TPS requirements; and the 
TPS tiles can be directly bonded to the Gr/PI substructure because 
of the thermal compatability and stiffness of the components. 
The design of the TDS simulates a sect~on of the orbiter aft 
body flap incorporating three ribs and extending from the forward 
cover panels to the rear spar as shown in F~gure 185. This section 
is l37x152-cm (54x60 in), 43-cm (17 in) at the front spar, and 
18-cm (7 in) at the rear spar. 
Specific objectives of the TDS were as follows: 
o Verify advanced composite design/analysis techn~ques. 
o Develop and verify manufacturing techn~ques for 
large, complex Gr/PI structure. 
o Demonstrate the integrity of Gr/PI all bonded 
structure to sustain orbiter aerodynamic, thermo-
dynamic, and acoustic environments. 
TDS Front Spar Fabrication 
The TDS front spar panel (Appendix E, SS79-00253) is a bonded 
structure consisting of a honeycomb sandwich panel hav~ng a 
13.33-cm (5.25 in) diameter access opening edged w~th a "U" shaped 
ring laminate, solid laminate "h" shapes framing the honeycomb 







Honeycomb Sandwich Panel Fabrication 
Laminate fabrlcation and sandwich adhesive bonding processes 
were performed as described in 3.2.1.2 and 3.2.4 except for mlnor 
modifications in the laminate bagging assembly procedures. Bag-
ging assembly for imidlzing and curing of the 4-ply (00 , ~ 45 0 , 900 ) 
laminates for the honeycomb sandwich are shown ln Flgures 186 and 
187. Assembly bagging of lamlnate skins to honeycomb core for 
adhesive bonding is presented in Figure 188. A C-scan recording 
of one honeycomb sandwlch panel prl0r to machining is shown ln 
Flgure 189. 
"h" Frame Fabrlcation 
A three section tool, shown ln Figure 190, was used to fab-
ricate the "h" frame members for the front spar panel. The "h" 
frame was comprised of the three laminate layup shapeb: flat, "z" 
and "U". Each laminate layup was lmidized on the respectlve tool 
section. After imidization "z" and "u" laminate layups and tool 
sections were assembled, an imidized unidirectl0nal flllet sectl0n 
was placed in the space between "z" and "u" laminates, and the 
flat laminate and flat tool plate were posltioned to complete the 
layup/tooling assembly. This was bagged and autoclave cured. 
Laminate processlng was ln accordance with 3.2.1.2. A completed 
section, before machlning, is shown ln Figure 191. 
"U" Closeout Ring Fabrication 
The "u" closeout ring was fabricated ln four 1000 arc seg-
ments from woven Thornell 300/LARC-160. The segments were fab-
ricated using the tool shown in Figure 192. Lamlnate processlng 
was in accordance with 3.2.1.3. 
Front Spar Panel Assembly 
A two piece aluminum picture frame tool was developed for 
assembly bonding of the front spar panel. Figure 193 presents a 
detail of the tool showning its application for bondlng the "h" 
frames and doublers. FM34B-18 adhesive was used for bondlng. Bond 
processlng was in accordance with 3.2.4. Elements of the front spar 




Front Spar Tee Fabrication 
The three configurations of the front spar Tee members, 5579-
00253-003, -004 and -005 are presented In Appdendlx E. A typlcal 
tool for Tee fabricatlon lS shown In Figure 196. The Tee members 
consists of three sections (two opposed "L" laminates and a flat 
laminate) and a unidirectional fillet to flll the bpace at the 
lamlnate junction. 
The Gr/PI laminates and flllet sectlon were lmidlzed on the 
appropriate toollng. Typical imidlzation setup for an "L" lam-
inate is shown in Figure 197. Following imidization, the toohng 
was assembled with the Gr/PI fillets in place. The assembly was 
bagged as shown in Figure 198 and autoclave cured. Proccesslng 
was In accordance with 3.2.1.3. A typical Tee is shown In 
Flgure 199. 
TDS Rear Spar Fabrlcation 
The TD5 rear spar, 5579-00253-006 lS presented in Appendix E. 
It was fabricated on steel tooling, shown in Figure 200, dlmenslon-
ally corrected for differences In thermal coefficient of expanslon 
between the Gr/PI laminate and the tool. Laminate layup, imidl-
zatlon and autoclave cure was conducted In accordance wlth 3.2.1.3, 
After C-scan inspection, load introduction pi sections were bonded 
in three places using FM34B-18 adhesive on the spar OML in llne 
with the TDS ribs. The completed aft spar lS shown in Flgure 201. 
Rib Modificatlon for Load Introduction Plates 
Installation of the load introduction plates on the TD5 for 
subsequent mechanlcal testing requlred flat and parallel rib lnter-
face surfaces. To meet this requirement, It was necessary to shlm 
the interface surfaces of the rlb pi caps (SS79-0025l-002) and the 
front spar Tee (5579-00253-003) to achieve co-planar and parallel 
surfaces. Shims were fabricated from graphite fabric/LARC-160 and 
bonded to the TD5 rlb assembly in the areas shown in FlEure 202 
uSlng FM34B-18 polyimide adhesive. Only minimum machlning was 





After shim bonding, the location of holes for attachIng the 
load introduction plates to the rib was established using a trlm/ 
drill template. These locations in the rIb were potted to provide 
a solid area for bolt clamp-up pressure in the rib honeycomb core. 
The potted rib and load introduction plates were match drIlled to 
the trim/drill template using diamond core drills. 
Alignment of Ribs to Covers 
TDS cover panels (SS79-00250-008) were net trImmed and the 
location of the three rib assemblies was carefully laid out on the 
IML skin of the one panel. The three ribs were rIgged into POSItIon 
and securely spring-clamped to the cover forward and aft closeout 
channels (SS79-00250-005 and -006) after establishIng the optImum 
inplane condition for the aft spar attach caps (SS79-0025l-003) 
and the open rIb pi caps (SS79-0025-002) aft of the Tee (SS79-
00253-003). At optimum rigging, the open rib pi caps were Inplane 
while the center rib aft spar attach was out of plane by approx-
imately 0.25-mm (0.010 in.). 
In the clamped position, tooling holes were drIlled in the rib 
pi cap base and the cover IML skin/inner aft closeout channel leg, 
two places each rib, and slightly aft of the Tee In the rIb pi 
cap base and the cover IML skIn, also two places each rIb. Mech-
anical fasteners were installed In the aft tooling holes and the 
spring clamps replaced with C-clamps. 
The clamped partial assembly was placed on the second cover 
panel. The two cover panels were squared using large 900 toolIng 
knees and perpendicularity of the three rIbs to the cover panels 
confirmed. The ribs were clamped to the cover panel, tooling 
holes drilled and mechanical fasteners installed as previously 
described. FIgures 203 and 204 show the TDS in the completed 
rigged condition and the mechanical fasteners at the aft end 
holding ribs to covers. 
Tees (SS79-00249-004 and -005) were positioned with respect 
to the rib Tees (SS79-00253-003), clamped In place and tooling 
holes drilled for precise location. 
4.5.6 
4.5.6.1 
Assembly of the TDS 
Assembly of the TDS was accomplished 1n three stages as 
follows: 
o Stage 1 - Bonding of the ribs and front spar Tees to upper 
and lower cover panels. 
o Stage 2 - Bonding of the lower leading edge cover panel and 
aft spar to the above. 
o Stage 3 - Mechanically attaching the upper leading edge 
cover and front spar panels to complete the 
assembly. 
TDS Assembly - Stage 1 
All bond faying surfaces of the upper and lower cover panels, 
r1bs, and front spar Tees were cleaned to obtain a water break 
surface and primed as defined 1n 3.2.4. FM34B-18 adhesive film, 
.44 Kg/m2 (0.09 psf), was applied to the prepared surfaces. 
Covers, rib, and Tees were assembled to the rigged pos1ton estab-
lished in 4.5.5. 
This assembly was prepared for autoclave bonding as shown 1n 
Figure 205. The open channel closeouts, at the forward and aft 
end of the cover panels, were filled w1th honeycomb core, as 
shown in Figure 206, to prevent buckling under bonding pressure. 
All glass breather plies were taped in place to prevent movement 
and facilitate the bagging operation. The assembly was enclosed 
in an envelope bag which was appropr1ately tailored for the two 
cavities formed between ribs and covers. Thermocouples were 
placed to monitor the cure. Figure 207 shows the assembly w1th 
breather in place ready for bag 1nstallation. A view of the 
envelope bag through one of the two cavities 1S shown 1n Figure 
208. Five vacuum valve stems were installed 1n the envelope bag: 
four act1ve and one static. The bagged assembly was autoclave 
cured under full vacuum and 172 KN/m2 (25 psi) augmenting pressure 





After cure all bagging materials were removed and the bond 
areas were visually and nondestructively ~nspected. NDI ut~l~zed 
harmonic bond testing, Figure 209, and ultrasonic pulse echo 
contact testing with a delay, Figure 210. Manual recordings were 
made of any discrepant areas. 
The bonded assembly was postcured for two hours at (3l6C) 
600oF. 
TDS Assembly - Stage 2 
The bond faying surfaces of the ribs, cover panels, lower 
leading edge cover and aft spar assembly were prepared for bonding. 
FM34B-18 adhesive film was applied to the prepared surfaces and 
the lower leading edge cover and aft spar assembly positioned. 
The open channel closeouts of the lower leading edge cover and 
mat~ng, forward, open channel of the lower cover were filled w~th 
honeycomb core. A teflon tube was inserted in the aft open chan-
nel closeouts of the upper and lower covers as shown in F~gure 
211. These tubes extended through the bay and prov~ded equal~zed 
pressure during cure. 
Bagging, cure, and NDI were as noted in 4.5.6.1. Figures 
212 through 216 show the assembly with breather plies ~n place 
and after bagging. After cure and NDI, the bonded assembly was 
postcured. 
TDS Assembly - Stage 3 
Attachment holes in the front spar panels were dianlond core 
drilled using an applied trim/drill tool. The drilled panels 
were positioned to the front spar Tees for match drilling of holes 
in these attaching members. All drilling operat~ons were per-
formed with proper backup to prevent fiber breakout on drill exit. 
The upper leading edge cover shown in Figure 217 was trimmed 
to net dimens~ons on the ends and aft edge. This was pos~tioned 
on the assembly and forward end trimmed to match the rib tr~m as 
shown in Figures 218 and 219 respectively. 
Attachment locations were laid out on the upper leading edge 
cover at the aft edge and ribs were diamond core drilled. Potted 
inserts were installed for the rib attachments. The cover was 
clamped in the assembled condition and holes match drilled through 
the ribs and upper Tee elements of the front spar. 
The completed TDS has been delivered for installation of 
strain gages, thermocouples, and deflection transducer mounting 




The objectives of this program, to develop processes and fabricate 
demonstration components, have been accompl~shed. Principal accomplishments 
and their importance to potential application of graphite/LARC-160 mater~al 
to Aerospace structures are presented in the areas of process development 
and component fabrication. 
5.1 PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 
Quality Assurance of the material system has been furthered 
by implementation of specifications for material procurement and 
fabrication processing. Also, nondestructive inspection techniques 
have been advanced by the cooperative efforts of Langley Research 
Center and Rockwell International in the establishing of "A" 
standards for C-scan inspection. 
The chemical characterization activity demonstrated the 
appl~cability of high pressure l~quid chromatography (HPLC) tech-
niques for characterizing the chemical compos~tion of LARC-160 
polyim~de res~n and ~ts mechanism of polymer~zat~on. However, 
this ~nvestigation also determined that the HPLC Inethodology 
needs further ref~nement to obtain better reproducibility and 
~mproved quantif~cation to sat~sfactor~ly analyze all components 
of the LARC-160 system. At present, it can be said that HPLC 
provides an indication of material acceptability which must be 
fully substantiated by appropriate mechanical testing. 
The Resin Variables Study indicated the basic range within 
wh~ch changes in both resin formulation and processing could occur 
without degradation. However, it must be noted that the vari-
ation matrix presented in the text could be greatly expanded to 
include more subtle variations which could not be evaluated with-




Specific processing was developed for fabrication of flat 
laminates, stiffened panels, honeycomb sandwich panels, and 
chopped fiber moldings. These processes were demonstrated by 
fabricating demonstration components which were delivered to 
LaRC. 
Developed processes were qualified by fabrication and mech-
anical test~ng. The test data presented ~n th~s report prov~des 
an adequate starting point for further effort directed to the 
establishment of design standards necessary for effectual 
application of the LARC-160 system. 
DEMONSTRATION COMPONENTS 
The fabrication of demonstration components, laminates, 
stringer stiffened panels, honeycomb sandwich panels, and chopped 
fiber moldings, Task (d) through (g), demonstrated the appli-
cability of developed processes to scaled-up structure. Fab-
r~cation of the Technology Demonstrator Segment (TDS), a full-size 
segment of the Space Shuttle aft body flap, demonstrates the 
applicability of the processes to a manufacturing environment. 
The TDS is one of the largest all bonded GrlPI structures fab-
ricated to date. 
The results of this program demonstrates that Gr/LARC-160 
is a viable material system for structural application. To 
achieve its potential, however, further development effort must 
be expended. 
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Figure 3. Liquid Chromatographic Separation of LARC-160 
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Figure 4. Liquid Chromatographic Separation of Synthetic Mixture of BTDA 
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Figure 5. Chemical Structures of Theoretical Isomer Products of BTDA Esterification 
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STANDARD REPEATABILITY VARIABLES STUDY 
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Figure 8. Relative BTA Concentration in LARC-160 Intermediate Ester Mixtures 
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Figure 10. Relative BTDE Monoethyl Ester Concentration in LARC-160 Intermediate 
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Figure 11. Relative BIDE Monoethy1 Ester Concentration in LARC-160 Neat Resins 
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Figure 12. Relative BTDE Diethy1 Ester Concentration in LARC-160 Intermediate 
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Figure 13. Relative BTDE Diethy1 Ester Concentration in LARC-160 Neat Resin 
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Figure 16. Relative BTDE Triethy1 Ester Concentration in LARC-160 Intermediate 
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Figure 18. Relative Methylene Diani1ine Bis-Nadimide Resin Intermediate Concentration 





































Figure 19. Liquid Chromatographic Separation of LARC-160 Polyimide "Variables Study," 
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Figure 22. Relative Methylene Dianiline Concentration in LARC-l60 Neat Resins 
and Prepregs by HPLC Analysis 
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Figure 23. C-Scau Resin Variable No. 1 
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PANEL FORMULATION PROCESS 
EX218 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREPREG RUN CONC. CONC. COOK REFLUX 
& (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME 
2 
-2% STD STD STD (22991 ) 
106 Figure 2/+ • C-Scan Resin Variable No. 2 
PANEL FORMULATION PROCESS 
EX205 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREPREG RUN CONC. CONC. COOK REFLUX 
& (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME 
3 +5% STD STD STD (22945) 
Figure 25. C-Scan Resin Variable No. 3 107 
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PANEL FORMULATION PROCESS 
EX206 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREPREG RUN CONC. CONC. COOK REFLUX 
& (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME 
4 
-5% STD STD STD (22946) 
108 Figure 26. C-Scan Resin Variable No.4 
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PANEL FORMULATION PROCESS 
EX207 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREPREG RUN CONC. CONC. COOK REFLUX 
& (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME 
5 +10% STO STO STD (22947) 
Figure 27. C-Scan Resin Variable No.5 109 
PANEL FORMULATION PROCESS 
EX208 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREPREG RUN CONC. CONC. COOK REFLUX 
& (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME 
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110 Figure 28. C-Scan Resin Variable No. 6 
PANEL FORMULATION PROCESS 
EX209 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREP REG RUN CONC. CONC. COOK REFLUX 
& (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME 
7 STD NA (+5%) STO STD (22949) BTDA (STD) 
Figure 29. C-Scan Resin Variable No. 7 111 
PANEL FORMULATION PROCESS 
EX210 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREPREG RUN CONC. CONe. COOK REFLUX 
& (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME 
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112 Figure 30. C-Scan Resin Variable No. 8 
PANEL FORMULATION PROCESS 
EX211 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREPREG RUN CONC. CONC. COOK REFLUX 
& (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME 
9 STD NA (STD) (22951 ) BTDA (+5%) STD STD 
Figure 31. C-Scan Resin Variable No. 9 113 
PANEL FORMULATION PROCESS 
EX212 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREPREG RUN CONC. CONC. COOK REFLUX 
& (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME 
10 STO NA (5TD) STD STO (22952) BTDA (-5%) 
114 Figure 32. C-Scan Resin Variable No. 10 
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PANEL FORMUlATI ON PROCESS 
EX213 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREPREG RUN CONC. CONC. COOK REFLUX 
& (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME 
11 STD STD 2HRS STD (22953) @ 79C 
Figure. 33. C-Scan Resin Variable No. 11 
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PANEL FORMULATION PROCESS 
EX214 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREPREG RUN CONC. CONC. COOK REFLUX 
& (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME 
12 STO STO 2HRS STO (22954) @ 60C 
116 Figure 34. C-Scan Resin Variable No. 12 
PANEL FORMULATION PROCESS EX216 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREPREG RUN CONCa CONCa COOK REFLUX & (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME 
14 STD ANCH 
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118 Figure 36. C-Scan Resin Variable No. 14 
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EX216 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREPREG RUN CONC. CONC. COOK REFLUX 
& (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME 
14 STD ANCH STD SrD STD (23107) AMINE DL 
118 Figure 36. C-Scan Resin Variable No. 14 
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Figure 37. C-Scan Resin Variable No. 15 
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PANEL FORHULATION PROCESS 
EX219 VARIABLES VARIABLES 
PREP REG RUN CONC CONC COOK REFLUX 
& (BATCH) AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIHE TIHE 
16 STO STO STO STO (24266) 
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f- SPEC. PROCESS 
NO. Tg VARIABLE 
;- EX213 337 COOK 2 HRS. 79C 
EX214 340 COOK 2 HRS. 60C 
EX215 340 REFLUX 6 HRS. 
-
,--
- SAMPLE HEIGHTH's Noted 
-
LOADING ON TRAY f7 
PROBE: EXPANSION/PENETRATION 
f- HEATING RATE 6" ·c MIN 
-'X-AXIS SCALE 50 ·c 
DIY 
I 












I ! I I ! 
i I I I EX215. 60 MILS 
I / I I 
I V i V"'" 
1 11~0 I I i /- EX214. 64 MILS 
Y -;7 7 V I 
V I--" I / I ./ EX213. 66 MILS / -I I ~~40 / 
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I V EX219, 69 MILS i 
(TONAX) 
I V- .-/'1 SPEC. AMINE RUN I Na. Tg VARIABLE NO. i [...// 374 I , / I I EX216 355 ANCHMlINE 14 I EX219 374 TONAX IS J..,/ V ~ EX216, 63 MILS I (ANCHAMINE) I SAMPLE HEIGHTt1s Nated V l7 / ! I ..,.... i LOADING ON TRA Y ~ 
V 355 PROBE: EXPANSION/PENETRATION 
0 'c /' HEATING RATE tiiN v y 
X-AXIS SCALE 50 'c 
..... ! 01. V' Y-AXIS SCALE O.OOB' M. 
-
IN 
Y -AXIS SENSITIVITY : 
IN PROBE DISPL 
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Figure 44. C-Scan of Laminate ~Batch 23723) lmidizing Pressure 16.9 KN/m2 (Sin. Hg) 
f-' 
N 
" Figure 45. 
Pressure 6.7 KN/m2 (2 in. Hg) 
f-' 
'" 00 
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Figure 46. C-Scan of Laminate (Batch 23725) Imidizing Pressure 16.9 KN/m2 (5 in. Hg) 
3.3 
3.3.1 
TASK (c) - FABRICATION AND TEST 
Fabrication - Mechanical Properties Specimens 
Initial laminate panels to be used for mechanical properties 
testing were laid up and autoclave cured using the single stage 
in situ imidizing and cure process described in 3.2.1.1. These 
panels were used to obtain all postcured condition mechanical prop-
erties spec1fied in the test matrix, Table 10. Resin flow control 
proved to be a problem using this cure cycle. sometimes resulting 
in high composite fiber volumes in the range of 64 to 68%. All 
laminates for specimen fabrication had essentially zero void con-
tent as determined analytically, and by NDI C-scan test. 
Process optimization studies performed in Task (b) led to a 
two stage processing requiring an imidizing cycle where volatiles 
are removed to~2% from the stacked prepreg prior to the auto-
clave cure. Resin flow control was maintained during imidization 
by low vacuum levels and a Celgard 4500 or 4510 microporous poly-
propylene film which allows volatile matter to escape through a 
perforated tooling plate while the membrane contains the low vis-
cosity resin. Excess resin was absorbed into bleeder materials 
calculated to yield a laminate with a target 60 ! 2% fiber volume. 
The autoclave cure was accomplished between two flat tooling 
plates. Since the major portion of volatile matter was removed in 
the imidizing cycle, the laminates were treated similarly to epoxy 
materials. Final laminate cure was accomplished at 287°C (500oF) 
for three hours or 3260 C (6250 F) for two hours. 
This two stage process was employed in the fabrication of 
all laminates for mechanical properties specimens that were aged 
for 125 hours at 3160 C (600oF). All panels had essentially zero 
void with fiber volumes in the 61 to 63% range. NDI C-scan record-
ings confirmed high quality and are shown in Figure 97 through 102. 
The detailed description of this two stage processing is presented 
in 3.2.1.2. Flexural and tensile specimens were molded from chopped 






molding process used is described in 3.2.5. 
Testing - Mechanical Properties 
Testing was performed in accordance with the matrix, Table 10. 
Three specimens for each test mode and temperature were tested in 
the postcured and aged, 125 hours 316°c (600°F), conditions. 
Beam Test Description 
Tension and compression critical beams were employed to 
) 00 determine (0 t tension (F tu • Ett 8ultt ~%) and (0 )t and (0 , + 
45°, 90°) compression (F t E , 8 It~%) properties. The beam 
s cn c u 
designs are presented in Figure 104. 
Analytical studies (Ref. 5) performed by Mr. Mark Shuart, 
NASA-LaRC, proved that the 352 Kg/m3 (22 pcf) honeycomb core 
significantly affects the measured strength and elastic modulus 
properties of composite specimens. A computer program was develop-
ed by NASA-LaRC to assess the actual effect this core has on the 
laminate properties and to establish property adjustment factors. 
Bulk core properties for both aluminum, 352 Kg/m3 (22 pcf), and 
301 CRES, 639 Kg/m3 (40 pcf), core materials were developed by 
Rockwell International and transmitted to NASA-LaRC for use in the 
computer program in developing the composite property adjustment 
factors. These data are shown in Table 11. Specific adjustment 
factors are given in the individual mechanical property data Tables 
I 
12 through 1~. 
During test, individual specimens were stabilized at each 
f 0+10, , 1" f test temperature or 1 _ 0 mLnutes prLor to app LcatLon ° stress 
at a head travel of 1.27-mm (0.05 in.)/minute. Data were obtained 
by autographic recording of axial strain gages installed on the 
composite specimens at the beam midpoint. 
Tensile Test Description 
Tensile coupons were employed to determine (Oo)t, (900 )t, 
000 000 (+45 )s and (0 , ~ 45 )s and (0 , ~ 45 , 90 )s tension properties. 
Specific properties determined were Ftu , Et , Sult, ~(%) and v. 
• • 
Figure 47. C-Scan of Laminate )Batch 23725) Imidizing 




Figure 48. C-Scan of Laminate (Batch 23727) Imidizing 
Pressure 16.9 KN/m2 (5 in. Hg) 
Figure 49. C-Scan of Laminate (Batch 23727) Imidizing 
























tl' t2 HEAT RISE RATE 5°F MIN 
67 KN/m2 Hg VAC THROUGH TOTAL CURE 
O~--------~--------~--------~~--------~--------~----------o 2 3 4 5 
TIME: HOURS 

















Figure 51. Flat Laminate Autoclave Tooling Concept 
) 
COMPOS ITE DESCR! PTlON: EX 41 
NO. OF PLlES/OR!ENTATlON: 32/0° 
THICKNESS MM (MILS): 2.03-1.79 (SO-70.4) 
PANEL SIZE CM (INCH): 10.Sx12.7 (4.25x5.0) 
PROCESS VARIABLE: 163 C (325 F) 
60 MINUTES (CONTROL). STANDARD 
CURE AND POST CURE CYCLE 
COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION: EX 47 
NO. OF PLIES/ORIENTATION: 32/0° 
THICKNESS MM (MILS): 2.03-1. 79 (SO-70.4) 
PANEL SIZE CM (INCH): 10.Sx12.7 (4.25x5.0) 
PROCESS VARIABLE: CURE PRESSURE EVALUATION 
STUDY - 1. 0 N/M2 (150 PS I) . 





F:i.gure 52. C Scan Recordings of Panels Ex4l and EX47 Minimum Cure Pressure Study 
134 
COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION: EX 48 
NO. OF PLIES/ORIENTATION: 32/0· 
THICKNESS MM (MILS): 2.1-1.94 (83.2-76.8) 
PANEL SIZE CM (INCH): lO.ax12.7 (4.25x5.D) 
PROCESS VARIABLE: CURE PRESSURE EVALUA-
TION STUDY-0.6a9 N/M2 (100 PSI). 
STANDARD CURE TEMPERATURE 
AND POSTCURE 
COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION: EX 49 
NO. OF PLIES/ORIENTATION: 32/0· 
THICKNESS MM (MILS): 2.03-1.B7 (76.4-73.6) 
PANEL SIZE CM (INCH): lO.Bxl2.7 (4.25x5.0) 
PROCESS VARIA8LE: CURE PRESSURE EVALUA-
TION STUDY-D.345 N/M2 (50 PSI). 





EXTENSIVE MICRO AND 
MACRO POROSITY 





COflfOSITE DESCRIPTION: EX 74 
NO. OF PLIES/ORIENTATION: 32/0· 
THICKNESS MM {MILS}: 2.1-1.9 {83.2-73.6} 
PANEL SIZE CM (INCH): 10.8x12.7 (4.25x5.0) 
PROCESS VARIABLE: CURE TEMPERATURE 
EVALUATION STUDY-329 C (625 F). 
1. 3 N/M2 (200 PSI). STANDARD 
POSTCURE 
COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION: EX 69 
NO. OF PLIES/ORIENTATION: 32/0· 
THICKNESS MM {MILS}: 2.1-1.87 {76.4-73.6} 
PANEL SIZE CM (INCH): 10.8x12.7 {4.25x5.0} 
PROCESS VARIABLE: CURE TEMPERATURE 
EVALUATION STUDY-316 C (600 F) 
13 N/M2 (200 PSI). STANDARD 
POSTCURE 
COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION: EX 70 
NO. OF PLIES/ORIENTATION: 32/0· 
THICKNESS MM {MILS}: 2.3-2.2 (89.6-86.4) 
PANEL SIZE CM (INCH): 10.8x12.7 {4.25x5.0\ 
PROCESS VARIABLE: CURE TEMPERATURE 
EVALUATION STUDY-302 C (575 F). 
1. 3 N/M2 (200 PSI). STANDARD 
POSTCURE 





roMPOSITE DESCRIPTION: EX 71 
NO. OF PLIES/ORIENTATION: 32/0' 
THICKNESS 14M (MILS): 2.1-2.0 (83.2-80) 
PANEL SIZE: CM (INCH): 10.8x12.7 (4.25x5.0) 
PROCESS VARIABLE: CURE TEMPERATURE 
EVALUATION STUDY-2OO C (550 F). 
1.3 N/M2 (200 PSI). STANDARD 
POSTCURE 
COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION: EX 72 
NO. OF PLIES/ORIENTATION: 32/0· 
THICKNESS 14M (MILS): 2.2-2.1 (86.4-83.2) 
PANEL SIZE CM (INCH): 10.8x12.7 (76.4x5.0) 
PROCESS VARIABLE: CURE TEMPERATURE 
EVAlUATION STUDY-274 C (525 F) 
1.3 N/M2 (200 PSI). STANDARD 
POSTCURE 

















SAMPLE: SAMPLE HEIGHT 
LOADING ON TRAY 
PROBE: EXPANSION/PENETRATION 
ORIGIN: HEATING RATE ·c MiN 
I I I I I 
COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION: EX 74 
- PREP REG MFG/BATCH: USP/2W4262 
_ NO. OF PLIES/ORIENTATION: 32/00 
THICKNESS MM (MILS): 2.1-1.8 (83.2-73.6) 
- PANEL SIZE MM (MILS): 15.2x15.2 (6x6) 
_ PROCESS VARIABLE: EFFECT OF Lru~INATE 
THICKNESS ON MECHANICAL PROPER-
- TIES. TARGET THICKNESS: 20 MM 
-
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- - -
X-AXIS SCALE 50 ·c DIV RUN NO 
Y -AXIS SCALE MV IN DATE /7- 7-7# 
Y-AXIS SENSITIVITY OPERATOR ~ 0 
IN PROBE DISPl 
IN Of CHART 
-
-
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T.oC (CORRECTED FOR CHROMEL ALUMEL THERMOCOUPLES) 





























LOADING ON TRAY S-j-
PROBE: EXPANSION/PENETRATION 
ORIGIN: HEATING RATE ~ ·c ~ 
_---1-___ L ___ L ____ l _____ 
-I l 
COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION: EX 69 
r- PREPREG MFG/BATCH: USP/2W4262 
r- NO. OF PLIES/ORIENTATION: 32/0° 
THICKNESS MM (MILS): 2.1-1.87 (76.4-73.6) 
f- PANEL SIZE CM (INCH): 10.8x12.7 (4.25x5.0) 
r- PROCESS VARIABLE: CURE TEMPERATURE 
EVALUA!ION STUDY--316 C (600 F) 






-- - - - I 
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Y -AXIS SCALE .po 2 MY IN 
Y -AXIS SENSITIVITY 
IN PROBE DISPL 
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DATE //. 30-7~ 
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~/ 
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T, DC (CORRECTED FOR CHROMEL ALUMEL THERMOCOUPLES) \ 
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SAMPLE: SAMPLE HEIGHT X-AXIS SCALE 50 ·c RUN NO DIY ------
LOADING ON TRAY Y-AXIS SCALE ~: DATE --- /.2-'-ZL_ 
PROBE: EXPANSION/PENETRATION Y-AXIS SENSITIVITY OPEf; ATOR~_q ______ _ 
.C IN PROBE DISPL ,- 7' -
ORIGIN: HEATING RATE ____ M"iii""" __ IN OF CHART , r: ,., 
I II TTl I 
f- COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION: EX 70 / / 
PREPREG MFG/BATCH: USP/2W4262 Ii 
_ NO. OF PLIES/ORIENTATION: 32/0 0 ,1/ t;)(?'~ Aj ·II~ID 
L 3"~ $"7,rr- '12 M ". Co THICKNESS MM (MILS): 2.3-2.2 (89.6-86.4) 
PANEL SIZE CM (INCH): 10.8x12.7 (4.25x5.0) ~ 
I- PROCESS VARIABLE: CURE TEMPERATURE ~12 e if. 7(} j ~c .". ~ ~ •• F" 
EVALUATION STUDY-302 C (575 F), ;!J'l 7,,.., • 
1.3 N/M2 (200 PSI). STANDARD 








• ~ L _ /V 1.d:./'7C: ~-Lt In - ,,/ ~r / 
. !'-r- ~f- t...,..::V /V II 




~_ L__ __ ___ ____ ____ _-..L.._....I...-_....1...._ _ I 
o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
T,oC (CORRECTED FOR CHROMEL ALUMEL THERMOCOUPLES) 






















SAMPLE: SAMPLE HEIGHT 
LOADING ON TRAY 
PROBE EXPANSION/PENETRATION 
HEATING RATE 'c ORIGIN: MIN 
T I I I 
COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION: EX 71 
- PREP REG MFG/BATCH: USP/2W4262 
_ NO. OF PLIES/ORIENTATION: 32/0° 
THICKNESS MM (MILS): 2.1-2.0 (83.2-80) 
l-
PANEL SIZE: CM (INCH): 10.8x12.7 (4.25x5.0) 
I- PROCESS VARIABLE: CURE TEMPERATURE 
EVALUATION STUDY--288 C (550 F), 






X-AXIS SCALE 50 'c RUN NO. __ DIV 
Y -AXIS SCALE .. v DATE 12 - 6- 78 IN ----
Y-AXIS SENSITIVITY OPERATOR_q.. 0 _____ 
IN PROBE DISPL 
IN Of CHART 
I 
E 
"71 '" ~ ellA ;~ / I 4" ~~ 
' If}. Sr)) •• Is I ~x7j Pc 
;! / 41,,. ~ooF 83 ~.Ir I 
/1 II I 
j/ / I 
'I; v// ,-/ I -
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T.oC (CORRECTED FOR CHROMEL ALUMEL THERMOCOUPLE«;l 





















SAMPLE: SAMPLE HEIGHT 
LOADING ON TRA Y 
PROBE: EXPANSION/PENETRATION 
ORIGIN: HEATING RATE ~ MIN 
c--.. J _T ___ 1- I _ -__ J _J 
~ COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION: EX 72 
I-
~ PREPREG MFG/BATCH: USP/2W4262 
" b NO. OF PLIES/ORIENTATION: 32/00 
- THICKNESS MM (MILS): 2.2-2.1 (86.4-83.2) -
I-
PANEL SIZE CM (INCH): 10.8x12.7 (76.4x5.0) _ 
-
~ PROCESS VARIABLE: CURE TEMPERATURE - -
EVALUATION STUDY---274 C (525 F) 
-
f- 1.3 N/M2 (200 PSI). STANDARD ---
f-
.., POSTCURE 
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T.oC (CORRECTED FOR CHROMEL ALUMEL THERMOCOUPLES) 
Figure 60. TMA-Tg Characteristics of Specimen EX 72 
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PART! NG FILM 






















4500 OR 4510 TXI040 
GLIDE SHEET KAPTON FILM 
CAUL 
BREATHER 
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163 ~~ C 




I APPLY> 84 KN/m2 121 
(>25 INCH Hg) VACUUM 
m 
15 +10 MINS 
-0 

















0.55C (IF)/ 65 
MIN 
APPLY 17 ~~O KN/m2 





60 120 180 240 300 360 
TIME - MINUTES 







BLEEDERS (FROM IMIDIZING PHASE) 
181 BREATHER 
Figure 64. Typical Configuration for Curing Imidized Laminates 
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, 1 I: I 
t!-rl-J..; APPLY 1378 KH/m2 ~jT , 
I (200 PS I) , " 
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I ~II1T II -I I ! , I I , , I)." CURE 2 HRS @ 329 C : I I ! I I I I I ' , I , 
I' I- -1-1- 1'-1-1-1- +-1-, W, l- I- t 1-V CURE 3 HRS @ 287 C (ALTERNATE) 
I I' I 
1\ 1\ I : I , 11 , ~~ I , I 
\ 
I \ ~ kf I I 1\ ' , 
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180 240 300 360 ~20 
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Figure 66. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 163 C. 60 Minutes 
., 
\ 
Figure 67. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 163 C, 90 Minutes 
149 
Figure 68. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 163 C, 120 Minutes 
150 




Figure 70. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 163 C, 180 Minutes 
152 
Figure 71. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 177 C, 60 Minutes 
153 
Figure 72. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 177 C, 90 Minutes 
154 
Figure 73. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 177 C. 120 Minutes 
155 
· .... 
Figure 74. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 177 C. 150 Minutes 
156 
Figure 75. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 177 C, 180 Minutes 
157 
Figure 76. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 191 C, 30 Minutes 
158 
Figure 77. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 191 C. 60 Minutes 
159 
Figure 78. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 191 C, 90 Minutes 
160 
Figure 79. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 191 C, 120 Minutes 
161 
Figure 80. C-Scan·of Laminate Imidized at 191 C, 150 Minutes 
162 
Figure 81. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 199 C, 30 Minutes 
163 
Figure 82. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 199 C, 60 Minutes 
164 
Figure 83. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 199 C, 90 Minutes 
165 
Figure 84. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 199 C, 120 Minutes 
166 
Figur~ 85. C-Scan. of Laminate Imidized at 199 C, 150 Minutes 
167 
\IA " I· \ "~, / 
Figure 86. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 218 C. 30 Minutes 
168 
Figure 87. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 218 C, 60 Minutes 
169 
Figure 88. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 218 C, 90 Minutes 
170 
Figure 89. C-Scan of Laminate Imidized at 218 C, 120 Minutes 
171 


























NOTE: HEAT RISE \ 
RATE MAY VARY 0 55 \ 
·3.9 C/MIN \ 
APPLY 17 !_lgIKN/m2 
HgVACUUM 
\ 
RT I.' ____ .1...... ___ ......1 ____ -'-_---' 







STANDARD CURE CYCLES 
1 HR AT 329°C 
• 
FORCE COOL TO 
< 650C PRIOR TO 
PRESS RELEASE 
2.8°C/M I N HEAT 
RISE RATE 
NOTE. HEAT RISE RATE 
MAY VARY 055·39 C/MIN 
APPLY 25 INCHES 
Hg VACUUM, 1,379 KN/m2 
AUTOCLAVE PRESSURE 
60 120 180 
TIME (MINUTES) 


















DEBULK - PREFORM OPERATION 





IMIDIZE SET-UP, TOP, 0° CAP STOCK 
O· FILLETS (2) 
4 PLY IMIDIZED 
(±45)S WEB/CAP LAYERS 
CURE SET-UP - I BEAM 
BIAS TX1040 
PLY 
1 PLY 120 
BLEEDER 
11 ... ____ CELGARD 4500 
120 BREATHER 





7 PLY IMIDIZED 
0° CAP LAYERS 






HOLDING PRESSURE CRITERIA (1)(2) (3) 
VACUUH PRESSURE AUGHENTED 
PRESSURE TO AUGHENTER PRESSURE 
LEVEL PLATE TO FI LLET 
INCHES 
KN/m2 HG KN/m2 PSI KN/m2 PSI 
6.75 2 6.75 0.98 48 6.9 
84.0 
101 
25 84.0 12.2 
30 101 14.7 
(l)PRESSURE AUGHENTER PLATE AREA RATIO 
TO HANDRELS = 7:1 
(2) PROCESS PER 1.1 AND 1.2'. 
586 85 
710 103 
(3)Fillet mold is 96.5 CM (38.0 INCHES) LONG 
PRESSURE 
AUGHENTER 
PLATE HANDRELS, 6.35 mm (0.25 INCH) 
X 12.7mm (0.500 INCH) ALUHINUH 
3.17mm (0.12 INCH) 
RADIUS FILLET 
2 PLCS. 
Figure 93. Fillet Radius Stock Tooling and Vacuum Bagging 







DEBULKED AND IMIDIZED 
0° CAP 16 PLIES, 0.145 MM 





BASE PLATE 208.8 X 88.9 CM 
(82 X 35 INCHES) 
THERMOFORMED (±45)S - 2 PLY 
INNER AND OUTER ELEMENTS 
BLEEDER 1 PLY 120 FIBERGLASS 
SMC250 SILICONE 
RUBBER CAUL 
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Figure 96 .• ASTM D 647 Compression Mold for Celion/LARC 160 Molding 
Compound Flexure Specimen per ASTM D 790 
Figure 97. C-Scan Laminate EX 199 (0) for s Tensil.e Properties 
179 
Figure 98. C-Scan Lamina.te EX 200 (0 ,±45. 90) s for Aged Tensile Properties 
180 
Figure 99. C-Scan Laminate EX 201 (90)40 for Aged Tensile and 
Compressive Properties 181 
RIPPLE 
Figure 100. C-Scan Laminate EX202 (+45) for Aged Tensile Properties 
- s 
182 
Figu<e 101. C-scan Laminate EX. 204 (0)26 fo< Aged Sbo<t Ream 




C--Scan Laminate EX 220 (+45) 32 Ply for 
- s Aged Compressive Properties 
A801002 G-8 
Figure 103. ASTM D647 Tensile Mold and Molded ASTM D651 Tension Coupon 
FLEX SANDWICH BEAM TEST -
ULTIMATE COMPRESSION STRESS ON FACE SHEET 
17 7 CRES 1378 MN/m2 
(200 KSI HT, MIN) L-..-13 17 
OR EQUIVALENT \ (1 25) i r=;::::;=r=:;=r=:;=r=:;::::;::::;=;=::;::::::;::::nit.T=T::;::::;:::::;::::::;:=;::;=;::;:::;I;=tr=;;::;::i=i=rl=:r:=r::r:=r:~± mJJ 
--, ~~~==~~~~~==~~==~==~~~-y-
, T -I I-T = 0 317 ;---- 20.3 ------1..;-10 2 (4 0) -- _ 
• • (0.125) 1-------------=-50 8 (20.0) -------------<~ 254 (1 0) 
1-1 --------------55.9 (22.0)------------.... -1 
CALCULATION Of ULTIMATE COMPR~SSIVE STRESS (F w) 
ON COMPOSI TE FACE SHE~ T 
* FOR -270 F, 75 F & 400 F TESTS USE ALUMINUM 
HONEYCOMB CORE, 1/8·22 PCF, 5052 ALLOY 
4P 
Feu = ( T • t ) Wxt 15'-2 
WHEHE 
P = ULTIMATE FAILING LOAD 
W = BEAM WIDTH 
t = COMPRESSION FACE SHEET THICKNESS 
T = TENSION FACE SHEET THICKNESS 
FOR 600 F TESTS, USE 321 CRES, ANN, 0005 IN 
FOIL PER AMS 5510H 
t FOR -270 F, 75 F & 400 F TESTS, USE 012 PSF 
FM 400 ADHESIVE FOR 600 F TESTS, USE 
0135 PSF ADHESIVE (FM34) 
FLEX SANDWICH BEAM TEST-
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRESS ON FACE SHEET 
ADHESIVE t 
/
17.7 CRES 1378 MN/m2 
(200 KSI) HT MIN 
OR EOUIVALENT --1----- ( 1---_.,·, (1 I T = 0.317 (0.1251 - 20.3 8.0 3 17 25 t CORl· H 
• .. k- rfffi1 
-L (150) LgJJJ 
-, ~~===:::::::::======================~'~:::::!::::!:::::::::!::::::::!:=::::::::::::~~I-t -l 1-- 254 T I FACE SHEET -1 
(GRAPHITE/POL YIMIDE) (1 001 \t""'------------ 50 8 (20.0)-------------<·-1 -254 (100) 
LOAD PADS lOIN WIDE 
REACTION PADS 1 5 IN WIDE 
CALCULATION OF UL TIMATE TENSILE STRESS (Ftul 
ON COMPOSiTE FACE SHEET 
4P 
WH~RE 
P = UL liMA TE FAILING LOAD 
W = BEAM WIDTH 
t = TENSILE FACE SHEET THICKNESS 
T = COMPRESSION FACE SHEET THICKNESS 
* FOR -270 F, 75 F & 400 F TESTS USE ALUMINUM 
HONEYCOMB CORE, 1/8·22 PCF, 5052 ALLOY 
FOR 600 F TESTS, USE 321 CRES, ANN, 0 005 IN 
FOIL PER AMS 5510 H 
t FOR -270 F, 75 F & 400 F TESTS, USE 0 12 PSF 
FM 400 ADHESIVE FOR 600 F TESTS, USE 
0135 PSF ADHESIVE (FM34) 




BACK TO BACK, 0.952 CM 
(0.375) DIA TYP 
22.86 CM \ 1.588 CM (0.675) 




22.86 CM ~ 
(9.00) REF 
10.82 CHi (4.26) 
} -I 
"( 11..715 C!!I 
(2.25) '(3.00) 7.62 CM R TYP ~BIAXIAL GAGES 
'<.. II Til I LARC 1 60/CELION COMPOSITE BACK-TO-BACK 
1, I ~ Th I! PI/181 FIBERGLASS"" 
o 154 CM 2.37) TYp-! 15° 6 PLY TABS 










6 PLY TABS. NOTES: 
1. SIDES PARALLEL WITHIN 0.001 INCH DESIGN A 
DESIGN B 
LEGEND 
NOMINAL GAUGE TAB ADHESIVE 
TH I C KNESS I'TI' SECTION TEST TEMP (C) SPECIMEN CM/ WIDTH 
DESIGN NO. PLIES (M I LS) CM (INCH) -132 RT 204 316 
B 5 0.0321(12.5) 1.27 (0.500) FM400 FM400 FM400 FM34 
B 32 0.20/(80.0) 2.54 (1.000) FM400 FM400 FM400 FM34 
B 4 0.0254/ (10.0) 2.54 (1.000) FM400 FM400 FM400 FM34 i 
A 8 0.051/(20.0) 1.588 (0.625) FM400 FM400 FM400 FM34 ; 
---- ------ ---












5.08 + 0.051 CM 
(2.00-~ C.02-IN.) 
I GAGE LENGTH 









"X" EXTENSOMETER ASSY 
~ lr CLAMPING & CENTERING 
SCREWS 
SECTION "B" 
MAKE FROM 0.076 CM 
CRES STEEL(0.030 IN.) 
CD 













CI) MAKE FROM 0.0012 CM (0.060 MILS) CRES STEEL. 
STACK GRIND TO IDENTICAL LENGTH & BREAK EDGES. 
LEAVES OF SPACERS TO HAVE LARGE CLEARANCE 
HOLES TO ALLOW FREE MOVEMENT. 
CD MAKE FROM CRES STEEL I 
CD D I STANCE UNSUPPORTED BY STAB I LI ZING LEAVES AT 
EACH END OF SPECIMEN SHALL NOT BE MORE THAN 
0.152 CM (60 MILS) 
NOTES: 0.080 CD ENDS TO BE GROUND PARALLEL WITH I N 
0.00127 CM(O.OOOS IN.) & PERPEN 
DICULAR TO LONG AXIS WITHIN 0.00127 
CM/CM 0.0005 IN./IN. 
0SIDES TO BE PARALLEL WITHIN 0.001 
IN. 
0) FACES TO BE MOLDED FLAT WI TH IN 
0.002 IN. 
SPECIMEN DESIGN 
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Tensile Properties of LARC-160/Ce1ion Laminates Postcured and 
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Figure 108. Compression Properties of LARC-160/Ce1ion Laminates Postcured and 






















AGED 125 HOURS 
AT 600 F 
~ .~POSTCURED 
200 ... '\.. '\... 
150 
(-270 F) (-200 F) (-100 F) 0 (75 F) (200 F) (300 F) (400 F) 
-132 C -93 C -38 C 18 C 24 C 93 C 149 C 204 C 
TEST TEMPERATURE 
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Figure 111. Typical C-Scans of "Hat" Elements 
"HATI! STRINGER MOLDED ON TOOL BEFORE 
REVERSE FORMING SHOWING CONCAVE WARPAGE 








600 , 2 - - CURE 180 MINUTES 
APPLY 1. 38 MN/m (200 PS I) #. AT 28SC (S50F) +--
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I- --
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Figure 114. Hat Stringers in Position on Skin--Fit-up Operation 
A800122 C-7 
Figure 115. Hat Stringer in Position on Skin With "1" Pressure Cauls Installed 
Figure 116. Pressure Augmenter Plate in Position Over "1" Pressure Cauls 
A800122 C-ll ( 
A800122 C-IO C 
NOTE: PANEL srZE 
29.8 X 193.0 CM 
(11.75 X 76 INCHES) 





Figure 118. "Hat" Stiffened Skin/Stringer Showing Concave Skin Surface 





PROPERTY VOIDED VOIDED 
DENSITY (G/CE) 1.467 1 .581 
RESIN 29.4 29.6 CONTENT (%) 
FIBERS 58.2 62.8 VOL. (%) 
va I D VOL (%) 8.30 1.13 
EX190 VOIDED CAP 
120X 
EX190 NON VOIDED CAP 
120X 
Figure 120. C-Scan and Photomicrograph Correlation of "I" Stringer 
















Figure 123. Pressure Augmenter Plate in Position Over "l." Pressure Cauls, 





Figure 124. "I" Stringer Stiffened Skin Element in Vacuum Bag Bonding Fixture 
A800125 C-2, 
.A80012S C-I 
Figure 125. "I" Stiffened Skin/Stringer Panel Bonded Complete 
207 
Figure 126. C-Sca:n of 5 Harness Satin Weave Celion Fabric/ 





Figure 127. "lit Stringer Stiffened Skin Panel Element EXlll/EX1l3 Being 





Figure 128. "r" Stiffened Skin/Stringer Panel, LN2 Manifolds and Baffle 
Plates in Place 
llC92-90-5C 
Figure 129. Typical Test Set-up for -132 C (-270 F) Compression Element Test 
11632-90-1A 





GAGES 1 AND 2 ON LOWER 
SKIN DIRECTLY OPPOSITE 
3 AND 4 
30~--------------------------------------------------133 






















O~ ________ ~ ______ ~~ ______ ~ ________ -L ________ -L ________ ~ 0 
-4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0 1.0 2.0 
STRAIN ll(%) 
Figure 131. Load/Strain Characteristics of "Hat" Stringer Stiffened Skin 
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4 0 3 0 2.0 1.0 o 1 0 3.0 
STRAIN ~ (%) 
Figure 132. Compression Load/Strain Characteristics of "Hat" Stringer 
Stiffened Skin Element EX195-4A Aged 125 Hours 
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STRAIN GAGES 1 AND 2 ON 
LOWER SKIN DIRECTLY 
OPPOSITE 3 AND 4 
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STRAIN \l (%) 
1.0 2.0 3.0 3.5 
Figure 133. Compression LoadiStrain Character1stics of Hat Stringer Stiffened Skin 
Element El09/EXllOA, Post cured Condition Tested at Room Temperature 
215 
-4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 o 
STRAIN GAGES 1 AND 2 ON 
LOWER SKIN DIRECTLY 
OPPOSITE 3 AND 4 
1.0 2.0 
STRA I N 11 (%) 
3.0 
Figure 134. Compression Load/Strain Character1stics of Hat Stringer StIffened Sk1n 
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Figure 135. Load/Stra1n Character1stics of "Hat" Stringer Stiffened Sk1n Element 
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ire 136. Compression Load/Straln Characterlstics of "Hat" StrInger StIfff'neci 
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Figure 137. Compression Load/Strain Characteristics of "Hat" Stringer 
Stiffened Skin Element EX195-3A Aged for 125 Hours at 
316 C (600 F) and Tested at 316 C (600 F) 
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Figure 138. Load/Strain Characteristics of "I" - Stringer Stiffened Sk~n 
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Figure 139. Compression Load/Strain Characteristics of "I" Stringer Stiffened Skin 
Element EX 194-4A Aged tor 125 Hours at 316 C (600 F) and Tested at -132 C (-2iO F) 
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Figure 140. Compress1On Load/Stra~n Characterist~cs of "I"-Stringer St~ffened Skl.n 
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Figure 141. Compression Load/Strain Characteristics of "I" Stringer Stiffened 
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Figure 142. Compression Load/Strain Characteristics of "I" Stringer 
Stiffened Sk1n Element EX194-2A, Aged for 125 Hours at 
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Figure 143. Load/Stra1n Characterist1cs of "I" Str1nger Stiffened Skin r:lement 
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Figure 144. Load/<>traln CharactE'rlstlcs of "I" Strlnger Sl.lffened Skln Element 
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Figure 145. Load/Strain Characteristics of Sandwich Element EX24l-l, Postcured 
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Figure 146. Load/Strain Characterist~cs of Sandwich Element EX241-3A Aged 125 Hours 
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Figure 147. Load/Strain Characteristics of Sandwich Panel Element EXlSO-l, 
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Figure 148. Load/Strain Characteristics of Sandwich Element EX241-2A Aged 125 Hours 
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Figure 149. Load/Strain Characteristics of Sandwich Element, EXlSO-2 
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Figure 150. Load/Strain Characteristics of Sandwich Element EX241-4A Aged 125 Hours 
at 316 C (600 F), Tested at 316 C (600 F) 
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Figure 151. BRat" Stringer Element EXl09!EXllOB Local Compression Failure, -l32°C (-270°F) 
Test,Postcured. 
A800331G-7C 
Figure 152. "Hae' Element EX195-1PC Showing Skin Compression and Buckling 





Figure 153. "Hat" Element EX195-lPC Showing Local Debonds and Flange Compression 
Modes, 316°C (600°F) Test, Postcured Condition. 
A800331 G-ll C 
Figure 154. "Hat" Element EX195-3A Showing Local Flange Compression Modes, 316°C (600°F) 
Aged Condition. 
Figure 155. If Rat" Element EX195-3A. Local Skin Compression and Buckling Failure, 




Figure 156. "I" Element EX194-1PC Showing Local Skin Compression Failure, 
316 C (600 F) Test Postcured 






Figure 158. Cap Compression Failure, "I" Element EXl94-4A, -132°C (-270°F) Test, Aged Condition 
A800331 G-3C 





Figure 160. Compressive Failure Mode Sandwich Element EX1S0-l, RT Test, Side 1, Postcured. 
A80033i G-8 C 
Figure 161. Local Compressive Failure Sandwich Element EX1S0-2, 316°C (600°F) Test, Postcured. 
A800808 G-8 
SIDE 1 FAILING LOAD: 160 KN (36,00D lB) 
Figure l62A. Failure Modes of Sandwich Element.EX 24~-1, Postcured Condition, 
Tested at - 132 C (-220 F) 
A800808 A-7 
SIDE 2 FAILING LOAD: 160 KN (36,000 LB) 
Figure l62B. Failure Hodes of Sandwich Element EX 241-1, Postcured 
Condition, Tested at -132 C (-220 F) 
A800808 G-4 
SIDE 1 FAILING LOAD: 156 KN (35,100 LB) 
Figure 163A. Failure Modes of Sandwich Element EX 24l-3A Aged 125 Hours at 
316 C (600 F), Tested at -132 C (-270 F) 
A800808 G-3 
SIDE 2 FAILING LOAD: 156 KN (35,100 LS) 
Figure l63B. Failure Modes of Sandwich Element EX 241-3A Aged 125 Hours at 
316 C (600 F), Tested at -132 C (-270 F) 
A800808 G-6 
S! DE 1 FAILING LOAD: 136 KN (30,650 LB) 
Figure l64A. Failure Modes of Sandwich Element EX 24l-2A, Aged 125 Hours 
at 316 C (600 F), Tested at RT 
ASOOSOS G-S 
SIDE 2 FA!Lir;C LOAD: 136 KN (30,[,50 L2) 
Figure if/,n. Failnre Hodes of Sandwich Elemerl t E:~ 2!.l-2A 0 ,\'>,,::'0 '~. 5 HOl:r3'1 L 





SIDE FAllING lOAD: 120 KN (27,000 lB) 
Figure l65A. Failure Modes of Sandwich Element EX 24l-4A, Aged 125 Hours 
at 316 C (600 F) Tested at 316 C (600 F) 
A800808 G-9 
SIDE 2 FAILING LOAD: 120 KN (27,000 LB) 
Figure l65B. Failure Modes of Sandwich Element EX 24l-4A, Aged 125 Hours at 
316 C (600 F) Tested at 316 C (600 F) 
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Figure 166. Comparison of Structural Efficiencies of Compression Panels. 
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Figure 168. C~Scan Laminate CL 12C-6, (0,+45) , 12 Plies 
- s 














,'vjf Qg/ ~9 ~ l1'l 
Figure 172. C-Scans of Stringer to Skin Bond Joints, Panels EX249/248/245 and EX279/278/277 
- . ~. - .. 
Figure 173. C-Scan of Stringer to Skin Bond Joints,Pane1 EX270/278/277 
Figure 17Lf. C-scan Laminate CL8C-18 9 
260 
.. 








Figure 176. C-Scan Laminate CL 12C-9, (O,90)t' 12 Plies, Skin for 
Honeycomb Panels 
Figure 177. C-Sc.an Honeyc.omb Panel SA with Location of 25.4 X 25.4-cm 










Figure 178. C-Scan Honeycomb Panel 9A with Location of 25.4 X 25.4-cm 
Panels No. 3 and No. 4 
Figure 179. C-Scan Honeycomb Panel 9C with Location of 25.4 X 25.4-cm 




0\ NOTE: DIMENSIONS ( ) = INCHES, 
OTHERS IN CENTIMETERS 
0.63 
(0.25) 
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~(TYP - 3 HOLES) 
/' ( 1. 50 R) 3.81 R 
(TYP - 3 LUGS) 
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1--------(5.00) 12.7 -I 
Figure 180. Molding Compound Process Demonstration Part Design 
- 2.54 eM 
ING 
Figure 181. Celion/LARC 160 Molding Compound Complex Part Demonstration Mold 
A801002 G-9 
Figure 182. Complex Shaped Process Demonstration Part Showing Good Compound 





















LEADING EDGE COVERS 
(HONEYCOMB SANDWICH) 
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2" WI DE KAPTON TAPE 
, 










* THIN MOCHBURG AND/OR GLASS BLEEDERS WERE NOT USED ON LAMINATES < .38 MM (0.015 IN.) 








( KAPTON FILM 
------------------ 162 GLASS CLOTH 
IlZ???????????????????????????????????4 STA I NLESS STEEL CAUL PLATE 
___________________ > 120 GLASS CLOTH 
=]==~0~0~~i~-~-_~}~=>3TLL POROUS SEPARATOR 
___________________ > 120 CLASS CLOTH 
VZZTfl7-6/T~~JZZZZZT/ZZZT/ZZZZ2t STA I NLESS STEEL CAUL PLATE 
------------------ 162 GLASS CLOTH 
------------------ KAPTON FI LM 
CURING TOOL 
FOR CERTAIN LAYUPS, THE 120 CLOTH, STAINLESS STEEL CAUL PLATE AND 162 CLOTH WERE NOT USED 





WRIGHTON 8400 VAC PAK 
:>- 162 GLAS.S CLOTH 
-------------------------------
SEALANT 
,.----------=====:=::ll TH I N CAUL PLATE 
------------------- - 3TLL POROUS 
SEPARATOR 
LI =::!ll~~~J~~O~rNj~Er;~~;~;B~ !;:;~];;N~;:~~~~!::I ::=!I ~. _ PICTURE FRAME WITH ~ ,DOUBLE BACK TAPE 
TOOL 
5TB NON-POROUS SEPARATOR 
Figure 188. Bagging Assembly for Honeycomb Sandwich Panel Bonding 
NASA STANDARD "A" SENSITIVITY 






Figure 190. Sketch of Three Section Tool for "h" Frame Member 
A801003 C-14 











Figure 192. "u" Closeout Ring Tool 
--~ ( I 1.488-CM (.586 IN.) 
T 
CUSHION 
1 LAYER #120 GLASS CLOTH 
) 
FRONT SPAR WEB FRAME 
(h SECTION) 
PERFORATE TAPE 
(TOP AND BOTTOM) 





















Figure 195. TDS Front Spar Panel Bonded Assembly 
N 
00 
N TOP CAUL 
L-- IO-CM-----1 I (4 IN.) -I 
• - r "T 







120 GLASS CLOTH 
STAGING TOOL 






TOOL SECTI ON A 
















I .. :! 3TLL POROUS 
SEPARATOR 
162 GLASS CLOTH 
-
TOOL SECTI ON, B 
(KAPTON ENVELOPE BAG) 
Figure 198. Tee Member Bagging for Autoclave Cure 
A801023 G-ll 






Figure 200. TDS Rear Spar Tool 
A810803 A-21 
Figure 201. Load Introduction Pi Sections Bonded to the Machined TDS Rear Spar 
003 TEE 
Figure 202. TDS Rib Areas Requiring Shim Bonding 
288 
Figure 203. TDS in Rigged Condition 
Figure 204. Mechanical Fasteners Hold Ribs 




o ;lSTABILITY RIB WITH Pi CAP BONDED 
~ 
WRIGHTON 8400 VAC-PAK 
WRIGHTON 8400 VAC-PAK 
120 GLASS CLOTH 
120 GLASS CLOTH ~ 11'[ 
3TLL POROUS SEPARATOR~ ~~~I
(PERFOR~J KAPTON TAPE ~ TAPE (PERFORATED) \_ W-=-_11 r 
BONDING ADHESIVE 
PANEL 
I ~ ~rl~------------------------------~l~ 120 GLASS CLOTH 
WRIGHTON 8400 VAC-PAK 
Figure 205. Bagging Configuration for Bonding Ribs to Covers 
A810807 A-8 





Figure 207. TDS With Breather Haterial in Place 
A810811 G-3 
Figure 208. TDS Bagged for Bonding Cycle 
ASI0n7 G-6 





Figure 210. Ultrasonic Pulse Echo Contact Testing 
Figure 211. Teflon Tubes Inserted in Aft Open Channel Closeouts 
A810807 A·38 





Figure 213. TDS With Lower Leaolng ~oge ~over ana Art ~par Installed 
and all Breather Material in Place 
A810807 A-34 




















Figure 218. Partially Trimmed Gpper Leading Edge Cover Clamped 
in Position on Bonded TDS Assembly 
A810803 A-2S 
Figure 219. Final Trim of TDS Upper Leading Edge Cover 
,--. 
Table 1. LARC-160 Intermediate Ester Batches 
Batch Code 
Standard Production Batches 
A 22367 544 Run 2 Standard Composition & Processing 
B 22361 544 run 4 Standard Composition & Processing 
C 22408 545 Run 1 Standard Composition & Processing 
D 22746 545 Run 1 Standard Composition & Processing 
E 22746 545 Run 2 Standard Composition & Processing 
F 22746 545 Run 3 Standard Composition & Processing 
Variables Study Batches 
1 22943 Standard Composition & Processing 
2 22944 Standard Composition & Processing 
3 22945 Standard Composition & Processing 
\ 4 22946 Standard Composition & Processing 
5 22947 Standard Composition & Processing 
6 22948 Standard Composition & Processing 
1A 22990 Standard Composition & Processing 
2A 22991 Standard Composition & Processing 
, 
-- 7 22949 +5% NA, Standard Processing 
8 22950 +5% BTDA, Standard Processing 
9 22951 -5% NA, Standard Processing 
10 22952 -5% BTDA, Standard Processing 
11 22953 Standard Composition & Processing 
12 22954 Standard Composition & Processing 
13 22955 Standard Composition, 6 hr Reflux 
14 23107 Standard Composition & Processing 
15 23236 Standard Composition & Processing 
16 23357 Standard Composition & Processing 
ReEeatabf 1 i ty Batches 
G 23724 Standard Composition & Processing 
H 23726 Standard Composition & Processing 































































544 22368 Cut 3 
544 22361 Cut 4 
544 22367 Cut 2 
NQt Available 









22368 Roll 1 
22361 Roll 1 
22367 Roll 1 
22322 Roll 1 





23091 Roll 4 




















+2% AP-22, Standard Processing 
-2% AP-22, Standard Processing 
+5% AP-22, Standard Processing 
-5% AP-22, Standard Processing 
+10% AP-22, Standard Processing 
-10% AP-22, Standard Processing 
+2% AP-22, Standard Processing 
-2% AP-22, Standard Processing 
+5% NA, Standard Processing 
+5% BTOA, Standard Processing 
-5% NA, Standard Processing 
-5% BTDA, Standard Processing 
Standard Composition, Extended Resin Cook 
Standard Comp., Intermediate Resin Cook 
Standard Composition, 6 hr Ester Reflux 
Ancharnine OL, Std. Compo & Proc. 
Tonox-22, Standard Composition & Proc. 






Table 3. Experimental Conditions for HPLC 
Analysis of LARC-160 Resin 
Spectra-Physics Sperisorb ODS 
Solvents: Baker HPLC water with 0.01 M KH2P04 at pH=3 WITH HCL Burdick 
& Jackson Acetonitrile 
Gradient: 10-50% acetonitrile/water, 30 min linear gradient with hold 
at 50% 10 min and equilibrate at initial for 10 min. 
Detection: 200 nm, 0.4 aufs 
Flow: 1 ml/min 
Sample: 10 ~l of 1.5 mg/ml solution in THF 
Column: 
Table 4. Experimental Conditions for Ion-Pair 
HPLC Analys~s of LARC-160 Resin 
Whatman Partisil 10, ODS-2 
Solvents: Baker HPLC Water with Waters PIC A Ion Pair Reagent Burdick & 
Jackson UV Grade Tetrahydrofuran (THF) 
Gradient: 15-50% THF in water with PIC A, linear 15 min gradient with 
15 min hold at 50% THF and equilibrate at initial 15 min 
Detection: 254 nm, 0.4 aufs 
Flow: 1 ml/min 


























Table 5. Test Matrix Effect of Resin Formulation/Process Variables 
FORMULATION VARIABLES PROCESS VARIABLES ANALYSES 
CONC. COOK REFLUX INT. 
CONC. AP-22 ANHYDRIDES TIME TIME NA BTDA AP-22 ESTER RESIN 
+2% SrD STD STD .; .; .; .; .; 
-2% .; .; 
+5% .; .; 
+5% .; .; 
+10% .; .; 
-10% STD SrD SrD .; .; 
STD NA (+5%) srD STD .; .; 
BTDA (STD) 
NA (-5%) .; .; 
BTDA (STD) 
NA (STD) .; .; 
BTDA (+5%) 
NA (STD) .; .; 
STD BTDA (-5%) srD STD 
STD STD 2 HRS AT 70C STD .; .; 
STD STD 2 HRS AT 60C SrD .; .; 
STD SrD srD 6 HR .; .; 
ANCHAMINE DL .; .; 
STD STD SrD STD 
TONOX 22 STD SrD STD .; .; 
STD 
STD STD STD STD .; .; .; .; .; 
) 
PREPREG PANEL 
EXTRACT LAM NO. 
.; .; EX217 
.; .; EX218 
.; .; EX205 
.; .; EX206 
.; .; EX207 
.; .; EX208 
.; .; EX209 
.; .; EX210 
.; .; EX211 
.; .; EX212 
.; .; EX213 
.; .; EX214 
.; .; EX215 
.; .; EX216 
.; .; EX219 
.; 
Table 6. Prepreg and Composite Physical, Short Beam Shear and Flexural Properties, 
LARC-160 Resin Stoichiometry and Process Variable Program 
pr~ Tuset(2) La.inata Ho Property EX217 EX218 n2CS £X206 
J.ulnfProee .. Variable 
1 l.e.alo. Ilun No - 1 2 3 4 
2 Concentration AP2l - +2% -2% +5% -5% 
3 Concentration Anhydrid •• - STU STU STD STD 
4 Cook time - STD STU STD STD 
5 Reflux ti .. e - STD STD STD STD 
Proc.nina Parlll!laten(l) 
1 Type of bleedu/No Pl1 .. (6) - 120/2T , 11 120/2T , IB 120/lT , ! 120/1T , B 
Prt2rea PhIllied Pro2ert1ea 
1 PUPUI batch 134+4 22991 23107 22945 22946 
2 Fiber areal walaht (Ir ... ,.2) a 131-0 124 127 
"' 
III 127 
3 Calc Thick. /ply. 60% fiber vol, lID (lIIih) (5 2-4 9) o 122 (4 8) a 112 (4 4) a 127 (5 0) a 122 (4 8) 
4 Ruin solida content (I) a. h 38 a :t 3 412 430 42 1 40 4 
5 Ruin solida content atasad (%) (5) 32·36 32 2 II 1 
" 4 30 5 6 Volatile content .. b U) 9-14 15 6 13 • 14 3 15 2 
1 Volatile contant atased el) (5) <2 1 13 1 11 3 04 2 6S 
CO.~(lIliU Phl:dcd Prol!utiu(l) 
1 Specific ar&vity (Ira •• 'cc) 1 57)-1 591 159 1595 1 59 1 60 
2 Reda ve1aht content (%) 31 05-34 71 34 0 29 1 30 8 
" 2 3 fiber volUM (%) 58-62 593 63 , 62 2 64 9 
4 Void volUM (%) <2 -0 18 o 91 014 092 
5 Thiclr.na .... ,.11.) 
-
1 42-1 60 (56-63) 1 45-1 65 (57-65) 1 16-1 37 (46-54) 1 45-1 55 (57-61) 
6 Thickne .. /ply, .. (aib) 
-
o 102-0 114 (4 0-4 5) o 104-0 117 (411-4 6) a 084-0 097 (3 )-) 8) o 104-0 112 (4 1-4 4) 
1 !arcol hardn ... (ASTK 2583) >10 72-75 72-74 72-76 74-76 
• Weight 10" in poatcun (%) <1 023 023 021 024 , Weight 10 .. after 125 hn at 316 C 
(600 F) (%) <3 148 1 40 1 " 146 10 TKA-Tg C (F) pOlitcurad 4 hn at 
c-~!:n c u~:~~ ~!und tnna.illllion (%) (3) :>340 (644) 356 (673) 340 (644) 347 (357) 337 (639) 11 
Cured >95 100 100 100 100 
Poatcured 4 hn at 316 C (600 f) >9S 100 100 100 100 
COIIIE;0l1ta Mechanical Pr02ertiu(4) 'HJ:I/.2 (~i) HN/lill (Ksi) HN/lill (Kat) HN/1II2 (Kd) MN/.2 (ht) 
(253) (26') (254) (213) 
1 Flu:ura1 atrenlth (278) (254) (261) (250) 
RT 
.l.illl .ill..1l. .ill1l 1illl 
1840 (267) ma (258) 1812 (263) 1833 (266) 
Ava normalized atrength, 60% f/v :>1571 (:>228) 1861 (210) 1669 (242) 1750 (254) 1695 ("6) 
316 C (600 f) (161) (132) (160) (1ss) 
(1 '0) (132) (149) (138) 
1033 
.l.!.lli 
'9I'6 i!.1ll IO'96' .llill 9'7'i""" ill.ll. Av, (150) (133) (159) (142) 
Avg normal1zed strenath, 60% f/v >937 (>136) 1046 (152) 860 (125) 1057 (153) 900 III 
2 Flexural IIlOdulus CN/.2 (Nd) CN/.2 (Hal) eN/1II2 (Hal) eN/.2 (Moi) QU.2 (Moi) 
RT (19 7) (19 3) (19 6) (21 0) 
(11 3) (19 3) (199) (18 4) 
"""'ill" J!Ul 134 QL1l TI4 .ill ... D ~ 
nu) 
Av, (18 5) (19 4) (19 4) (19 6) 
Ava normalized lIIodu1ua, 60% F/v :>124 (:>18) 129 (18 7) 12. (18 2) 129 (18 7) 124 180 
316 C (600 f) (20 5) (11 4) (192) (19 1) 
(165) (16 9) (18 1) (18 1) 
ill...1L 
** 
(19 2) ill...l) 
Ava "TIl (191) 9I6 (11 6 TIO (l"88) IT! (11 5) 
"vg normalized modulua, 60% f/v :>124 (:>18) 133 (19 ]) 114 (16 5) 125 (18 1) III (16 1) 
3 Short bUill sbear strenlth MN/.2 (K&1) HN/.2 (iC.s1) HN/m2 (Kat) MN/.2 (Koi) HN/.2 (I(ai) 
RT :>103 (>15) (11 1) (16 2) (16 4) (16 4) 
(11 9) (162) (11 1) (18 4) 
TIl HH+ TIT ** II8 -HHt TIC'" 
1!.Ul. 
Av, (11 5) 
]16 C (600 f) >48 (>7) ('9) (65) (8 4) (61) 
(' 2) (64) (13) (62) 
,,- fHl- 43 
** 
,,-
-&it "4"l 1L!l. Ava (6 0) 
(l)The 1m1dlz:1ng 2 stage cure cycle and tooling apecH1ed was employed in fabrication of 14 ply unidirectional laminatn 
17 78 x 13 59 CIII (7 a x 5 5 inches) Laminatea vere pOlltcured at ]16 C (600·f) for 4 houra, freestanding in an air 
circulating oven Prep reg and composite physical properties were calculated per Appendix A 
(2)rarget property valu .. ara bued on Cdion fiber minblUm propertie, of 2618 MN/II.l. (380 Kd) tensHe atnnlth and 234 eN/.2. (34 Mai) tenl1la IDOdulua 
using the rule of mixture., 60% compodts fiber vo1\.IIM Target 316 C (600 1) atrength proparti .. are ba .. d on a 60% reteation of roos valu .. 
(J).,OI ultrasonic through transmin10n tuta vere perfonlad udnl tha NASA-LaRC utabliahed "A" aensittvity standarda 
(4) Specimena ",are tend atter atabil1z1na at 316 C (600 F) for 10 1D.inutu 
(5)VoIatllea and ruin aoUda content dstam1ned on portion of atacked laminate 
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22941 
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140 (20 2) 










ill...!l (12 5) 
(' ') 
(' 6) 
59 ...l.!.1l. (86) 
309 
Table 6. Prepreg and Composite Physical, Short Beam Shear and Flexural Properties, 
LARC-l60 Resin Stoichiometry and Process Variable Program (Cont) 
pr.~ Tar&et<2) 
L ... inate No Property EXI08 EXZ09 EX210 [XZll 
RednlProc ... Vulable 
1 ledn IUD Mo 6 7 8 9 
2 CODe.nCratlon Al22 -10% STD STD STD 
3 ConceDtratlon anhydride. STD NA(+S%). BTDA(STD) NAl-51). BTDA(STD) NA(STD) BTDA(+5%) 
4 Cook u •• STD STD STD STD 
> aaflux ct.- STD STD STD STO 
'roc ... ina Par .. eteuel) 
1 Type of bleeder/no pU .. (6) - 120/2T , 1B l8l/IT , 11 120/11 only 120/2T , IB 
Pnl!rtl Phl:dcal Pro2ertlu 
-
1 Prapul batch 134'" 22948 22949 22950 22951 
2 ltber anal welSht (,ra .. I.Z) o 131-0 124 132 122 122 116 
3 Cale thick/ply 60% ftbu yolo _ (at h) (> 2-4 9) o 124 (4 9) o 117 (4 6) o 117 (4 6) o 112 (4 4) 
4 a .. lD .011da content (I) .. h 38 0 +3 36 9 40 0 420 43 0 
> a .. la solUa contant ataaed el) (5) 32-36- 30 7 30 3 357 30 8 
6 Volatila content •• fa el) 9-14 151 14 1 14 0 14 3 
7 Volatile contant auged. el) <2 292 2 09 2 79 158 
COll~ait. Phzded Prol!ertiu(l) 
1 Specific aravlty (araaa/cc) 1 573-1 591 1 62 1 60 1 " 1 59 2 bala. vdlh.t content (X) 31 05-34 71 250 28 8 333 30 7 
3 Uber volUile (X) 58-62 68 6 64 2 59 2 67 2 
4 Void vol ..... (X) <2 o 68 091 124 2 02 
5 Thiclu!. ... _ (.il.) 1 45-1 62 (57-64) 1 55-1 75 (61-69) J. 37-1 55 (54-61) 1 32-1 55 (52-61) 
6 Thiclme .. /ply, _ (.lb) o 104-0 116 (4 1-4 6) o 117-0 124 (4 4-4 9) o 099-0 112 (3 9-4 4) o 094-4 4 (J 7-4 3S) 
7 Barco1 hardne .. (ASTH 2S83) >70 148 1 48 1 5 1 II 
8 Weiaht 10 .. in poatur. (X) <1 o 24 022 o 25 o 23 
9 Weiaht 10 ... fter 125 hr .t 316·C (6OO·F) (X) <3 1 48 1 48 1>1 III 
10 TKA-T, C, eF) pOltcured 4 hr at 316·C (600·F) >340 (644) 339 (642) 364 (687) 340 (644) 340 (644) 
11 C-acaa. ultre aound trana.i .. ioa (%) (3) 
Cured >95 100 100 .. 100 
Poatcured 4 hI' at 116·C (600·') >95 100 100 100 100 
CO.22ait. Mechanical Pr02ertiu(4) 
1 Flexural atrenlth MN/.2 (ld) HN/.2 (ICd) HN/.2 (ICd) HN/.2 (ld) MN/.2 ( .. ,) 
OT (l05) (232) (333) (296) 








AVI Iii67 (300) 1633 (237) 19S0 (283) 2060 (299) 
Avg norlll&Uzed atrength, 60% F/v >1571 (>228) 1808 (262) lS26 (221) 1976 (287) 1839 (267) 
316·C (600·') (144) (144) (167) (180) 









AVI 1027 (149) Ion (147) 1102 (160) 1109 (161) 
AVI nor .. Uzed atrenath 60% F/V "937 (>136) 89. (130) 942 (137) 1113 (162) 987 (143) 
2 nexural IIOdulu. GN/.2 (~t) GN/.2 (lid) GN/.2 (Hal) GN/.2 (Mai) MN/.2 (Hai) 
IT (200) (18 2) (20 4) (19 1) 









AVI 132 (19 2) 124 (18 0) 145 (21 0) 134 (19 5) 
Ava noruUud .odu1u., 60X P/Y "124 ("18) 115 (16 7) 115 (16 7) 14. (21 2) 119 (173) 
316·C (600·P) (16 8) (17 4) (19 4) (20 4) 









AVI 121 (17 6) 118 (17 2) 127 (18 5) 134 (19 4) 
AVI normalized ..odulua, 60X F/v "124 (>18) 106 (15 3) 110 (160) 129 (18 7) 119 (17 3) 
3 Short ben ahear atrenlth HN/.2 (I:al) HN/.2 (K81) HN/1II2 (Kai) HN/.2 ( .. ,) HN/.2 (K.O 
IT >103 (>lS) (17 6) (13 9) (18 0) (17 5) 









Avl 120 (17 4) 105 (I> 2) 118 (17 1) 113 (16 4) 








AVI 54 (7 9) 58 (8 3) 54 (7 9) 58 (8 4) 
(l)The Imldhlng 2 staga cure cycl •• nd tooling IIpecified waa employed in fabrication of 14 ply unidirectionsl laminatea 
17 78 x 13 59 ell. (7 7 x 5 5 inches) L_inates were postcured at 316 C (600 F) for 4 hours, freestanding in an air 
circulating oven Prepreg and cOlllpos1te physical properties vere calculated per Appendix A 
(2)Taraet property velun are ba .. d on Celion fiber .ini.WI properties of 2618 HN/1II2, (380 kai) tenllile strength and 234 GN/.2, (34 Hai) tendle modulus 
uaina the rul. of .ixturea, 60% compoaita fiber vo1U11e Target 3l6·C (600·F) atrength propertie. are baaed on a 60 percent retention of 1'0011. value. 
(J)NDI ultrasonic throuah trana.iuion taata vare perforaed ~ing\the NASA-t.RC established A" aena1t1v1ty standards 
(4)Specillens wera tea ted after atabUtzina at 316·C (600·') for 10 minutes 
(S)Yolatihs and raala. .01ida content datendned on portion of atacked lalll.inate 








120/2T & 18 
22952 
120 









1 47-1 57 (58-62) 

























137 (19 9) 





119 (17 2) 










-" (8 3) 
Table 6 Prepreg and Composite Physical, Short Beam Shear and Flexural Properties, 
LARC-160 Resin Stoichiometry and Process Variable Program (Cont) 
'.0,0=--------= Tara.t (2 ) L.uUnata No Property £X213 Ell14 EXl!) EX216 EX219 
Ree1nlPToce .. Varhbla 
1 baia t'W'I no 11 12 11 I' 15 
2 Concentration #.P22 STD SID STD >TD Ancaine 'TO Tona. 
3 Concentration anhydrid •• STD SID STD STD STO 
4 Cook ti_ Extended IntenMdiate STD STO STO 
5 Reflux time SID SID 6 h, STD SID 
Proe.8ainl Para_ter.(1) 
1 Type of bleadn/No P11 .. (6) - 181/1T , 11 120/2T " 11 120/2t' U 120/2T & 18 120/1T'18 
Preeua Ph:!!I1cal Pr02!rtlea 
1 Prepreg batch 2 134+4 229~3 22954 22955 229'jO 23236 
2 Fiber anal weight (guu/. ) o 131-0 124 115 120 121 126 133 
3 Calc Thick /ply, 60% fiber vol, ... (aU.) (5 2-4 ') o 109 (4 3) o 114 (4 5) o 117 (4 6) o 119 (4 7) o 127 (5 0) 
4 a .. ln 8011d. content (%) a. is 38 0 + 3 46 1 40 5 40 0 430 38 • 
5 Relio 8011ds content sta,ed (X) 32-36- 37 • ". 30 3 ". -6. VolatUa content .. 11 (I) (5) 9-14 12 7 12. 14 8 120 11 7 
7 VolatUe content ata,ad (I) <2 1 62 1 36 164 1 39 -
Colll2odte Phlsical pro2uties(l) 
1 Specific auv1ty (aulUlcc) 1 573-1 591 1 56 1 " 1 S. 1 59 1489 2 lluin weight content (%) 31 05-34 71 36 0 3D 5 31 6 295 32 7 
3 Fiber volume (%) 58-62 56 1 62 4 61 6 63 3 566 
4 Void vol~ (%) <2 1 04 o 82 031 1 19 6 5 
5 Thickne .... (1111.) 1 62-1 78 (64-70) 1 49-1 80 (59-71) 1 39-1 65 (55-65) 1 52-1 72 (60-68) 1 72-1 98 (68-78) 
6 Thidr.ne .. /P1y ... (.ih) o 117-0 127 (4 6-5 0) o 106-0 129 (4 2-5 1) o 099-0 147 (3 9-4 6) o 109-0 124 (4 3-4 9) o 124-0 142 (4 9-5 6) 
7 Barco1 hudne .. (ASTH 2583) >70 69-73 69-73 73-76 72-74 64-68 
8 Welaht 10" 1ft poetcure (I) <1 o 27 o 2l o 26 025 023 
• Welaht 10 .. after 125 hrs at 316 C (600 F) (%) <3 1 73 145 134 137 2 12 10 ~~!: ~it!!) a::~c~~::';a:~~n·~%jl!)C (600 P) >340 (644) "7 (639) 340 (644) 340 (644) 3S5 (671) 374 (705) 11 
Cured >95 100 100 100 '0 0 
Postcured 4 hrs at 316 C (600 F) >95 100 100 100 70 0 
eow2oeite Mechanical pr02ertiea(4) ... ,,.2 (Rsi) MN/.2 (Iai) HN/.2 (!(a') MNJ.2 (let) MN/.2 (1<.5i) 
MN/.2 
(219) (237) (261) (240) (188) 
1 flexural atrenath (Ita,) (243) (225) (239) (229) Cl80) 
RT 
.ill.!l. .ill.Ql. .illll. .ill.Ql. (169) 
AVI I'5"5f (227) 1612 (234) 1743 (254) 1626 (236) 1233 (iT9) 
AVI nOnlAlhed strenath. 60% F/V >1571 (>228) 1665 (242) 1550 (225) 1698 (246) 1541 (224) 1307 (190) 
316 C (6ooF) U20} (146) (156) (147) (12l) 











AVI (130) (149) (IS2) (143) (11.) 
Ava nor_Uzed atrenlth. 60% FlY >937 (>136) 958 (139) .87 (143) 1020 (148) .34 (134) 869 (126) 
2 Flexural IDOdulus GN/.2 (M"') GN/.2 (Mai) GN/a2 (M"') GN/.2 (Mo') eN/.2 (M") eN/.2 (Msi) 
RT (171) (20 0) (20 0) (18 2) (IS 6) 
(18 S) (19 6) (19 2) (18 7) (16 0) 
ill 1!!.Jl. 138 ill.2l. 1316 ..Q!.Jl 127 .ill..1l. 1!..L!l Av, (18 2) (20 0) I' 1 (18 S) TIi7 (IS 6) 
Avg normal1r.ed IIIOdulua. 60% F/v >124 (>18) 134 (19 ~) 132 (19 2) 128 (18 6) 121 (17 5) 114 (16 5) 
316 C (600 F) (157) (18 3) (19 5) (17 5) (16 7) 




ill ill.Jl 11. ill2l. ll4 1!1....1l Av, (16 3) (18 4) (18 4) (17 2) (16 5) 
AVI normalized modulus, 60% F/v >124 (>18) 120 (174) 122 (17 7) 123 (17 .) 112 (16 3) 120 (17 4) 
3 Short beall shear etrength KN/m2 (Kat) MN/.2 (Kat) HN/.2 (Kd) KNJ.2 (Ita,) KN/1II2 (<0,) 1iN/1I2 (Ksl) 
RT >103 (>15) (17 ') (18 1) (16 3) (14 2) (74) 




ill...Ql ill..& ~~~ :~ -f.-il-AVI (16 ~) (17 7) (17 0) .. Sa (8 5 
316 C (600 F) >4B (>7) (5 ') (.1) (11 1) (76) (51) 
(S ') (' 4) (8 6) (67) (4 5) 
... 
1Ul ., llUl .. ...iUl iUl JUl. AVI (7 0) (' 7) (' 3) 4f (6 ') lJ (4 8) 
(1) The imidhing 2 atage cure cycle and tooUnz apecified w .. employed in fabriCation of 14 ply unidirectional laminates 
17 76 x 13 59 cf (7 0 x 5 5 inches) Laminatea were poatcured at 316·C (600·F) for 4 houra. freeatanding in an air 
c:1rc~l.tlng oven Prep reg and composite phyaical properties were calculated per Appendix A 
(2)raraet property value. are ba .. d on CaHon fiber a1ni.ua properties of 2618 MN/.2• (380 ltd) tenaile strength and 234 GN/.2• (34 Mai) tenaile IIOdulua 
uainS the rula of .1xturu 60% co.posite fiber voluae Target 316 C (600 F) strength properties are based on a 60 percllnt retention of room values 
(3)NDI ultrasonic through tranaaiaalon testa wera perfo[tDe:d using the NASA-Ld.C estabUshed "A" sensitivity standards 
(4)Spedlllena were tntad. after at.bUhin, at 316 C (600 I) for 10 .lnutu 
(5)Volatlles and re.in solida content deterained OR portion of atacud lalliinate 





Table 7. Minimum Holding Pressure and Temperature Investigations 
~ Target (5) Panel \0 Propert} EX 41 EX 47 EX 48 
Processing \arlable(l) 
1 Maximum cure terrperature, C (F) - 329 (625) 329 (625) 329 (625) 
2 'laximu[Il t:IOlding pressurf', '11m2 (psi) 
-
1378 (200) 1034 (150) 689 (100) 
Com2os1te PhI:slcal Pr0E:erties(2) 
1 Specific gravity (grams/cc) 1 561-1 579 1 618 1 60 1 54 
~ Resin weight content (~) 35 0-31 3 24 4 26 0 32 7 
3 Fiber volume (") 58-62 69 9 67 7 60 2 
4 Void Volume C-r) <2 -0 27 o 33 o 51 
5 Thickness mm (mUs) 2 1-1 9 (83 2-76 8) 2 0-1 8 (80-70) 2 0-1 8 (80-70) 2 1-19 (83 2-76 8) 
6 Thickness/ply, mm (mUs) 0660- 0609 (2 6-2 4) 0635- 0559 (2 5-2 2) 0635- 0559 (2 5-2 2) 0660- 0609 (2 6-2 4) 
7 Barcol hardness (ASTM D2583) >70 76-80 73-78 74-76 
8 Weight 1099 In postcure (%) <1 o 30 o 14 o 062 
9 TIIA-Tg C, (F) cured >330 (626) 320 (608) 345 (653) 339 (642) 
Post cured 4 hra at 316 C (600 F) >340 331 (628) 342 (648) 346 (655) 
10 C Scan ultra sound transmission (%) (3) 
Cured 
Postcured 4 hrs at 316 C (600 F) 
Com2081te Mechanical ProE:erttes(4) 
1 Flexural st rength 
RT 
Avg normalized strength, 60% F/\ 
316 C (600 F) 
Avg normalized strength, 60% F/\ 
2 Flexural modulus 
RT 
Avg normalized modulus, 60% r/v 
316 C (600 F) 
Avg normalized modulus, 60% r/\' 
3 Short beam shear strength 
RT 
316 C (600 F) 
-95 100 100 
>95 100 100 




Avg 1509 (219) 1626 (236) 




Avg 978 (142) 1027 (149) 
>942 (>136) 841 (122) 910 (132) 
G\/m2 (Mal) G'I.2 (Hsi) G~/m2 (~lsi) 
(19 3) (18 8) 
(19 2) (18 4) 
ill...1l. (18 5) 
Avg 132 (19 2) 128 (18 6) 
"'124 (>18) 113 (16 4) 114 (16 5) 
(18 8) (18 7) 
(18 4) (19 8) 
(18 5) 
.liUL 
Avg 128 (18 6) 134 (19 5) 
>124 (> 18) 110 (16 0) 119 (17 2) 
'ill/m2 (Ksi) ~/.2 (Ksi) MN/m2 (Ksi) 
>103 (>15) (15 9) (14 4) 
(17 7) (13 9) 
(16 2) (15 3) 
Av~ 114 TI66T 100 (14 5) 
>48 ( 7) (6 93) (7 17) 
(7 12) (6 89) 
.l2....ill. J..Llli 
Avg 49 1 (7 12) 47 8 (6 94) 
(l)Laminates. 32 ply. unidirectional were autoclave molded using the two stage cvcle 


















122 (17 7) 




119 (17 2) 









47 4 (6 88) 
(l)NDI ultrasonic through transmission tests were performed using the tASA-LaRC established' A sensitivity stdndards 
(4)spec1mens were tested after stabUiz:ing at 316 C (600 F) for 10 minutes 
(S)Target property values are based on Celion fiber minimum properties of 2618 \~/m2 (34 'lSI) tensile modulus 
using the rule of mixtures, 601 composite fiber volume Target 316 C (600 f) strength properties are based on a 








2 0-1 87 (76 4-73 6) 






















134 (19 5) 




121 (17 5) 

















2 1-1 9 (83 2-73 6) 






















132 (19 6) 




130 (18 9) 









56 2 (8 16) 
Table 7. Minimum Molding Pressure and Temperature Investigations (Cont) 
~Panel No EX 69 EX 70 EX 71 EX 72 
Processlns Variable (1) 
1 Maximum cure temperature, C (F) 316 (600) 302 (575) 288 (550) 274 (525) 
2 Maximum molding pre.sure I N/m2 (poi) 1378 (200) 1378 (200) 1378 (200) 1378 (200) 
Com2os1te PhI8ical PrOE;ertiea(2) 
1 Specific gravity (grams/ee) 1 612 1 594 1 591 1 582 
2 Resin weight content (%) 26 2 28 5 29 4 31 3 
3 Fiber volume (%) 67 9 65 1 64 2 62 1 
4 Void Volume (X) -0 34 -0 07 -0 16 -0 20 
5 2 1-1 87 (76 4-73 6) 2 3-2 2 (89 6-86 4) 2 1-2 0 (83 2-80) 2 2-2 1 (86 4-83 2) Thickness mm (mils) 
6 Thickness/ply, rom (mils) 0609- 0584 (2 4-2 3) 0711- 0685 (2 8-2 7) 0660 - 0635 (2 6-2 5) 0685 - 0660 (2 7-2 6) 
7 Barcol hardness (ASTM D2583) 76-82 75-80 76-81 75-77 
8 Weight Ion in posteure (X) o 36 o 43 o 39 o 39 
9 T!IA-Tg C, (F) cured 335 (635) 317 (603) 305 (58l) 257 (495) 
Postcured 4 hr. at 316 C (600 F) 358 (676) 353 (667) 355 (671) 360 (680) 
10 C Scan ultra sound tranlminion (X) (3) 
Cured 100 100 100 99 5 
Postcured 4 hrs at 316 C (600 F) 100 100 100 99 5 




Flexural strength HII/m2 (Kit) HII/m2 (Koi) 
RT (230) (216) 
(254) (218) 
1lli2. (226) 
1702 (247) 1516 (220) 
Avg normalized strength. 60% F/V 1502 (218) 1399 (203) 
316 C (600 F) (173) (136) 
(167) (138) 
Qill illll 
1158 (168) 951 (138) 
Avg normalized strength, 60% F/V 1020 (148) 875 (127) 
Flexural modulus CN/m2 (Hoi) CN/m2 (Hoi) 
RT (18 7) (17 2) 
(20 2) (17 7) 
QLll (17 8) 
138 (20 0) 121 (17 6) 
Avg normalized moduluB, 60% F/V 122 (17 7) 112 (16 2) 
316 C (600 F) (19 2) (17 0) 
(20 3) (17 l) 
QLll i.!2...Q2. 
139 (20 2) 117 (17 0) 
Avg normalized modulus. 60% F/V 123 (17 8) 108 (15 7) 
Short beam shear strength H11/m2 (Kai) MN/m2 (Ks1) 
RT (16 6) (16 9) 
(16 7) (15 9) 
.ill..& (16 0 
112 (16 2) 112 (16 3) 
316 C (600 F) (8 52) (8 77) 
(8 36) (8 23) 
1Lill J!...!2l 
57 2 (8 37) 57 8 (8 39) 
(l)talilinatea, 32 ply, unidirectional were autoclave lIolded uaing the two atage cycle 
















126 (18 3) 




127 (18 5) 









51 3 (7 44) 
(3)NDl ultra.onic through transillission teata were performed using the NASA-taRe eatablished A sensitivity standarda 
(4)spec1l11ena were teated after IItabilizing at 316 C (600 F) for 10 lIIinutell 
(S)Target property values are baaed on Cel10n fiber minimum propertiea of 2618 Mr-./m2 , (34 MSI) tensile lIIodulus, 
using the rule of mixtures 60% composite fiber volume Target 316 C (600 F) strength properties are baaed on a 















































Table 8. Test Matrix - LARC 160 Imidizing and 
Cure Cycle Process Improvement Study 
Imidizing 
Temperature 
C (F) Imidizing Time (Mins) 
163 (325 F) 60 90 120 150 
177 (350 F) 60 90 120 150 
191 (375 F) 30 60 90 120 
199 (390 F) 30 60 90 120 
218 (425 F) 30 60 90 120 









I ) ') ) 
Table 9. Imidizing and Cure Cycle Process Improvement Study Observations -- Celion 3000/LARC 160 composites(l) 
Imidizing cycle(2) Observations Cure Cycle Observations 
lmidize Resin Panel C-Scan Temp lmidize Resin Flow Resin Fiber Void Thickness Barcol Ultrasound C Time Vol Solids Characteristics e: Cont Vol Vol Hardness Transmission 
(F) (min) (%) (%) in Cure glcc (%) (%) (%) mm (mils) (Cured) (%) Remarks 
163 60 1.64 34 7 high 1. 530 26.3 64.4 4.61 1. 34-1 63 53-64 72-75 40 } Corrugated depressions top (325) and bottom laminate surfaces 90 1 52 33 0 high 1.531 25.8 64.91 4.20 1.27-1.91 20-25 72-75 40 parallel to fibers Fiber wash and resin flash excessive 
120 1.48 35.0 high 1.545 26.4 64.98 3 64 1.30-1.55 51-61 72-76 40 On panel sides 
150 1 68 34.0 high 1.550 26.8 64.8 3.20 1.14-1.45 45-57 72-75 60 } Surface depressions have 180 1.43 32.6 high 1.563 27.4 64.9 2.21 1.14-1.52 45-60 68-73 50 decreased, fiber wash and resin flash somewhat decreased 
177 60 1.56 35 4 high 1.536 25 7 62 4 4.59 1 22-1.65 48-65 72-74 50 } Corrugated depressions top and (350) 90 1.15 35.2 high 1.521 28.2 65.2 4.42 1.22-1.52 48-60 72-75 50 bottom surfaces parallel to fibers. Fiber wash and resin flash excessive on panel sides 
120 1.45 34 4 high 1.540 27 1 64.2 3.74 1.35-1.50 53-59 73-76 75 } Laminate surfaces smooth, same 150 1.06 34.6 high 1.565 28 0 64 4 1 91 1.22-1.55 48-61 74-78 95 fiber wash and resin flashing on sides 
180 1.14 34.2 high 1.561 28 5 63 8 2.01 1.27-1 65 50-65 73-77 95 
191 30 o 73 34 9 low 1.576 30 0 63.0 0.58 1.50-1.57 59-62 72-77 95 Very minor top and bottom surface 
(375) depressions and edge fiber washing 
60 1.22 34.6 med 1.575 31.5 61.6 0.19 1.52-1.63 60-64 74-78 95 (2 splices' Top and bottom surfaces very 
90 1.24 35 0 med 1.570 33.3 59 8 -0.04 1.52-1.60 60-63 74-77 95 (1 splice) smooth and uniform, minor fiber 
washing 
120 1.17 33.8 med 1 574 33.6 59.7 -0.04 1 50-1.60 59-63 75-79 95 (1 splice) 
150 0.92 34.9 med 1.565 35.0 58.1 -0.25 1.57-1.65 62-65 72-77 100 
199 30 1.21 35.0 med 1.577 32.3 61.0 -0.19 1.50-1.60 60-63 75-77 100 } Top and bottom surfaces very (390) 60 0.87 35.1 med 1.563 34.9 58.1 -0.10 1.60-1.65 63-65 74-76 100 smooth and uniform, minor fiber washing 90 1.10 33 3 low 1.579 33.7 59.8 -0.76 1.57-1.63 62-64 73-75 100 120 0.71 34.2 low 1 560 34.6 58 3 0.18 1.63-1.65 64-65 73-76 100 
150 0.66 36 7 low 1.562 34.8 58.2 -<l.01~ 1.60-1.68 63-66 70-76 100 
218 30 1.29 34.7 low 1.568 33.1 59.9 0.13 1.55-1.63 61-64 74-77 100 
J 
Top and bottom surfaces very 
(425) 60 1.35 33 2 low 1.560 33.8 59 0 0.43 1.55-1.63 61-64 72-76 100 smooth and uniform. minor fiber 
washing 
90 1.37 35.2 low 1.565 34.1 58.9 -0.01 1.57-1.60 62-63 74-76 100 
120 1.15 34.0 low 1.550 35.1 56.8 -0.04, 1.60-1.68 63-66 73-76 100 } Top and bottom surfaces smooth 150 1.16 35.2 low 1.553 35 5 57.2 0.35 1.60-1.65 63-65 72-77 95 but appear resin rich due to lack of flow, minor fiber wash 
and resin flash 
---
(1)Ce1ion 3000 fiber (epoxy resin sized) employed in making 30.4 cm (12.0 inches) wide, nominal 67 +3 grams/m2 areal fiber 
weight prepreg Prepreg--LARC 160 resin solids 38 +3%, volatiles 12 +3%. -
(2) --
One ply 120 fiberglass top and 1 ply bottom surfaces used in imidizing and cure cycles to absorb excess resin to target 




Table 10. Test Matrix Mechanical Properties and Structural Elements 
INTERLAMINAR SHEAR FLEXURE LONGITUDINAL BEAM FLEXURE BEAM FLEXURE COMPRESSION HONEYCOMB HAT STIFFEN EO I BEAM STIFFENED 
TENSION TENSION COMPRESSION fLATWISE TENSION SKIN STRINGER SKIN STRI~ 
PANE~O/'l PANEL I 
... ~ 10O" 100, T ~ID ~f .. &!l /)0 '~) '~i 1O"'-'>z ,~. ~ . [tJ ~~j S w t::= .) ~~~ k"O ;TO 1<220 150 / ",/"'- '~1" oc => , ,1 ' II 1 ~ " J 1:: , ;, ·f t .......... i!l 006 ;1" V I ~J21 20 ,-<"," 11: 1 V' I I II oc ~ 008 006 1lJ1.-w 008 FIBERGLASS/PI TABS T T lJ. .. >-ii: .. w ~ >-
CD CD CD CD CD CD CD ®®0 ®®0 
Fin Flu,Et Ftu E.Etu " FlU ~ flu Feu Ee Eeu Feu Ee feu FlU Fe feu Fe Eeu 
~68 6 6 6 6 6 -
-
2 2 ( 270) 





202 6 6 6 6 6 
- - - -(400) 
316 6 6 6 6 6 
-
-















(400) - - 6 - - 6 -
316 
- - 6 - 6 -(600) -
~68 
- -
6 - - 6 -( 270) 
24 
- 6 - - & -(75) -
:t45· 
202 














- 6 - 6 (75) -o ~45 90 
202 
- -
6 - I - 6 (400) 
316 
- -
& - I - 6 (600) 
CD 3 SPECIMENS POST CURED, 3 SPECIMENS AGED AT 316 C (600F) FOR 125 HOURS CD FIBER ORIENTATION IN LAMINATE AS REOUIREO BY SPECIFIC DESIGN (REF 2NO & 3RD QUARTERLY REPORTS) ® 1 SPECIMEN POST CURED 1 SPECIMEN AGED AT 316 C (IOOF) FOR 125 HOURS o DESIGN LOAD> 3000 LB/IN AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 
) ) 
A''i~ 























Table 11. RT Bulk Compressive Properties of 352 Kg/m2 (22 PCF) 5052 Alloy 
3.18 mm (0.125 in.) Cell Aluminum Honeycomb Core 
~ ~-t 
0."'" }fI?:"~'1 ~~ 1 " 10.16 eM z ~ (4 0 IN ) (0.15 IN) J fjlf!f- 13 -.1 
) 
~ 
3 81 eM ~ ::::...l NON-POTTED 10 16 eM ~~ 3 81 eM 6 POTTED DIMENSIONS SAME AS (1 50 IN) (4.0 IN) (1.50 IN.) )~.~ I~M) WITH EA934 NON-POTTED SPECIMEN 
Test Load Direction to Core Ribbon Test Load Direction to Core Ribbon 
Compressive Specimen Specimen Specimen Specimen 
Property 10 Parallel 10 Perpendicular lD Parallel lD Perpendicular Flatwise 
Ecu 1 (13.6) 2 (7.56) 7 (16.73) 10 (6 10) (1310) 
MN/m2 (Ksi) 3 (10.8) 3 (7.20) 8 (17.64) 11 (6.03) 1 ( 1520) 4 (11.20) 4 (6.59) 9 ~ 12 (7.67) (1540) 
5 (11.88) 5 (8.95) 124.64 (18.09) 45.47 (6.6) (1590) 6 ~ 6 (6.20) 2 (1660) 




IJc 1 - 2 - 7 1.26 lO 0.72 
J 1.15 J 0.82 8 1.15 11 0.738 
4 1.27 4 0.69 9 1.21 12 ~ 
5 1.19 5 0.85 (1.21) (0.736) 6 1.18 6 ~ 
(AVG) (1.20) (0.79) 
Fcu 
Ecu (254.0) (154.9) 
MN/m.l (Psi) (258.1) (146.7) 
(AVG) 1. 76 (256.1) 1.04 (ISO.!!) 
IJc J 1.08 0.71 1 12 0.72 




Table 12. Tensile Properties of LARC-160/Ce1ion Unidirect~ona1 (0)5 Oriented Composite, 
Postcured Condition--Beam Test 
Ftu Et 
Test(3) 
Adjusted(2) Adjusted(2} (4) Temp. Test Test 
Specimen C e: ult \.I 
MN/m2 CN/m2 Number (F) (Ksi) MN/m2 (Ksi) CN/m2 (Msi) (Msi) (%) Failure Mode 
EXl07T-4 -168 (347) (321) (28.28) (26.50) 1.22 * Tension, 2 inches both sides of ~ 
-5 (-270) (319) (296) (28.00) (26.24) 1.16 * Tension on <i 
-6 QQll J.illl {29.29~ {27.44~ 1.04 * Tension on <i. 
Avg 2228 (323) 2065 (300) 197 (28.52) 184 (26.72) 1.14 
EXlO7T-l RT (300) (278) (27.30) (25.58) 1.12 Tension on <i 
-2 (329) (304) (27.80) (26.04) 1.22 Tension, 1.5 inch off <L 
-3 (284) l.?ill ~25. 902 {24.2n loll Tension on <i 
Avg 2097 (304) 1941 (282) 186 (27.00) 174 (25.30) 1.15 
EXlO7T-7 204 (296) (274) (25.20) (23.6l) 1.15 Tension in center area 
-8 ( 400) (271) (251) (27.70) (25.95) 1.02 Tension in center area 
-9 
.illll (2432 {23.8 ~ {22.3l 2 1.07 Tension in center area 
Avg 1076 (276) 1763 (256) 170 (24.7 ) 160 (23.l7) 1.28 
EXlO7T-lO ( 3l6) >(2l9) >(206) (26.96) (25.45) >0.816 Steel face to core failure 
-11 ( 600) (255) (239) (26.95) (25.44) 0.970 Tension on <i and steel face to cC're 
-12 >Qill >.llru.. ~22.57) {21. 312 >0.800 Steel face to core failure 
Avg 1757 (255) 1647 (239) 176 (25.49) 166 (24.07) 0.970 
(I) Tension critical beams per the design described. Aluminum honeycomb 5052 alloy core 1/8 cell, 352 g/m3 (22 pcf) density 
was employed in -168 C, RT and 204 C (-270 F, RT and 400 F) tests. CRES core, 301 alloy, 1/8 cell, 0.127 mm (0.005 inch) 
foil, 40 pcf density was employed in 316 C (600 F) tests. 
(2)Adjusted properties were calculated from equations derived by Mr. Mark Shuart, NASA/LaRC using a computer program that 
considers the effect of bulk core properties on the strength and elastic modulus properties of the laminate. Adjustment factors 
F test tu for -168 C, RT and 204 C(-270 F, RT and 400 F) test temperature: Ftu - 1 n7Q? ; Et = 0.937 x Et test value. For 
Ftu test 316 C (600 F) tests: Ft - Et - 0.944 x Et test value. (3) u 1.0651 
Tests were performed at a load rate of O.I~I'Cmlminute (0.05 inch/minute) after stabilizing at the test temperature for 
10 minutes. 
(4~projected from point of strain gage failure. 
Composite Physical Properties: 
Thickness 
Resin Fiber Void Calculated Actual Range C-Scan Density Content Vol Vol Transmission (grams/cc) (%) (%) (%) mm (mils) mm (mils) (%) 
1.618 25.6 68.8 -0.65 0.264 (10.4) 0.305-0.330 (12-13) 100 






Table 13. Tensile Properties of LARC-160/Celion Unidirectional (0)5 Oriented 




Temp. Test Adjusted (2) Test Adjusted (2) 
<;pecimen(4) C E ult lJ 
Number (F) MN/m2 (Ksi) MN/m2 (Ksi) GN/m2 (Msi) GN/m2 (Msi) (%) Failure Mode 
EX199T-l -168 (281) (260) (26.3) (24.6) 12.5 Tensile failure on ~ 
-2 (-270) (245 (227) (28.9 (27 0) 9 6 Tensile failure on C 
-3 ~ lli22. .lli.2l ~ 12 3 Tensile failure on ~ 
Avg 1867 (271) 1727 (251) 184 (26 6) 172 (24 4) 11.5 
EX199T-4 RT (317) (294) (25.5) (23 9) 13.3 Tensile failure 1 0 inch off ~ 
-5 (340) (315) (25.3) (23.7) 13 3 Tensile failure on ~ 
-6 (331) (307) (24.0) (22 5) 14.1 Tensile failure on ~ 
Avg 2269 (329) 2104 (305) ~ (24.9) "i"6l" (23 4) 13.6 
EX199T-10 204 (259) (243) -. - - - - Tensile failure on tL 
-11 (400) (249) (231) (27.6) (25 8) 9.4 Tensile failure on ~ 
-12 (>257) (>238) QD) QU) >8 8 Bond failure specimen to core 
Avg 1750 (254) 1633 (237) 197 (28.7) 185 (26 8) """"9."4 
U199T-7 (316) (>128) (>120) (26.7) (25.2) >4 5 Bond failure steel face/core 





(>156) (25.9) (24 5) >6.4 Bond failure steel face/core 
Avg 
- - - liil (26.3) ~ (24.8) -
'------- ---- ------- ----- -- -- -------- ----------------
(1) Tension critical beams per the design described. Aluminum honeycomb 5052 alloy core, 1/8 cell, 352 g/m3 (22 pcf) density 
was employed in -168 C, RT and 204 C (-270 F, RT and 400 F) tests. CRES core, 301 alloy, 1/8 cell, 0 127 mm (0 005 inch) 
foil, 40 pcf density was employed in 316 G (600 F) tests. 
(2)Adjusted properties were calculated from equations derived by Hr. Hark Shuart, NASA /LaRC using a computer program that considers 
the effect of bulk core properties on the strength and elastic modulus properties of the laminate Adjustment factors for 
-168 G, RT and 204 C (-270 F, RT and 400 F) test temperature 
F tu 
F tu 
F~ E 0937 x E test value 1 0792' t t 
Ftu test E = 0 944 x f test value 1 0651' t t 
For 316 C (600 F) tests 
()Tests were performed at a load rat~ of 0 127 Cm/minute (0 05 inch/minute) after stabilizing at the test temperature for 10 minutes 
(4)Composite Physical Properties 
Resin Fiber Void Calculated 
Density Content Vol Vol I (grams/ cc) (%) (%) (%) mm (mils) 
1 601 29 9 63 4 -0 22 o 284 I (11 2) 
---
(5)The 2 stage cure cycle specified was employed in laminate fabrication 
*Straln gage failure 
Thickness Wt Loss 
After 125 
Actual Range C-Scan Hours at 
Transmission 3~6 C (600 F) 
mm (mlls) (%) (%) 





Table 14. Compressive Properties of LARC-160/Celion Unidirectional (0)5 Oriented Composite 
Post cured Condition--Beam Test 
Test (3) Fcu Ec 
Specimen(4) Temp Test Adjusted(2) Test Adjusted(2) C C lilt IJ 
Number (F) MN/m2 (Ksi) MN/m2 (Ks1) GN/m2 (Mai) GN/m2 (Mai) (%) Failure Mode 
EX107C-4 -168 (295) (273) (24.76) (23.20) 1.42 Compression on ~ 
-5 (-270) (274) (254) (24.67) (23.12) 1.34 Compression 1.0 inch off ~ 
-6 (283) (262) (24.31) (22. 78~ 1.51 Compression 2.0 inch both sides ~ 
Avg 1957 (284) 1812 (263) 164 (24.58 159 (23.03) 1.42 
EXl07C-l (223) (207) (22.34) (20.93) 1.11 Compression overloading hole 
-2 RT (208) (193) (22.97) (21. 52) 0.976 Compression on ~ 
-3 (214) (198) (22.20) (20.80) 1.05 Compression on ~ 
Avg I48T (215) 1373 (199) 155 (22.50) 145 (20.98) 1.05 
EXlOC-7 204 > (102) >(95.7) (22.6) (21.18) >0.472 Composite to core bond failure 
-8 (400) (183) (170) (21.8) (20.42) 0.960 Compression on G 
-9 - - - - - - - - - No test damaged specimen 
Avg 1261 (183) 1171 (170) 150 (21.8) 141 , ~201+) 0.960 
EX107C-lO 316 (121) (114) (20.88) (19.71) 0.610 Compression on ~ 
-11 (600) (142) (133) (22.24) (21.00) 0.660 Compression 1.5 inch off ~ 
-12 (145) (136) (22.20) (20.95) 0.660 Compression 1.75 inch off ~ 
Avg 937 (136) (880) (128) 150 (21.77) 141 20.55 0.643 
-- ~ - - -
(1) Compression critical beams per the design described. Aluminum honeycomb 5052 alloy core 1/8 cell, 352 g/m3 
(22 psf) density was employed in -168 C, RT & 204 C (-270 F, RT & 400 F) tests, CRES Core, 301 Alloy, 1/8 cell, 
0.127 rom (0.005 inch) foil 40 pcf was employed in 316 C (600 F) tests. 
(2)Adjusted properties were calculated from equations derived by Mr. Mark Shuart, 
effect of bulk core properties on the strength & elastic modulus properties of 
~ut~t 204 C (-270 F, RT & 400 F) test temperature: Fcu a i n70? ; Ec - 0.937 X Ec 
F Fcy test 
cu a 1.0651 ,Ec a 0.944 X Ec test value. 
NASA/LaRC using a computer program that considers the 
the laminate. Adjustment factors for -168 C, RT & 
test value. For 316 C (600 F) tests: 
(3)Tests were performed at a load rate of 0.127 cm/minutes (0.05 inch/minute) after stabilizing at the test temperature for 10 minutes. 
(4)Composite Phys1cal Properties. 
Thickness 
Resin Fiber Void Calculated Actual Range C-Scan Density Content Vol Vol Transmission 
(grams/cc) (%) (%) (%) mm (mils) mm (mils) (%) 
1 618 25.6 68.8 -0.65 0.264 (10.4) 0.305-0.330 (12-23) 100 
- --------'------- -- - -





-~ -~- - -~ - - - - -- ~~-----~---- -~-- - - -- ---- - -~~-~ - -- -- ---
) 
Table 15. Compressive Properties of LARC-160/Celion Unidirectional (0)5 Oriented 
Composite, Aged 125 Hours at 316 C (600 F)--Beam Test 
Tesd3) Feu Ec 
Temp Test Adjusted (2) Test Adjusted(2) 
Spe cimen (4 ) C £ ult \l 
Number (F) MN/m2 (Ksi) MN/m2 (Ksi) GN/m2 (Msi) GN/m2 (Msi) (%) Failure Mode 
EX199C-l -168 (257) (221) -* - - - - Compression 1 5 inch off CL 
-2 (-270) (284) (263) (23 3) (21 8) 11 7 Compression on CL 
-3 (261) (242) (23 6) (22 1) 13 9 Compression on CL 
Avg 1842 (267) 1667 (242) 1"62"" (23 5) ~ (22.0 12 8 
EX199C-4 (198) (184) (21 1) (19.8) 10.5 Compression on CL 
-5 RT (264) (245) (20 7) (19 4) 14 4 Compression 1.25 inch off CL 
-6 (257) (238) ~ ~ 13 7 Compression over loading hole 
Avg 1653 (240) 1529 (222) W- (21 1) ~ (19 8) 12 9 
EX199C-I0 204 (128) (119) 
-* - - - - Compression 1 5 inch off ~ 
-11 (400) (123) (114) (28 1) (26 3) 4 60 Compression 1 0 inch off CL 
-12 (112) (104) (23 4) ill.....L 4 80 Compression 0 5 inch off CL 
Avg 834 (121) 774 (112) 177 (25 8) l~ (24 1) t;"""7 
EX199C-7 316 (127) (119) -* - - - - Compression 1 0 inLh off CL 
-8 (600) (122) (114) (24 2) (22.8) 5 40 Compression on ~ 
-9 ~ (83 7) (24 3) (22.9) 3.94 Compression 1 0 lnch off CL 
--Avg 7fl (113) 727 (i06) 167 (24 3f 157 (22.9 467 
(l)Compression critical beams per the design described. Aluminum honeycomb 5052 alloy core, 1/8 cell, 352 g/m3 (22 psf) 
density was employed in -168 C, RT and 204 C (-270 F, RT and 400 F) tests, CRES core, 301 alloy 1/8 cell, 0.127 mm 
(0 005 inch) foil 40 pcf was employed in 316 C (600 F) tests 
(2)Adjusted properties were cal.:ulated from equations derived by Mr Mark Shuart, NASA/LaRC using a computer program that considers the effect 
of bulk core properties on the strength and elastic modulus properties of the laminate Adjustment factors for -168 C, RT and 204 C 
(-270 F, RT and 400 F) test temperature 
F 
F cu test. E = 0.937 x E test value For 316 C (600 F) tests 
cu 1 0792' c c 
F 
F cu test E o 944 x E c test value cu 1 0651' c 
(3)Tests were performed at a load rate of 0 127 cm/minutes (0 05 inch/minute) after stabilizing at the test temperature for 10 minutes 
(4)composite Physical Properties 
ReSIn Fiber Void Calculated 
l.Jt nc; 1 t\ Content Vol Vol 
(gra!!l»/cc) (%) (%) (%) mm (mils) 
1 601 29 9 63 4 -0 22 o 284 (11 2) 
(5)The 2 stage cure cycle specified was employed in laminate fabrication. 
*Strain gage failure 
Thickness Wt Loss 
After 125 
Actual Range C-Scan Hours at 
Transmission 316 C (600 F) 
mm (mils) (%) (%) 







Table 16. Compressive Properties of LARC-160/Celion (0, ±45, 90)S Oriented Composite, 
Postcured Condition--Beam Test 
F Ec Test (3) cu 
(4) (5) Temp Test Adjusted(2) Test AdJusted(2} Specimen C e:: ult lJ 
Number (F) MN/m2 (ksi) MN/m2 (ksi) GN/m2 (msi) GN/m2 (md) (7.) Failure Mode 
EXl06C-4 -168 (117) (98.4 ) 
- - -
Compression on i 
-5 (-270) (138) (116) (10.43) (9.l3) 1. 73 Compress10n overloading hole 
-6 (118) (99.2) (10.l0) (8.83 1 14 Compression in center 
Avg 857 (124) 720 (lOS) 70.73 (10.27) 61. 87 (8.98) 1.44 
EXl06C-l (116) (97.5) (1O.l5) (8.88) 1.33 Compression overloading hole 
-2 RT (113) (95.0) (10.90) (9.54) 1.16 Compression on t 
-3 
..J21L (79.92 (9.50) (8.31) 1.11 Compression on t 
Avg 744 (108) 626 (90.8) 70.16 (10.18) 61.39 (8.91) 1.2l 
EXl06C-7 204 > (68.1) >(57.20) (7.83) (6.85) >0.950 Composite-to-core bond failure 
-8 (400) >(81.8) >(68.75) (8.70) (7.61) >1.10 Composite-to-core bond failure 
-9 >(85.73 >(72.08) (8.04) (7.04) >1.16 Composite-to-core bond failure 
Avg S4l (78.5) 455 ') (66 .Ol) 56.43 "("8."I"9) 49.38 ('T.TI) 
EXl06C-lO 316 (66.1) (59.1) (7.99) (7.22) 0.984 Compression on ~ 
-11 (600) >(69.4) >(62.0) (8.50) (7.68) >0 906 Composite-to-core bond failure 
'- "'\ 
/ 
-12 [657] [95.3] [587] [85.2] [68.9] [10.00] [62.31 [9.04] [0.890] [Tested in tension--tensile failure] 
-13 >(80.l) > (71. 6) (9.8) (8.86) >1.00 Composite-to-core bond failure 
-14 (91. 8) (82.0~ 10.02 
.....2.....QL 1 16 Compression on t 
Avg 544 79:0 48'6 70.6 62:"0 (9.05) 56.0 (8.l4) 1.07 
(l}Compression critical beams per the design described. Aluminum honeycomb 5052 alloy core, 1/8 cell, 352 g/m3 (22 pcf) 
density was employed in -168 C, RT and 204 C (-270 F, RT and 400 F) tests. CRES core, 301 alloy, 1/8 cell, 0.127 mm 
(0.005 inch) foil, 40 pcf employed in 316 C (600 F) tests. 
(2}Adjusted properties were calculated from equations derived by Mr. Mark Shudrt, NASA/LaRC using a computer program that considers 
the effect of bulk core properties on the strength and elastic modulus properties of the laminate. Adjustment factors for -168 C, 
RT and 204 C (-270 F, RT, and 400 F) test temperatures. 
Fcu test 
Fcu test Fcu = 1 lAC, ' Ec = 0.875 x Ec test value For 316 C (600 F) tests 
Fcu = 1.1192 ' Ec = 0.904X Ec test value. 
(3}Tests were performed at a load rate of 0.127 cm/minute (0.05 inch/minute) after stabi11zing at the test temperature for 
10 minutes. 
(4}Compos1te Physical Properties: 
Thickness 
Resin Fiber Void Calculated Actual Range C-Scan Density Content Vol Vol Transm1ssion TMA-Tg 
(grams/cc) (7.) (7.) (7.) nun (mils) mm (m1ls) (7.) (C) 
1. 588 30 2 62 9 0.47 0.461 (18.1) 0.457-0 503 (18-20) 100 362 























Table 17. Compressive Properties of LARC-160/Ce1ion (0, +45, 90)S Oriented 
Composite, Aged 125 Hours at 316 C (600 F)--ieam Test 
Test (3) 
fcu Ec 
Temp Test Adjusted(2) Test Adjusted(2) 
C 
GN/m2 
£ ult \l 
(F) MN/n2 (Ksi) MN/m2 (Ksi) (Msi) GN/m2 (Msi) (%) Failure Mode 
-168 (122) (103) -* - - - Compression over loading hole 
(-2/0) (79 1) (66.5) (9 60) (8 40) 9 44 Compression over loading hole 
~ ~ (9 10) (7 96) 9 80 Compression 1 5 inch off ~ 
Avg 651 (94.5) 548 (79 6) 64 4 (9 35) 56 4 (8 18) 9 62 
(90 1) (75 7) (10.50) (9.19) 10.00 Compression on ~ 
RT (102) (85 9) (8 50) (7 44) 14.00 Compression outside loading hole 
(102) (85.7) (8 48) (7 13) 13 90 Compression on Ii. 
Avg 675 (98.0) 568 (82i;) 63 1 (9.16) 54.6 (7.92) 12 63 
204 (77 8) (65 4) -* - - - - Compression over loading hole 
(400) (66 4) (55 8) (8.08) (7 07) 9 80 ColIIPression on ~ 
~ (73.6) (8 13) (7 11) 13 10 Compression over loading hole 
Avg 532 (77 2) 447 (64"9) 55 9 (8.11) 48 9 (7 09) 11 45 
316 (65 7) (58 7) -* - - - - Compression 1.25 inch off ~ 
(600) (80 8) (72 .2) (8 88) (8 02) 11 40 Compres~ion over loading hole 
~ (61 8) (8 48) (7 66) 9 80 Compression on ~ 
Avg 495 (71.8) 442 (6"4"2) 59 8 (868) 54 0 (7.84) ~ 
(l)compression critical beams per the design described. Aluminum honeycomb 5052 alloy core, 1/8 cell, 352 g/m3 (22 pcf) density 
was employed in -168 C, RT and 204 C (-270 F, RT and 400 F) tests. CRES core, 301 alloy, 1/8 cell, 0 127 mm (0 005 inch) foil, 
40 pcf employed in 316 C (600 F) tests. 
I 
(2)Adjusted properties were calculated from equations derived by Mr. ~~rk Shuart, NASA/LaRC using a computer program that considers the effect 
of bulk core properties on the strength and elastic modulus properties of the laminate. Adjustment factors fOI -168 C, RT and 204 C 







1 1893 E 0 875 x E test value c c 
F~ E = 0 904 x E test value 1 1192 ' c c 
For 316 C (600 F) tests 
(3)Tests were performed at a load 
(4)composite Physical Properties 
rate of 0 127 cm/ffiinute (0.05 inch/minute) after stabilizing at the test temperature for 10 minutes 
Thickness 
Resin Fiber Void Calculated Actual Range 
Density Content Vol Vol 
(grams/cc) (%) (%) (%) mm (mils) rom 
1 594 31 2 62 0 
-0 21 o 465 (18 32) o 48-0 54 
(5)The 2 stage cure cycle specified was employed in laminate fabrication 
*Strain gage failure. 
(mils) 
(19-21 5) 
Wt Loss After 
C-Scan 125 Hrs at 
Transmiss ion TIiA-Tg 316 C (600 F) 
(7.) (e) (%) 








Table 18. Summary of LARC-160/Celion Tensile Properties 
Test Temperature 
Panel Fiber Postcured Aged 125 Hours at 316 C (600 F) 
No. & Orientation I Tensile -168 C 204 C 316 C -168 C 204 C 316 C 
Spec. Specimen Property(1) (-270 F) RT (400 F) (600 F) (-270 F) RT (400 F) (600 F) 
EX107 (O)t I Ftu MN/m2 2065 1941 1076 1647 1727 2104 1633 --
(P.C.) Beam (Ksi) (300) (282) (276) (239) (251) (305) (237) --
EX199 Et GN/m 2 lS4 
174 160 166 172 161 185 171 
(Aged) (Msi) (26.72) (25.30) (23.7) (24.07) (24.4) (23.4) (26.8) 24.8 
€ ULT 11 (%) 1.14 1.15 1.28 0.970 1.51 1.36 0.94 --
II 0.370 0.275 0.310 0.310 -- -- -- --
EX98 (90) t I Ftu MN/m
2 35.6 23.0 15.8 lS.1 47.3 35.1 12.1 14.0 
(P.C.) Coupon (Ksi) (5.17) (2.30) (2.63) (6.87) (5.10) (1. 75) (2.03) (3.34) 
EX201 Et GN/m2 11.02 9.20 8.20 5.23 TBD TBD TBD TBD (Aged) (Msi) 1.60 1.60 (1.19) 0.759 TBD TBD TBD TBD 
€ ULT 11 (%) 0.33 0.33 0.20 0.37 TBD TBD TBD TBD 
II 0.068 0.068 0.041 0.031 TBD TBD TBD TBD 
EX105 (±45) S I Ftu MN/m2 201 201 149 141 15.7 134 132 103 (P.C.) Coupon (Ksi) 29.1 29.1 (21.6) (20.5) (22.S) (19.4) (19.1) (14.9) 
EX202 Et GN/m
2 27.69 27.69 20.26 17.71 TBD TBD TBD TBD 
(Aged) (Msi) (4.02) (4.02) (2.94) (2.57) TBD TBD TBD TBD 
€ ULT 11 (%) 0.74 0.74 -- -- TBD TBD TBD TBD 
II 0.75 0.75 0.84 0.92 TBD TBD TBD TBD 
EX106 (0,±45,90)S Ftu MN/m2 517 569 556 560 480 446 434 491 (P.c.) Coupon (Ksi) (74.9) (82.5) (SO.7) (81.3) (69.6) (64.7) (63.3) (71.3) 
EX200 Et GN/m2 56.03 53.28 55.14 41.96 TBD TBD 49.61 TBD 
(Aged) (Msi) (8.13) (7.73) (S.OO) (6.09) TBD TBD (7.2) TBn 
€ ULT 11 (%) 0.96 1.10 1.02 0.S9 TBD TBD TBD TBD 
II 0.320 0.295 0.325 o .300 TBD TBD TBD TBD 
















Table 19. Tensile Properties of LARC-160/Ce1ion 
(0)5 Oriented Postcured Composites (1) (2) 
Test (3) 
Temperature Ftu (5) Et C 
(F) MN/m2 (Ksi) GN/mL (MSI) Vt 
-168 1626 (236) (24.5) -




Avg 158 (22.2) 0.370 
1709 (248) (23.0) -




Avg 145 (21.1) 0.275 
204 1633 (232) (21. 7) -
(400) 1578 (229) (21.6) 0.330 
1357 (197) (24.4) 0.290 
-
Avg 156 (22.6) 0.310 
316 1357 (197) (21. 3) -




Avg 156 (22.7) 0.310 


















(l)coupon tensile specimen design, straight sides, 2.54 cm (1.00 inch) wide. Laminate consisted 
of 5 ply 0° oriented, nominal 0.064 cm (2.5 mils) per ply. 
(2)Composite Physical Properties: 
Resin Fiber Void Thickness C-Scan 
Density Content Vol Vol Calculated Actual Range Transmission 
(grams/cc) (%) (%) (%) mm (mils) mm (mils) (%) 
1.618 25.6 68.8 -0.65 0.264 (10.4) 0.305-0.330 (12-13) 100 
(3)Load was applied at 1.27 mm/minute (0.05 inch) after specimens had stabilized at test 
temperature for 10 minutes. Strain gaged specimens were loaded incrementally to allow 
(4)for data aquisition. 
-1 specimens were tested with a 5.08 cm (2.0 inch) gage length extensometer. Specimens 
-2 and 3 tested at -168 C and 316 C (-270 F and 600 F) employed type WK-00-125AD-350 gages; 
-2 and 3 specimens tested at 204 C (400 F), type OK-00-12SA-A-3S0 (LEN) gages; -2 and 3 
(5)specimens tested at RT, type CEA-00-125UT-350 gages. 
Ftu data points were not averaged since ~train gaged specimens were not tested under a 
constant loading condition. 
* Projected from last strain gage reading 
A Actual 
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Table 20. Tensile Properties of LARC-160/Celion (0)5 Oriented 
Composite, Aged 125 Hours at 316 C (600 F) (1) (2) • 
Test (3) 
(4) Temperature F Et C tu 
€ Ul t J.L Specimen 
MN/m2 GN/m2 Number (F) (Ks i) (MS I) vt (%) 
EXI99TC-l -168 207 22.1 
-2 ( -270) 182 
_i': TBD TBD 
-3 
--
AVG 1340 195 
EXI99TC-4 192 22 8 





AVG 1347 196 
EXI99TC-7 204 211 24 1 




AVG 1419 206 
EXI99TC-8 316 _"l\ ... 
-9 (600) - .'~ l. TBD TBD 
-10 - 1 •• 1.. 20 8 
--- --- ---
AVG 
(l)Coupon tensile specimen design, straight sides, 2.54 cm (1.00 inch) wide. Laminate 
consisted of 5 ply 0° oriented, nominal 0.064 em (2.5 mils) per ply. 
(2)Composlte Physical Properties 
Thickness 
Resin Fiber VOid Calculated Actual Range C-Scan Density Content Vol Vol Transmission 
(grams/cc) (%) (%) (%) mm (m I Is) mm (mi Is) (%) 




at 316 C 
(600 F) % 
3.4 
(3)Load was applied at 1 27 mm/mlnute (0 05 Inch) after specimens had stabl I Ized at test 
temperature for 10 minutes Strain gaged specimen data aquisltion was obtained autographically 
on two X, Y, Y recorders 
(4)_1 specimens were tested with a 5 08 cm (2 0 Inch) gage length extensometer Specimens -2 and 3 
tested at -168 C and 316 C (-270 F and 600 F) employed type WK-00-125AD-350 gages, -2 and 3 
specimens tested at 204 C (400 F), type OK-00-125A-A-350 (LEN) gages, -2 and 3 specimens tested 
at RT, type CEA-00-125UT-350 gages 
L Damaged specimen 
















,Table 21. Tensile Properties of LARC-160/Celion 
(90)40 Oriented Postcured Composites(l) (2) 
Test (3) 
Temperature 
Feu (5) Et C 
(F) MN/m2 (Ksi) GN/m"'- (MSI) 
-168 24.05 (3.49) - (1. 63) 
(-270) 47.20 (6.85) (1.57) 
- - - -
--
Avg 11.02 (1.60) 
24.87 (3.61) (1.26) 




Avg 9.20 (1. 34) 
204 15.16 (2.20) (loll) 




Avg 8.20 (1.19) 
316 24.87 (3.61) (0.883) 




















Avg 5.23 (0.759) D.O 31 

















(l)~~~p~~ ~~~si1e ~pecimen design straight sides, 2.54 cm (1.0 inch) wide. Laminate 
consisted 1of 40 ply 90° oriented, nominal 0.064 em (2.5 mils) per ply. 
(2)Composite Physical 'properties: 
Resin Fiber Void Thickness C-Scan 
Density Content Vol Vol Calculated Actual Range Transmission TMA-Tg 
(grams/cc) (%) (%) (%) mm (mils) mm (mils) (%) (C) 
1.598 28.4 65.4 -0.29 2.21 86.7 1.80-2.05 75-81 100 340 
(3)Load was applied at 1.27 mm/minute (0.05 inch) after specimens had stabilized at test 
temperature for 10 minutes. Strain gaged specimens were loaded incrementally to allow for 
(4)data aquisition. 
-1 specimens were tested with a 5.08 cm (2.0 inch) gage length extensometer. Specimens 
-2 and 3 tested at-168 C and 316 C (-270 F and 600 F) employed type WK-00-125AD-350 gages; 
-2 and 3 specimens tested at 204 C (400 F), type OK-OO-125a-a-350 (LEN) gages; -2 and 3 
(S)specimens tested at RT, type CEA-00-12SUT-3S0 gages. 
Ftu data points were not averaged since strain gaged specimens were not tested under a 
constant loading condition. 
* Projected from last strain gage reading 
A Actual 
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Table 22. Tensile Properties of LARC-160/Celion (90)40 Oriented 
Composite Aged 125 Hours at 316 C (600 F) (1) (2) 
Test 0) 
(4) Temperature Ftu Et Specimen C 
MN/m2 GN/m2 
€ Ul t JJ. 
Number (F) (Ks i) (MS I) vt (%) 
EX20lTC-l -168 6 90 -
-2 (-270) 6.B5 TBD TSD TBD TSD 
-3 .c 
--
Avg 47.3 6.B7 
EX20lTc-4 4.Bo 9.64 1.4 
-5 RT 5 40 TBD TBD TSD TBD 
-6 5 10 
--- --- --Avg 35.1 5.10 
EX20lTC-7 204 1.90 7.57 1 1 
-10 (400) 1.60 TSD TSD TBD TBD 
--- --- --
Avg 12.1 1 75 
EX201-B 316 LBo 
-9 (600) 2.30 TSD TBD TSD TBD 
-11 2 00 
--- --- --- --- --Avg 14 0 2 03 
(1) Coupon tensile specimen design straight sides, 2.54 cm (1.0 inch) wide. Laminate consisted 
of 40 ply 90· oriented, nominal 0.064 cm (2.5 mils) per ply. 
-
(2)Composlte PhYSical Properties 
Wt/ Loss 
Thickness After 
ReSin FI ber Void Calculated Actual Range C-Scan 125 Hours DenSity Content Vol Vol ransmlSSlon TMA-Tg at 316C 
(grams/cc) (%) (%) (%) mm (ml Is) mm (ml Is) (%) (C) (600F) % 
1 604 30.0 63.4 -0.45 2.27 (B9.2) 2 4B-2 57 (9B-l0l ) 100 359 o 86 
(3)Load was applied at 1 27 mm/mlnute (0 05 Inch) after specimens had stabilized at test 
temperature for 10 minutes. Strain gaged specimen data aqulsltlon ~~as obtained autographically 
uSing X, Y, Y recorders 
(4)_1 specimens were tested with a 5 oB cm (2 0 Inch) gage length extensometer. Specimens -2 and 3 
tested at -168 C and 316 C (-270 F and 600 F) employed type WK-00-125AD-350 gages; -2 and 3 
specimens tested at 204 C (400 F), type OK-00-125a-a-350 (LEN) gages, -2 and 3 specimens tested 
at RT, type CEA-00-125UT-350 gages 

















ITable 23. Tensile Properties of LARC-l60/Celion 
(±45)S Oriented Post cured Composites(l) (2) 
Test (3) 
Temperature F (S) Et C tu 
(F) MN/mt. (Kai) GN/m2 (HSI) 
-168 200 (29.1) (3.58) 
(-270) 209 (30.4) (4.30) 
192 (27.9) (4.17) 
--
Avg 27.69 (4.02) 
176 (25.5) (3.10) 
RT 163 (23.7) (3.48) 
168 (24.7) (3.22) 
--
Avg 22.25 (3.23) 
204 164 (23.8) (2.53) 




Avg 20.26 (2.94) 
316 150 (21.8) (2.15) 
(600) 130 (18.9) (2.22) 
143 (20.7) (3.33) 
--
Avg 17.71 (2.57) 
E: U1t lJ 






















(1) Coupon tensile specimen design, straight sides, 2.54 cm (1.0 inch) w~de. Lam~nate cons~sted 
of 4 ply (±45)S oriented, nominal 0.064 cm (2.5 mils) per ply. 
(2)composite Physical Properties: 
Resin Fiber Void Thickness C-Scan 
Density Content Vol Vol Calculated Actual Range Transmission 
(grams/cc) (%) (%) (%) mm (mils) mm (mils) (%) 
1.592 29.0 64.6 -0.10 0.223 8.88 0.229-0.254 9-10 100 
(3)Load was applied at 1.27 mm/minute (0.05 inches) after specimens had stabilized at test 
temperature for 10 minutes. Strain gaged specimens were loaded incrementally to allow for 
4 data aquisition. 
( )-1 specimens were tested with a 5.08 cm (2.0 inch) gage length extensometer. Specimens 
-2 and 3 tested at -168 C and 316 C (-270 F and 600 F) employed type WK-00-125AD-350 gages; 
-2 and 3 specimens tested at 204 C (400 F), type OK-00-125A-A-350 (LEN) gages; -2 and 3 
5 specimens tested at RT, type CEA-00-125UT-350 gages. 
( )Ftu data points were not averaged since strain gaged specimens were not tested under a 
constant loading condition. 
*Projected from last strain gage reading. 
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Table 24. Tensile Properties of LARC-160/Celion (± 45)S Oriented 
Composite, Aged 125 Hours at 316 C (600 F) (1) (2) 
Test (3) 
(4) Temperature F E C tu t €Ultp. Specimen 
MN/m2 GN/m2 Number (F) (Ks I ) (MS I) 
vt 
(%) 
EX202TC-l -168 (23.1) 8.27 1 2 
-2 (-270) (21 3) TSD TSD TSD TSD 
-3 (24 0) 
--- --- ---
Avg 157 (22.8) 
EX202TC-4 (17 6) 14.5 2 1 
-5 RT (18 7) TSD TSD TSD TSD 
-6 (21.9) 
--- --- ---
Avg 134 (19.4) 
EX202TC-7 204 (19.2) 16.5 2 4 
-11 (400) J. TSD TSD TSD TSD 
-12 (19.0) 
--- --- -- ---
Avg 132 (19 1) 
EX202-8 316 (14 0) 
-
-9 (600) (15 0) TSD TSD TSD TSD 
-10 (15.]) 12.4 1.8 
--Avg 103 (14.9) 
(l)Coupon tensile specimen design, straight s1des, 2.54 cm (1.0 inch) w1de Laminate 
cons1sted of 4 ply (± 45)5 oriented, nomlnal 0.064 cm (2 5 mils) per ply 
(2)composlte Physical Properties 
Thickness 
ReSin FI ber VOid Calculated Actual Range C-Scan DenSity Content Vol Vol Transmission 
(grams/cc) (%) (%) (%) mm (ml Is) mm (m I Is) (%) 




at 316 C 
(600 F) % 
5 2 
(3)Load was applied at 1 27 mm/mlnute (0.05 Inches) after specimens had stabilized at test 
temperature for 10 minutes. Strain gaged specimen data acquIsition was obtained autographically 
uSing two X, Y, Y recorders 
(4)_1 specimens were tested with a 5.08 cm (2 0 Inch) gage length extensometer Specimens -2 and 3 
tested at -168 C and 316 C (-270 F and 600 F) employed type WK-00-125AD-350 gages; -2 and 3 
specimens tested at 204 C (400 F), type OK-00-125A-A-350 (LEN) gages; -2 and 3 specimens tested 
at RT, type CEA-00-125UT-350 gages 

















Table 25. Tensile Properties of LARC-l60/Celion 
(0, +45, 90)S Oriented Postcured Composite(l) (2) 
Test (3) 
Temperature F (5) Et C tu 
(F) MN/mL (Ksi) GN/mL (MSI) 
-168 581 (84.3) (8.67) 




Avg 56.03 (8.13) 
619 (89.9) (7.55) 
RT 558 (81.0) (7.76) 
528 (76.7) (7.89 ) 
--
Avg 53.28 (7.73) 
204 634 (92.0) (7.79) 
(400) 544 (79.0) (8.04) 
490 (71.1) (8.18) 
--
Avg 55.14 (8.00) 
316 604 (87.6) (7.82) 






















(l)Coupon tensile specimen design necked down test section. Laminate cons~sted of 
8 ply (0, ±45, 90)S oriented, nominal 0.064 cm (2.5 mils) per ply. 
(2)Composite Physical Properties: 
Resin Fiber Void Thickness C-Scan 
Density Content Vol Vol Calculated Actual Range Transml.ssion 
(grams/cc) (%) (%) (%) !DIn (mils) !DIn (mils) (%) 
1.588 30.2 62.9 0.47 0.461 (18.1) 0.457-0.503 (18-20) 100 




















(3)Load was applied at 1.27 mm/minute (0.05 inch) after specimens had stabilized at test 
temperature for 10 minutes. Strain· gaged specimens were loaded incrementally to allow for 
(4)data aquisition. 
-1 specimens were tested with a 5.08 cm (2.0 inch) gage length extensometer. Specl.mens 
-2 and 3 tested at -168 C and 316 C (-270 F and 600 F) employed type WK-00-125AD-350 gages; 
-2 and 3 specimens tested at 204 C (400 F), type OK-00-125A-A-350 (LEN) gages; -2 and 3 
(5)specimens tested at RT, type CEA-OO-125UT-350 gages. 
Ftu data points were not averaged since strain gaged specimens were not tested under a 
constant loading condition. 
'" Projected from last strain gage reading 
A Actual 
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Table 26. Tensile Properties of LARC-160/Celion (0. 145. 90)S Oriented 
Composite, Aged 125 Hours at 316 C (600 F) (1) (2) 
Test (3) 
Ftu Et (4) Temperature Specimen C 
MN/m2 GN/m2 
€Ultll 
Number (F) (Ks j) (MS I) 
'Yt (%) 
EX200TC-l -168 (71.2) 53.1 7 7 
-2 (-270) (l0.8) TBO 180 180 180 
-3 (66.8) 
--- --- --
Avg 480 (69.6) 
EX200TC-4 63.1 47.5 6.9 
-5 RT 70.9 TBO TBO TBO 180 
-6 60.0 
--- ---Avg 446 64.7 
EX200TC-7 204 63.3 49.6 7.2 
(400) 180 TBO 180 180 
--- -- -- --Avg 434 63.3 7.2 
EX200TC-8 316 70.9 
-9 (600) 68.1 TBO TBO TBO TBO 
-10 74.8 46.1 6.7 
--- -- ---Avg 491 71.3 
(I)Coupon tensile specimen design necked down test section. Laminate consisted of 
8 ply (0, ~45, 90)S oriented, nominal 0.064 cm (2.5 mils) per ply. 
(2)Composite Physical Properties' 
Thickness 
Resin Fiber Void Calculated Actual Range C-Scan Density Content Vol Vol Transmission 
(grams/cc) (%) (%) (%) mm (mi Is) mm (mi Is) (%) 







at 316 C 
(600 F) % 
3.2 
(3)Load was applied at 1.27 mm/minute (0.05 inch) after specimens had stabilized at test temperature 
for 10 minutes. Strain gaged specimen data acquisition was obtained autographically on 2 
X, Y, Y recorders. 
(4)_1 specimens were tested with a 5.08 cm (2.0 inch) gage length extensometer Specimens -2 and 3 
tested at -168 C and 316 C (-270 F and 600 F) employed type OK-00-125AO-350 gages; -2 and 3 
specimens tested at 204 C (400 F), type )K-00-125A-A-350 (LEN) gages; -2 and 3 specimens tested at 





































Table 27. Summary of LARC-160/Ce110n Compression Propert1es 
Test Temperature 
Postcured Aged 125 Hours at 316 C (600 F) 
Compression -168 C 204 C 316 C -168 C 204 C 316 C 
Property (-27°F) RT (400 F) (600 F) (-2rF) RT (400 F) (600 F) 
ECU MN/m2 18.2 1373 1171 880 1667 1529 774 727 
(Ksi) (263) (199) (170) (128) (242) (222) (112) (106) 
EC GN/m2 159 155 141 141 151 136 166 157 
(Msi) (23.03) (20.98) (20.4) (20.55) (22.0) (19.8) (24.1) (22.9) 
e: ULT ll(%) 1.42 1.05 0.960 0.643 1.28 1.29 0.47 0.47 
ECU MN/m2 231 175 138 92.3 163 157 122 103 
(Ksi) (33.5) (25.4) (201) (13.4) (23.7) (22.8) (177.7) (15.0) 
EC GN/m2 11.8 9.3 7.02 5.79 11.3 8.98 7.37 7.19 
(Msi) - (1.71) (1.35) (1. 02) (0.841) (1.65) (1.30) (1.07) (1.04) 
e: ULT ll(%) 2.03 2.17 2.44 2.80 1.64 1.43 1.86 1.83 
ECU MN/m2 242 182 130 63.5 208 157 138 125 
(Ksi) (35.1) (26.4) (18.9) (9.22) (30.2) (22,8) (20.0) (18.2) 
Ec GN/m2 19.9 15.8 107 10.1 20.8 17.2 14.1 12.7 
(Msi) (2.90) (2.29) (1.55) (1.47) (3. 02) (2.50) (2.05) (1.85) 
e: ULT ll(%) 1.50 3.00 4.17 2,27 1.60 1.47 - -
ECU MN/m2 720 626 >455 486 548 568 447 442 
(Ksi) (105) (90.8) >(66.01) (70.6) (79.6) (82.4) (64.9) (64.2) 
EC GN/m2 61.87 61.39 49.38 56.0 56.4 54.6 48.8 54.0 
(Msi) (8.98) (8.91) (7.17) (8.14) (8.18) (7.92) (7.09) (7.84) 
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Composite Physical Properties (4) Target properties 
Specific gravity (gram./cc) 1 561-1 579 
Resin weight content (%) 35 0-31 3 
Fiber volume et) 58-62 
Void Volume (%) <2 



























17 2 I 2 50 
EX98 




























20 0 114 1 
EX9l 
2 00-2 13 (79-84) 
Thickness/ply, mm (mils) a 0660-0 0609 (2 6-2 4) a 047-0 051 (1 87-2 0) o 063-0 067 (2 47-2 63) 
Barcol hardness (AST!! D2583) >70 75-78 76-79 
Weight loss in postcure (%) <1 a 15 o 31 
Weight loss after 125 hrs at 316'C (%) <1 -- --
TIIA-Tg c, (F) cured >330 (626) ))0 (626) 352 (666) 
Postcured 4 hours at 316'C (600'F) >340 (644) 340 (644) 332 (630) 
Aged 125 hours at 316'c (600'F) >340 (644) -- --
C-scan ultra sound transmission (%) (3) 
Cured >95 100 100 























6 I ) 
125 
2 48-2 57 (98-101) 










(l)Condltion Q) Postcured 4 hours at 316'c (600'F), <D aged 125 hours at 316'C, (600'F) for 125 hours 
(2)Speclmens were tested after stabilizing at test temperature for 10 minutes at a load rate of 1 27 mm (0 05 ineh)/minute in the test 
fixture shown In the Third Quarterly Report 
(3)NDI ultra sonic through transmission tests were performed using the NASA-LARC established "A" sensitivity standards 

































1 98-2 08 (78-82) 























Table 29. Flexural Properties of 0° Oriented Fiber LARC-160/Celion Laminates 
Panel -16S·C (-270·F) RT 204·C (400·F) 316°C (600°F) 
No / 
Ffu Ef Ffu Ef Efu Ef Ffu Ef No. of 
Plies Condition(l) MN/m2 (ksi) GN/m2 (msi) MN/m2 (ksi) GN/m2 (msi) MN/m2 (ksi) GN/m2 (msi) MN/m2 (ksi) GN/m2 
EX225/ CD - (296) (IS 9) (23S) (17 3) (143) (19 7) (161) 26 - (293) (17.S) (24S) (IS 3) (152) (21 4) (137) 
- (295) (IS .1) (241) (18 0) (203) (19 1) (134) 
Avg 2033 (295) 126 (lS.3) 1674 (243) 123 (17.9) 1144 (166) 138 (20.1) 992 (144) 132 
EX204/ CD (304) (19.6) (254) (18.0) (210) (19.0) (161) 
26 (272) (21 6) (255) (19.1) (220) (20.1) (174) 
(255) ill..1l (267) (19 0) (227) ~ Qlli 
Avg 1902 (276) 145 (21.1 1785 (259) 129 (18.7) 1509 (219) ill (19.1) 1171 (170) 128 
Composite Physical Properties(4) Target Properties EX225 EX204 
1. Specific gravity (grams/cc) 1 561-1. 5 79 1.581 1.608 
2. Resin weight content (%) 35.0-31. 3 30.4 30 4 
3. Fiber volume (%) 58-62 62 2 63.2 
4 Void volume (%) < 2 0.87 -0.83 
5. Thickness mm (mils) 1 716-1 583 (67.6-62 4) 1.47-1.62 (58-64) 1.37-1.54 (54-61) 
6. Thickness/ply, mm (mils) o 0660-0.0609 (2.6-2 4) 0.056-0.Q62 (2.23-2.46) 0.059-0.053 (2.0S-2 35) 
7 Barco1 hardness (ASTM D2583) > 70 72-7S 73-74 
8. Weight loss in postcure (%) < 1 0.22 -
9. Weight loss after 125 hr at 316°C (OF) 
-
1.03 
10. IMA-Tg °c, (OF) cured > 330 (626) - -
Postcured 4 hours at 316°C (600°F) > 340 (644) 353 (667) -
Aged 125 hours at 316°C (600°F) > 340 (644) - 365 (689) 
11. C-scan ultra sound transmission (%)(3) 
Cured > 95 100 100 




(1) I'i"I t:;\ Condition \!I Postcured 4 hours at 316°C (600°F), ~ aged 125 hours at 316°C (600·F) 
(2)Specimens were tested after stabilizing at test temperature for 10 minutes at a load rate of 1 27 mM (~05 inch) 
(3)NDI ultra sonic through transmission tests were performed using the NASA-LaRC establ1shed "A" sensHivlty standards. 














Table 30. Short Beam Shear Properties of 00 Oriented Fiber 
LARC-160/Celion Laminates 
-168°C (-270 F) RT 
Panel 
1.0 / Fsu Fsu 
No of Condition 
Plies (1) MN/m2 (ksi) MN/m2 (kH) 
EX204/ CD (19 0) (17.1) 
26 (19 7) (17.6) 
(20 9) (17 5) 
Avg ill (19.9) 120 (17.4) 
EX225/ @ (21 1) (17 9) 
26 (23.9) (18 3) 
(22 9) (17 7) 
Avg 156 (22 6) 124 (18 0) 
-- --_.- -_ .. _--'- --
Composite Physical Properties (4) 
1 Specific gravity (grams/cc) 
2. Resin weight content (%) 
3. Fiber volume (7.) 
4 Void volume (%) 
5. Thickness mm (mils) 
6. Thickness/ply, mm (mils) 
7. Barco1 hardness (ASTM D2583) 
8. Weight loss in postcure (X) 
9. Weight loss after 135 hours at 316°C (%) 
10. TMA-Tg C, (F) cured 
Postcured 4 hours at 316°C (600°F) 
Aged 125 hours at 316°C (600°F) 
11. C-scan ultra sound transmission (%)(3) 
Cured 






1.716-1 583 (67 6-624) 

























1 47-1.62 (58-64) 






316 C (600"F) 
Fsu 














1 37-1.54 (54-61) 






(l)Condition (!) Postcured 4 hours at 316°C (600°F), ([) aged 125 hours at 316°C (600·F) 
(2)Specimens were tested after stabilizing at test temperature for 10 minutes at a load rate of 1 27 mm (0 05 inch)/minute 
(3)NDI ultrasonic through transmission tests were performed using the NASA-taRe established "A" sensitivity standards 










Table 31. Tensile and Flexural Properties (Average) of 
Celion/LARC-160 Chopped Unidirectional Tape 
Molding Compounds 
Tensile Properties (1) Flexural Properties (2) 




(3) Ef Ffu 
(3) Ef Fiber 
MNI 2 MN/m2 MN/m2 GN/m2 MN/m2 GN/m2 Length .m 
cm(in. ) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (Ms;i) (ksi) (Msi) 
1.27 to 2.54 194 184 586 74.4 497 72.3 
) 
(0.5 to 1.0) (28.1) (26.7) (85.1) (10.8) (72.2) (10.5) 
B 153.7 1.27 116 89.6 245 37.9 196 35.1 
(0.5) (16.9) (13.0) (35.6) (5.5) (28.5) (5.1) 
C 60.4 1.27 484 73.7 278 55.8 
(0.5) (70.3) (10.7) (40.3) (8.1 ) 
D 67 2.54 855 82.7 537 73 
(1.0) (124) (12) (77 • 9) (10.6) 
(l)Individual tensile coupons per ASTM D 651 were net molded at 13.78 MN/m2 (2,000 psi) 316 ±5 C 
(600 ±10 F) for 1 hour. Pressure was applied when part reached 204 C (400 F). Parts were force 
cooled under pressure to 66 C ( 150 F). 
(2)Individual flexure coupons per ASTM D 790 were net molded at 13.78 MN/m2 (2,000 psi) 316 ±5.5 C 
(600 ±10 F). Pressure was applied when part reached 204 C (400 F). Parts were force cooled under 
_ pressure to 66°C ( 150 F). 
(3)Load was applied at 0.127 cm (0.05 inch)/minute after stabilizing at 316 C (600 F) for 10 ±5 minutes. 
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Table 32. Structural Element Weight Losses After Aging at 
316 C (600 F) for 125 Hours. 
Initial Wt. 
Configuration Specimen No. (grams) Wt. Loss 
"HAT" EX195-2A 349.1 1.43 
EX195-3A 348.0 1.39 
EXl95-4A 343.8 1.45 
"I" . EX194-2A 399.6 1.25 
EX194-3A 398.2 1.36 
EX194-4A 395.1 1.27 
Sandwich EX24l-2A -* 0.75 
EX24l-3A - 0.72 
EX24l-4A - 0.72 
*Not comparable-doublers are bonded to panel ends. 
% 





-168 C (-270 F) Filled epoxy paste, EA934, 1. 
Hysol Corporation 
Process(l) 
Mix, pot & cure at R.T, 
4 hours. 
2. Post cure at 121 C (250 F) 
for 2 hours. 
RT 
316 C (600 F) 
Filled epoxy paste, 
EA911-11, Hysol 
Corporation 
Aluminum filled polyimide 
resin, BR 34B-18, 
American Cyanamid 
Corporation 
1. Mix, pot and cure at 
R.T., 8 hours minimum 
1. Modify base material by 
adding 35% - 0.8 mm 
(1/32 in) fiberglass 
milled fibers. Mix on 
paint shaker for 30 
minutes minimum. 
2. Pot specimen ends with 
Compound approximately 
10.16 mm (0.40 inch) 
deep. 
3. Place in oven and raise 
temperature R.T. to 
177 C (350 F) at 
< 1.1 C (2 F)/min. 
4. Raise temperature 177 C 
(350 F) to 316 C (600 F) 
at < 1.7 C (3 F)/min. 
5. Post cure at 316 C 
(600 F) for 2 hours. 
(1) Alignment of all specimens during cure was maintained within machined 
tolerance by clamping to right angle fixtures. 
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Table 34. Structural Element Target Loads 
Design Ult. Load, KN/cm (lbs/inch) 
Test Temperature C (F) 
Specimen -168 316 C 
Design (-270 F) RT (600 F) 
"Hat" Stringer 528 528 319 
(3016) (3016) (1819) 
"I" Stringer 542 542 32,5 
(3016) (3096) (1858) 
Sandwich 805 805 483 
(4600) (4600) (2760) 
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Table 35. Results of Compression Tests on "Hat" and "I" Stiffened 
Skin and Sandwich Panel Structural Elements(l) 
T .. t Ultimate 
Temperature Load 
Element 
Element Configuration Condit1on(2) No C (F) KN (LBS) Remarks 
EX109/EXllOA 24 (75) 120 8 (27,150) Achieved design ultimate. compre •• ive failure of 
hat capa with transfer tbru webs occurred during 
atraln ,&,e readout at 27.150 lb. Skin and bond 
failure. vere aecondary 
EXl09/EXllOB 24 (75) 120 8 (27,150) Achieved de.lgn ultimate - no faUure Spec Imen was 
Mil 0) then fatigue teated S% to 67% of design ultimate, compreaalon/comprualon load to 265.000 cycles - no failure EXl09/EXllOB -168 (-270) ll68 (26,250) Skin compr ... ion failure - load dropped to 19.500 lho Retut of EXI09/EXllOB specimen te.ted at RT Failed at 97% of dealgn ultimate 
EXl95-1 PC 316 (600) 87 84 (19,750) Skin comprellion failure, bottom 2 cornere followed 
STRA I N GAGES I AND 2 by buckling through bottom-center Minor bond 
I NSTALLED ON LOWU failur •• center stringer under .kin buc.kle 73% of 
SKIN DI~ECTLY OPPOSITE IT dulCn ultimate 
3 AND ~ EXl9S-2A 24 (7S) 120 8 (27,lS0) Achieved de.ien ultimate - no faUure 
0 EX19S-4A -168 (-270) 120 8 (27,150) Achieved de.ign ultimate - no failure 
EXl9S-3A 316 (600) 124 3 (27,9S0) Skin compr ... icn faUure inboard of 1 bottom 
corner followed by diagonal akin buckling toward 
center of panel Minor debond under canter .tringer 
Failed at 103% of RT d .. ign ultimate 
EXlll/EX1l3 24 (75) 125 4 (28,187) Achieved dulgn ultimate - no faUure 
EXlll/EX1l3 -168 (-270) 125 4 (28,187) Achieved duign ultimate - no failure Reteat of 
EXlll/EXll3 t.ot.d at RT 
~ 0) EXlll/EXll3 24 (75) 125 4 (28,200) Achieved design ultimate - no faUure Reteet of EXlll/EXll3 t .. t.d at RT and -270 F EX194-1 PC 316 (600) 125 4 (28,187) Achieved design ultimate - minor akin compresaion ?Jl f allure 1n 1 corDer Did not caua. drop in load No debonda 
STRAIN GAGES 3 AND ~ EX194-2A 24 (7S) 125 4 (28,187) Achieved deslgn ultimata - no failure I NSTALLED ON LOWE~ 
SKI N DPPOS ITE 1 AND 2 0 ElC194-4A -168 (-270) 12S 7 (28,250) Achieved d •• ign ultimate Compression f al1ura of 
skin atarting at 1 upper corner extenda inboard 1 
inch Two stringer caps and web. also failed in 
compre •• ion with cap •• plitting axially No debonds 
EX194-3A 316 (600) 125 4 (28,187) Achieved design ultimate - no failure 
EX1SO-l 24 (75) 125 7 (28,260) Achieved required 0 S3 MN/1I (3000 lba/inch) 
compre .. ion load Skin comprellion failure. 
occurred along edgea of bottom doubler. No debond. 
0) EX241-1PC -168 (-270) 160 1 (36,000) Achieved 133% RT design ultimate Compression failure 
-' 
:V'~ both sltins next to doubler 
[[1[[ [[ II EXl50-2 316 (600) 97 86 (22,000) Skin compres.ion 1 .ide only, top corner, 1 12 inch 
above doubler at edge. extend. 3 0 inches inboard 
Achievod 81% of RT requir .... nt of 0 53 IIN/ .. 
STRAIN GAGES ~, 5, AND 
(3000 lbo/inch) No debonda 
6 INSTALLED ON LOWER ElC241-2A 24 (7S) 136 3 (30,6S0) Achieved 113% RT design ultimata Compre.sion failur SKIN OPPOSITE I. 2, both akins next to doubler. abo core ahear failure 
AND 3 after skin failure due to instabUity 
0 &X241-3A -168 (-270) 156 1 (3S,100) Achieved 130% RT design ultimate C01II.preuion failure both skins 1 0 inch above doubler and next to doubler 
EX241-4A 316 (600) 120 1 (27,000) Achieved 100% RT de8igD ultim.ate Compreasion failure 
1 skin next to doubler and 1 skin 1 0 inch above 
doubler 





Table 36. Physical Properties of Celion/LARC-l60 Composite Laminates 
Delivered to NASA-LaRC, Tasks (d) and (f)(l) 
Properties ~ 
Panel No./No. Plies- Target CL6C-ll/ CLl2C-6/ CL24C-7/ 
Orientation Property 6-(:t45 ,90)S 12-(:t45 ,90)S 24-(±45,90)S 
ComEosite Phrsica1 ProEerties(l) 
1. Specific gravity (grams/cc) 1.561-1.579 1.565 1.587 
2. Resin weight content (%) 35.0-31.3 34.5 30.3 
3. Fiber volume (%) 58-62 57.91 62.5 
4. Void Volume (%) <2 0.56 0.51 
5. TMA-Tg c, (F) 
Postcured 4 hrs at 316 C (600 F) >340 (644) 361 (682) 348 (658) 344 (651) 
6. C-Scan ultra sound transmission (%( 
Cured >95 98 99 97 
Postcured 4 hrs at 316 C (600 F) >95 98 99 97 
'--- ------ ~-- ----
(l)prepreg physical properties are as follows' Fiber areal weight: 127 grams/m2; calculated 





















This appendix contains three documents which were used during the course 
of the program to assure prepreg quality. Append~x Al presents the question-
aire which was utilized as a preliminary screening device for potential 
prepreg suppliers. The flysheet attachment, Appendix A2, was submitted w~th 
each purchase order for prepreg materials. Appendix A3 presents test 




1. Uave you ever produced graphite/LARC-160 prepregs? 




3. Is your process proprietary? 
4. As a producer of LARC-160 prepregs, how do you 
obtain the LARC-160 varnish? 
a. Buy from supplier 
b. Produce yourself 
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5. If you produce the LARC-160 varnish yourself, which 
method do you use to maintain accurate ratLo control 
of BTDE, AP22 and NE? 
a. By dispensing the initial amounts of BTDS, AP22 
and NA in solid form for each batch 
b. By the use of commercial alcohol solutions of 
BTDE and NE 
c. By the use of alcohol solutions of BTDE and 
NE which you have produced yourself 
d. Other 
6. Do you use methyl or ethyl ester of BTDE and NE 
for your LARC-160 varnish? 
a. Methyl ester 
b. Ethyl ester 
7. If you use the commercial LARC-160 varnish, what 
solids concentration do you buy? 
a. 99% solids 
b. 85% solids 
c. 66% solids 
d. Other - explain why 
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8. In the production of your LARC-160 prepregs, do 
you use a hot melt process or a solvent process? 
a. 99% solids (hot melt) 
b. 85% solids 
c. 66% so lids 
d. Others - explain why 
9. How do you assure high purity of the LARC-160 
varnish for prepregging? 
a. Use hlgh purlty ingredients 
b. Store the LARC-160 alcohol solutions at a 
low temperature such as 400 F and for less 
than one month 
c. Use the varnish In solids form (99%) only 
d. Other 
10. If you buy ingredlents for preparation of the 
LARC-160 varnlsh, do you obtain certification 
on the assay of these ingredients from the 
suppliers? 
a. Methyl and/or ethyl alcohol 
b. BTDA, NA and AP22 
c. BTDE and NE 
11. Uhat facilities do you have for producing 
LARC-160/Graphite Fiber Prepregs? 
a. Hot melt coater 
b. Solvent coating facility 
c. Continuous fabric or tape coating facility 
12. What type of LARC-160 prepregs can you produce? 
a. Continuous unidirectional tape up to 12 
inches wide 
b. "Continuou.3 unidirectional tape up to 24 
inches wide 
c. Up to 50 inch wide fabric 
d. Up to 60 inch wide fabric 
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13. What in-process quality control tests do you 
conduct on your LARC-160 prepregs? 
a. Resin content 
b. Volatiles 
c. Res~n flow 
d. Other - explain why 
14. What quality control tests do you conduct on 
your finished prepreg? 
a. Resin content 
b. Volatiles content 
c. Fiber content 
d. Interlaminar shear test 
e. Compression test 
f. Gel time 
g. Resin flow 
h. Flex and flex modulus 
i. Other - explain why 
15. What documentation do you provide on your 
prepreg materials? 
a. Purchase orders and certification of all 
basic raw materials 
b. Date of prepration and batch number of 
the monomer reactants 
c. Specifications for prepregging and test 
methods 
d. Date of prepregging and batch number of 
prepreg 
16. Can you produce LARC-160 molding compounds? 
a. Chopped rov~ng 
b. Chopped fabric 
c. Other - explain 
17. Can you produce LARC-160 adhes~ves? 
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APPENDIX A2 
CELION/LARC-160 PREPREG REQUIREMENTS 
1. Graphite/po1yimide prepreg tape, continuous, 6 to 12 ~nches wide, slit 
net. Supply to the following target requirements: 
a. Resin type: LARC-160 
b. Fiber type:, Cel~on 6000, NR150-B2G sized 
c. Resin solids (%): 37~; 
d. Vo1at~le content (%): 12 + 3 at 600oF, 30 minutes 
e. Fiber areal weight (gram/m2): 153 + 3 
f. Graphite fiber tensile strength (ksi: 400 min.) 
2. Supplier to perform all resin mixing operations. Detailed mix~ng 
procedures to be supplied with material shipment. 
3. Prepreg materials and required resin samples shall be packed with 
dry ice for shipment. All containers shall be plainly labeled to 
indicate dry ice shipping conditions. 
4. Supply all ava~lable resin, resin precursor, and fiber physical 
properties certified by Celanese and batch numbers. Supplier w~ll 
provide duplicate sample quantities of resin precursor materials, 
intermediate esters, and neat resin. One set of samples will be 
sent with each prepreg batch. The second set of samples w~ll be 
sent directly to: 
Science Center 
1049 Camino Dos Rios 
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360 
Attention: Paul J. Dynes, A12 
Samples sent to the Science Center shall be labeled to note contents 
(e.g. analyt~cal samples) and storage requirements. 
Frequency of sample submission and sample size are as follows: 
a. Precursor materials - 300 gm each of BTDA, NA, and AP22 and 1 
liter of Fotocol or equivalent will be submitted with the resin 
batch. Where the precursors are from a lot used in formulating 
prior resin batches, these samples will not be required. How-
ever, the precursor lot number and prior resin batch number 
shall be noted. 
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b. Intermediate esters and neat resin - 10 gm each of the inter-
mediate ester and neat resin will be submitted for each resin 
batch formulated. These samples will be shipped under temperature 
controlled condit10ns commensurate with those used for shipping 
the prepreg tape representative of the resin batch. 
5. Test conditions and calculations for prepreg target requirements are 
contained in LTR 2433-4462 which is in supplier's possess1on. 
6. Two (2) copies of the following will be furn1shed to Rockwell for 
each lot or batc~ of material processed: 
a. Graphite Yarn Q.C. Summary (Celanese) 
b. Tensile Strength and Young's Modulus of Graphite Fibers 
(Celanese) 
c. Mix Order and Specifications 
d. Collimated Tape Traceability 
7. The prepreg tape batch will not be accepted by Rockwell unless 
samples of the intermediate ester and neat resin specified in 4(b) 
have been received by both the Space Systems Group (Downey) and 
the Science Center prior to prepreg sh1pment or unless these 
samples accompany the prepreg shipment to the Space Systems Group 
and evidence of sample submittal to the Science Center is 
documented. 
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Documentation items noted in 6 will be submitted no later than 
fifteen (15) days after prepreg shipment. 
APPENDIX A3 
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AND CCMPOSITE PHYSICAL 





S. Kr~tzer, Superv~sor 
Non-Metallic Materials & Processes 
Laboratories and Test 
~ H. Diaz, ~anager 
Materials & Processes Laborator~es 
Laboratories and Test 
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I PREPREG AND COMPOSITE CONSTITUENT CALCULATIONS * 
FOR POLYIMIDE RESIN/GRAPHITE FIBER MATERIALS 
The £ollow~ng procedures de£~ne calculations to be employed ~n establ~sh~ng 
graphite/poly~~de prepreg and compos~te const~tuents. Example calculat~ons 
for a typ~cal PMR15 I/HTS II prepreg and compos~te, 60% £~ber volume are 
g~ven. 
1.0 Resin and F~ber Densit~es 
1.1 Establ~sh resin fr = 1.32 grams/cc Vendors Cert~£~cat~on 
1.2 Establish Fiber e£ = 1.65 grams/cc 
2.0 Establ~sh Theoret~cal Dens~ty of Compos~te! 0 Void Assumed 
fc = (VF£ x (£) + (Vr£ x fr) 
Where: (c = dens~ty o£ composite 
VFf = desired f~ber volume fract~on 
~£ = dens~ty o£ fiber, grams/cc 
Vr£ = desired res~n volume fract~on 
(r = dens~ty o£ res~n, gram/cc 
Example: fc = (.60 x 1.65) + (.40 x 1.32) 
(.990 + .528) 
(c = 1.518 grams/cc 
3.0 Establ~sh Resin Sol~ds (%) and F~ber We~ght (%) for a Des~red 60% 
Compos~te Fiber Volume, 0 Vo~d Content 
R.S. (%) = ?vr f x Lrl x 100 (Vrf xr) + (Vf£ x ('f) 
Where: R.S. (%) = res~ sol~ds we~ght (%) 
Vr£ = des~red res~n volume fract~on 
Vff = desired fiber volume fraction fr = actual res~n density (g/cc) 
e£ = actual f~ber dens~ty (g/cc) 
FW (%) = f~ber weight (%) 
Example: R.S. (%) = (.40 x 1.32l = ~ = .3478 
(.40 x 1.32) + (.60 x 1.65) 1.518 
.3478 x 100 = 34.78% 
FW (%) = 100 - 34.78 = 65.22% 
* These procedures have been programmed on a Hewlett Packard computer, 
Hodel 9820A, to facilitate rapid data acquisition. 
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4.0 Establ1sh F1ber Weight Percent of Prepreg 
4.1 Test Procedure 
1) Prepare nominal 3-inch square specimens of prepreg. For handling 
convenience the spec1men may be cut (before weighing) into sev-
eral narrow strips. Remove release paper before analyzing. 
2) Determ1ne the area of each nominal 3 x 3 1nch spec1men to an 
accuracy of 0.01 square inch. Record as "AF"(Use in step 7). 
3) Obtain a clean dry extraction thimble and weigh to the nearest 
0.1 mg and record as W1 • 
Note: may be purchased from Van Waters & Rogers Company as 
fr1tted glass extraction thimbles, med1um E.C. ~5 x 90 mm, 
Catalog No. 27743-120. 
4) 
5) 
Place spec1men 1n thimble (step 2) and weigh 
0.1 mg. Record as W2• 
Place th1mble and spec1men in beaker and add 
cover the extract10n thimble, and let set at 
w1th intermittent ag1tat10n for 30 minutes. 
shall be selected on the basis of being able 
resin completely under the cond1tions of the 
methyl ethyl ketone is sU1table. 
to the nearest 
enough solvent to 
room temperature 
The solvent used 
to dissolve the 
test. Normally 
6) Remove extraction th1mbles w1th spec1men from beaker of solvent 
and drain. Discard used solvent and rinse beaker with fresh 
solvent.;: 
7) Place extract10n thimbles inside beaker and cover w1th fresh 
solvent. Repeat steps 5 and 6 unt11 solvent is v1sually clean 
and fibers stand apart. 
8) Follow1ng the last extraction, remove extraction th1mble with 
specimen from beaker of solvent and place in a rubber cruc1ble 
holder on a vacuum filter flask capable of ma1ntaining a vacuum 
of at least five inches of mercury. Drain free of solvent and 
rinse once more with fresh solvent. 
9) Dry for 30 m1nutes at 300 - 320F in a mechan1cal convection oven 
or, alternatively, for 15 m1nutes at 130 - 150F 1n a vacuum oven. 
10) Remove from oven and cool to room temperature in a deS1ccator. 
11) Weigh each extraction thimble and specimen to nearest 0.1 mg. 
12) Record test specimen weight as W3 • 
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4.2 Calculat10ns and Report of Results 
Calculate fiber content as follows: 





WI =. weight of extract10n th1mble, grams 
W2 = weight of extract10n thimble plus spec1men, 
in grams 
W3 = we1ght of extract10n th1mble plus test 









5.0 Establish Total Volat1le We1ght Percent of Prep reg 
5.1 Test Procedure 
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1) Obtain clean, dry aluminum we1gh1ng d1sh (expendable). 
2) Prepare specimens of a S1ze not to exceed four square 1nches. 
The sampling plan shall permit assessment of distribut10nal 
uniformity w1th1n the prepreg tape. 
Note: release paper must be removed prior to analyzing. 
Any resin adher1ng to the release paper will be 
lost to the test. 
3) Weigh each aluminum d1sh to the nearest 0.1 mg and record as W2 • 
4) Place a test spec1men 1n each dish and we1gh to the 
nearest 0.1 mg. Record as W1 • 
5) Remove volat1les by heat1ng the d1Sh and the test spec1mens in 
a pre--heated a1r-c~rculat1ng oven at 600F for 30 m1nutes. 
6) Remove d1Sh and test specimens from oven and cool to room 
temperature in a desiccator. 
7) Weigh each chsh end testspec1mens to the nearest 0.1 mg and 
record as W3 • 
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5.2 Calculations ,and Report of Results 
1) Calculate the volatiles content according to the following 
equation, 
Volatile. content, percent by weight • WJ - W3 
Wl - w2 
x 100 
Where' W1 • weight ot di.h plus test specimen in 
grams, before volatiles removal. 
W2 • weight ot dish in grams 
W3 • weight ot dish plus test specimen after 
volatiles removal 
2) R.port results in percent by weight to' the nearest .01 percent. 
Bxample, 10.4770 - 10.3461 • .1309 • .0865 
10.4770 - 8.9642 i:Si28 
.0865 x 100 • 8.65~ 
6.0 Bstabli.h Prepreg Tape Resin Solids Weiaht Percent 
R.S. (~, • ~1.0 - FWf )x 100 






• re.in .olids in prepreg 
• fiber weight fraction of prepreg per step 4.0 
• volatile weight fraction of prep reg 
per .tap 5.0 
R.S. (~). 1.0 - ,5752 • .5752 • .6296 
,9135 1.0 - .0865 
I 
1.0 - ,6296 • ,3704 
.3704 x 100 • 37,045 
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7.0 Establ1sh Fiber Areal Density 
Ad (g/J».2) =!:l! x 10.76 
Af 
Where: Ad = fiber areal density (g/m 2) 
Wf = total weight of fiber 1n p%epreg sample 
per ~.O above (grams) 
Ai = fiber area per step 4.0 (ft2) 
10.76 = conversion factor, g/ft2 to 91m2 
Bxample: Ad = ~ = 13.95 grams/ft2 
.0625 
convers10n to grams/meter2 = 13.95 x 10.76 ~ 150.1 gram/m2 
8.0 Establish Predicted Thickness per Ply of Cured Compos1te, 0 V01d 
Assumed, 60 percent F1ber Volume 
Tp = Ad 
Wff x ec x (25.4) 
Where: 
E;;ample: 
Tp = th1ckness per ply of compoS1te (mils) 
Ad = fiber areal density, grams/meter2 (per step 7.0) 
Wff = fiber weight, fract10n (per step 3.0) 
ec = theoret1cal dens1ty of Compos1te (per step 2.0) 
25.4= conversion factor, 1nch to,~ E 
Tp = 150. 1 
.6522 x 1.518 x (25.4) 
= 150.1 
25.147 
= 5.97 -mils/ply 
9.0 Establish Prepreg Fiber Areal Density Based on Desired Cured Ply 
Th1ckness of Compos1te w1th a 60% F1ber Volume 
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Ad = Tp (Wff) (ec) (25.4) 
Where: Ad = fiber areal dens1ty (grams/m2 ) 
Tp = th1ckness/ply compos1te (m1ls) 
Wff = desired fiber we1ght fract10n (per step 3.0) ec = theoretical dens1ty of compos1te, gram/cc 
(per step 2.0) 
25.4= conversion factor, inch to m m 
Example: 5.967 (.6522) (1.518) (25.4) = 150.05 grams/meter2 
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10.0 Establish Spec1fic Grav1ty of Composite 
10.1 Apparatus 
1) Analyt1Cal Balance - a balance w1th a precis10n w1thin 0.1 mg, 
accuracy with1n 0.05 percent relative (that is, 0.05 percent of 
the weight of the specimen in air), and equ1pped w~th a sta-
t10nary support for the immersion vessel above the balance pan 
(I'P'an st:raddle"). 
2) Wire - a corrosion-resistant wire, Awg No. 36 or finer, for 
suspending the specimen. 
3) Immersion Vessel - a beaker or other w1de--mouthed vessel for 
holding the water and immersed specimen. 
4) Thermometer - a thermometer with an accuracy of ±O.lC (±O.18F) is 
requ1red. 
10.2 Mater1als 
1) Water - the water shall be substant1ally air-f~ee, d~st1l1ed 
or demineralized water. 
10.3 Test Procedure 
1) Cut the required number of test specimens of any convenient size, 
weighing from 1 to 2 grams each. Edges must be smooth, square, 
and surfaces clean for accurate dens1ty determinat10n. 
2) Weigh the spec1men in air to the nearest 0.1 mg or 0.05 percent 
rela ti ve, whi. dl ever is greater. 
3) Attach to the balance a piece of fine wire sufficiently long to 
reach from the hook above the pan to the support for the immersion 
vessel. Attach the specimen to the W1re such that 1t is suspended 
about 1 inch above the vessel support. 
4) Mount the immersion vessel on the support, and completely 1mmerse 
the suspended specimen 1n water (10.2) at a temperature of 23 ± 2C. 
The vessel must not touch wiEe or spec1men. Remove any bubbles 
adhering to the specimen and wire. Usually these bubbles can be 
removed by rubbing them with another w~re. We~gh the suspended 
specimen to the requ1red precis~n. Record th1s weight as b (the 
weight of the specimen, and the partially 1mmersed w~re in l~qu~d). 
Weigh'~rapidly in order to minim1ze absorpt10n of water by the 
specimen. 
5) Weigh the wire in water w1th immers10n to the same depth as used 
in the previous step. Record th1s we1ght as w (weight of the 
wire in liquid). 
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10.4 Calculations 
1) Calculate the spec1fic grav1ty of the composite as follows: 
Sp gr (g/cc) = a ( ('w) 
a + w - b 
Where: a = apparent we1ght of spec1men, without wire 1n air 
b = apparent weight of spec1men, completely 1mmersed 
and of the wire partially 1mmersed in l1QU1d 
w = apparent weight of part1ally 1mmersed wire. 
fw = density of water at water temperature 
11.0 Establish Res1n Content of a Graphite/Polyimide Composite Using Acid 
D1gestion Techniques 
11.1 Test Procedure 
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1) Use the same compos1te specimen employed 1n determ1n1ng spec1f1c 
gravity per 10.0 above. 
2) Obtain a clean dry extract10n th1mble or clean the th1mble in a 
beaker containing HN03 for a m1n1mum of 1 hour at 200 ± 10F. Wash with d1st1lled water, dry in oven at 250 ~ 10F, desiccate 
and cool. 
Note: may be purchased from Van Waters & Rogers Co. as fr~tted 
glass extract10n th1mbles, med1um E.C. 35 X 90 rom, 
Catalog No. 27743-120. 
3) We1gh each extraction th1mble to the nearest 0.1 mg and record 
as "Wl". 
4) Dry specimen used 1n density determinat10n (step 10.0) and place 
in clean extraction th1mble and we1gh to the nearest 0.1 mg. 
Record as "W2". 
5) Place th1mble and specimen in a beaker f1tted with a raised 
platform and a magnet1c stirr1ng bar, and add concentrated 
H2S04 until the spec1men is covered. Bring slowly to a b01l 
and hold for 30 minutes. 
6) Remove thimble and decant spent H2S04. Replace thimble 1n same 
beaker and repeat step 6. 
7) Continue boiling until fibers are completely separated and the 
reS1n is completely decomposed. This is determ1ned by visual 
exam1nat10n and may requ1re add1t10nal H2S04. 
Note: Complete digest10n is 1ndicated when the test specimen 
changes its appearance from a unitized mass to loose, 
soft fibers which have a tendency to sink to the bottom 
of the thimble. 
Space Systems Group 
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8) After digestion, place on a magnetic stirrer, stir slowly and 
allow to cool below 300F. 
9) While st1rr1ng, carefully add 10% H202 to the hot solution. 
Caution: Allow the H20 2 to run down the side of the beaker. Add very slowly. 
10) Cont1nue adding H20 2 until the acid solution turns a transparent 
clear color. If a clear color is not obtained, the test 1S 
invalid and should be repeated. 
11) Allow aC1d to digest three more m1nutes. 
12) Remove extraction thimble from the acid, dra1n, place 1n a 
rubber crucible holder on a vacuum filter flask and wash fibers 
with distilled water until free of aC1d. 
13) Remove thimble containing fibers and dry 1n an oven mainta1ned 
at 300 ± 10F for a minimum of 30 minutes. Cool in a des1ccator 
and we1gh'.to the nearest 0.1 mg. Record we1ght as "W3". 
11.2 Calculations and Report of Results 
Calculate resin content according to the following equation: 
Resin content weight, % = WI 
x 100 
Where: WI = weight of extraction thimble plus test specimen 
before acid digestion 1n grams 
W2 = weight of extraction th1mble in grams 
W3 = weight of extract10n th1mble plus 
after aC1d d1gestion 1n grams. 
Example: 33.61985 
33.61985 
33.27205 = .34780 
32.61985 
.3478 x 100 - 34.78% 
specimen 
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13.0 Estab11sh Void Volume Percent of Compos1te 
Vv = 1 - fc (Wff/('f) + (Wrf/t'r) x 100 
Where: V~ = v01d volume percent, composite 
(c = actual dens1ty of composite (gram/cc) 
tr 
determined per step 10.0 
= dens1ty of reS1n (gram/cc) per step 1.1 
Wff = fiber weight fract10n (1.0 - Wrf) 
(f = density of fiber (gram/cc) per step 1.2 
Wrf = resin so11ds weight fract10n per step 11.0 
Example: Vv = 1.518 (~) +(~) 
1.65 1.32 
( .3953) + ( .2635) 
1.518 (.6587) = 1.00 
1 - 1.00 = 0.00% v01d 
14.0 Establ1sh F1ber Volume Percent of Composite 
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Where: 
x (e'c) x 100 
= fiber volume percent of compos1te 
= f1ber we1ght fract10n per step 13.0 
= dens1ty of f1ber per step 1.2 
= dens1ty of composite (actual per step 10.0) 
Example: Vf = (~) x (1.518) 
1.65 
= .6000 
.6000 x 100 60.00% 
or 
.4IIII1~ Rockwell p.~ International 
12.0 
Space Systems Group 
~l~ Rockwell p.~ International 
12.0 Establish Resin Content and Coke Number (char yield) of Cured Poly imide 
Laminates by Thermogravimetr~c Analys~s (TG). 
Test Procedure 
1) Prepare a cured sample of poly imide resin. The res~n shall be 
free of graphite f~ber by prior extract~on ~f taken from a 
prepreg sample,with appropriate solvent followed by filtration 
and then solvent evaporat~on. TG sample shall be taken -
from specific gravity sample. 
2) Determine the coke number (char yield) by carry~g out a TG 
run to BOOC in N2 on the cured neat resin. The balance and 
control/readout system shall be operated per the app11cable 
instrument manual. Initial sample weight shall be from 10 
to 20 mg. 
3) The coke number is calcu1ated as follows: 
coke number (Cn) = Wr 
Wi 
Where: in1tial sample weight 
weight remaining at BOOC 
volat11e weight loss to 300C (if present) 
4) A sample of cured laminate weighing 20 to 30 mg is then run 
by TG to BOOC in N2 • Calculation of resin content ~s as 
follows: 
Wt % resin = (Wr Wv ) x 102 
(Wi - Wv)(<=n} 







volat11e we1ght loss to 300c (if present) 
inihal weight 
coke number 
Note: 1) Twenty to 30 mg initial sample weight is 
only a guide: Samples of greater weight 
may be required if graphite content and 
coke number are high. 
2) This method is based on the assumption 
that graphite present in the laminate 






Two specifications, material (Appendix Bl) and process (Appendix B2), were 
prepared to comply with the requirements of Task (a). The ultrasonic 
InspectIon procedure for adhesive bonded assemblies (AppendIx B3), in 
effect since October 1974, was utilized where production facilities were 
necessary for NDI of sandwich structure. 
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1.1 Description. This specification establishes the requirements for 
unid1rectional tape and woven graphite fiber fabric impregnated with condensat10n-
reacting polyimide resins suitable for fabr1cat1on of structures for use at 
temperatures up to 3l6C (6ooF). 
1.2 Classification. The preimpregnated materials shall be of the follow1ng 
classes, types and grades: 




Nonhalogenated system w1th diamine to tetra-ac1ne mixtures, 
identified as LaRC 160 
Nonhalogenated system, ident1fied as PMR-15 
1.2.2 The class shall specifY graphite fiber strength and modulus propert1es. 
Class 1 - Graphite prepreg made from high strength fibers having a m1n1mum 
strength of 2.76 GN/m2 (400 ksi) and modulus 230 GN/m2 
(33 m81). 
Class 2 - Graphite prepreg made from high modulus f1ber hav1ng a minimum 
strength of 2.20 GN/m2 (320 ksi) and modulus 345 GN/m2 
(50 msi). 
Class 3 - Graph1te prepreg made from f1ber having a modulus 1n excess of 
483 GN/m2 (70 msi). 
1.2.~ The grade shall specify the graphite form 
Grade U Unid1rectional tape 
Grade B Broad Goods, Woven fabric 
1.3 Form - The graphite tape preimpregnated material is to be furn1shed in 
the required widths on a core which shall not be deformed by the mater1al weight. 
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS. The latest issues of the following documents form 
a part of this specification to the extent specified herein. In case of conflict 





Methods of Testing 
Plastics: Methods of Testing 
Bags, Sleeves, and Tubing - Inter10r 
Packaging 
Graphite Fiber Resin Inpregrated Tape and 
Sheet, for Hard Layup 
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ASTM D 638 
ASTM D 2344 
3.0 REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Workmanship 
Rockwell International Corporation 
Tensile Propert1es of Plast1cs 
Flexural Properties ot Plastics 
Specific Gravity and Density of Plast1cs 
by Displacement 
Apparent Horizontal Shear Strength of 
Reinforced Plastics by Short-Beam Shear 
Method 
3.1.1 Uniformity. The material shall be uniform in quality and conn1t10n, 
and clean and free from foreign materials, an4 shall not have characteristics wh1ch 
are detrimental to fabrication, appearance, or performance. These defects shall be 
acceptable only to the limits given in 3.4 and 3.5. 
3.1.2 Defects. Material containing defects shall be allowed if each defect 
is flagged, and replacement yardage is added to the roll for every defect occuring 
in that roll. 
3.2 Resin Properties. A one-pint sample shall be. taken fro~ each batch of 
neat resin used to perform the prepreging of the material to this specification and 
shall be sent with the prepreg order represented. The resin sample shall be 
1dentified w1th cook batch, filming batch and other processing identificat10n as 
applicable. 
3.2.1 Infrared SIectrograph~. An infrared spectrogram shall be made on a 
sample of the neat res n from eac batch of prepreg per 4.5.2.2 and a copy of this 
spectrogram shall be transmitted as supporting data to the prepreg cert1fication. 
3.2.2 High Pressure Liquid Chromatography. Liquid Chromatographic analys1s 
shall be made on neat reS1n sample from each batch of prepreg per 4.5.2.3 and a 
copy of all chromatograms shall be transm1tted as supporting data to the prep reg 
cerhfication. 
3.3 Fiber Properties. Fiber propert1es shall be determined by the fiber 
manufacturer and the information transm1tted to the prepreger by certification for 
ultimate transmission to Rockwell International as specified herein. A 50 gram 
sample from each batch of fiber used in the prepreging operation shall be supp11ed 
to Rockwell International with the prepreg order represented. Fibers used shall 
exhibit the properties shown in Table I. The prepreg supplier shall cert1fy in 
writing that the fibers meet the values of Table I. The actual test values and 
tiber lots may be obtained from the fiber manufacturer. 
0004S 
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3.3.1 Specific Gravity. The specific gravity of each lot of f1ber shall be 
measured per 4.5.3.1 and shall be transmitted as supporting data to the prepree 
cert1 fi ca ti on. 
3.3.2 Mechanical Properties. Fiber room temperature tens11e strength, 
tensile modulus and ultimate strain shall be measured per 4.5.3.2. 
3.3.3 Finish. F1ber sizing shall be polyimide. Epoxy s1z1ng may be 
substituted ~ngineering approval prior to shipment. Fiber certiilcat10n shall 
include a statement of sizing mater1al, and quantity expressed as we1ght add1t10n. 
3.3.4 Thermal Oxidation Resistance. Fiber we1ght loss ahall not exceed 1.50 
percent when exposed to 600'F in air for 168 hours per 4.5.3.3. 
Table 1 Strength and Weight Loss Properties of Graph1te Fibers 
I 1 __________ ~~G~r~ap~h~i~t~e~F~ib~e~r~------------
1 Properties I Class I I Class II I Class III 
\-------+-\-----+---\ ---+--\ --
IModulus, GPa (ms1), min. 1230 (33) 1320 (50) 1520 (70) 
ITensile Strength, MFa (ksi), min. \2760 (400) 12200 (320) 11860 (270) 
IDens1ty, g/cc (lb/cu 1n), + .04 11.71 (.0639) 11.90 (.0681» 12.07 (.0748) 
Iweight Loss After 125 Hour~ at 11.5 11.5 11.5 I 316C (6oo·F), % W·/W2' max. I I I 
IWeight Per Unit Length of Tow, 1780 (44) /760 (43) IBOO (45) I Kg/m (lb/in) X 10- , ~ 10% I 1 1 
Definitions 
GPa • Gigapsscals 
msi - Million pounds per square inch 
MFa - Megspascals 
KSI - Thousand pounds per square inch 
g/cc - grams per cubic cent1meter 
lb/cu in - pounds per cubic inch 
% Wl/W2 - Weight lost over original weight times a hundred g1ves 
weight loss in percent 
kg/m - kilograms per meter 
Ib/1n - pounds per inch 
00048 
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'.4 Prepreg Properties. The prepreg nateria1 furnished to this 
specif1cation shall be of quality workmanship. It aha11 be essentially free 
trom crimped fibers, gelled resin particles, twists, fiber balling, unwetted 
fibers and dry or boardy areas. Individual tows shall be parallel to the tape 
or sheet centerline. Indications of impurities, dry areas, areas of 
nonuniformity, incomplete impregnation, gelled resin, hard spots, or localized 
color difference in impregnated cloth shall be marked by tape as nonconformlng 
area. The physical properties shall be as shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 Physical Properties of the Uncured Prepre~ 
I Requirement Test l{ethod 
1 ________ p_ro_pe __ r_t_y ________ -+ __________________ -+ ___ p_a_rB __ g_ra_ph ____ __ 
IVo1ati1es, Weight percent 
IResin So11ds, We1ght 
I percent 
IGe1 Time at 204·C (4oo·F) 
Minutes 
0.5 to 2.0 
I ----------------------~----------------~---------------
'.4.1 Fiber Content. The prepreg as specified is intended to produce a cured 
laminate with a 60 ~ 2 percent fiber content by volume per 4.5.4.1. 
,.4.2 Fiber Wetting. The filaments shall be completely wetted by the reSln; 
no cured resin particles are permitted when determined visually using magnif1cation 
as necessary. 
3.4.3 Alignment. The filament bundles in the tape shall be parallel to the 
longitudinal direction of the prepreg within an angle of one degree when examined 
visually using appropriate aids to measure angular al1gnment. 
3.4.4 Gaps. Any gaps within or between tows in unidirect10nal tape shall 
comply with the following when determined visually using adequate scales. 
(a) Ho gap shall exceed 0.010 inch in width. 
(b) The length of any gap shall not exceed 4 inches. 
(c) Gaps in line with each other and no more than one inch apart shall be 
considered as one gap, regardless of number. 
(d) Gaps with excessive width or length will be considered defective and must 
be replaced as described in 3.1.2. 
3.4.5 Splices. Splices shall be determined visually using magn1flcation as 
necessary. 
oo04S 
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3.4.5.1 Prepreg Splices. Prepreg splices are perm1tted on any roll of tape 
where processing is continuous without change in fiber or resin batch. Such splice 
must be marked by tape as a nonconforming area per 3.1.2. 
,.4.5.2 Fiber Splices. Splices of filament bundles shall be kept as short as 
possible. Adhesive used for bonding filement bundles shall be conpatable with the 
resin system and shall be ident1fied and transm1tted as supporting data to the 
prepreg certification. Where possible, fiber splices shall be flagged dur1ng 
prepreg product10n. 
'.4.6 W1dth. The prepreg width shall be as spec1f1ed on the purchase order. 
Width tolerance for unidirectional tape shall be ~ 0.125 inch. 
3.4.7 Edges. Maximum acceptable waviness of any 24-1nch length of tape shall 
be 0.030 inch from the edge when measured with appropr1ate stra1ght edge. 
3.4.8 Length. The length of each indiv1~ual roll of prepreg shall be 
provided together w1th sequence in production and batch identification as 
support1ng data to the prepreg certificat10n. The maximum length of prepreg on any 
single roll shall be as specified in the purchase order. 
3.4.9 Areal Weight. Variation from the nominal areal weight specif1ed on the 
purchase order shall not exceed ~ 5 percent. 
3.4.10 Storage Life. The prepreg material shall have a storage life of a 
least nine months when stored in the or1ginal package at temperatures of 255'K 
(O·F) or below. Storage life is def1ned as the length of t1me, start1ng w1th the 
date of manufacture, during which the material continues to meet all the 
requ1rements of this specificat10n. 
3.5 Lam1nate Properties. The following requirements shall apply when 
laminates are cured to the procedure specified in 4.5.5.1. 
3.5.1 Cured Ply Thickness. The average thickness per ply of the lam1nate 
shall be as specified in the purchase order. 
3.5.2 Phys1cal Propert1es. The physical properties of the cured lam1nate 
shall conform to the requ1rements spec1fied in Table 3. 
00043 
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Table 3. Physical Properties of Type I and Type II Cured Laminates 
1 Property Requirement I ____________________ -r ________ __ 
1 Specific Gravi ty 
I 
I
Resin Solids Content, Weight 
percent 
I 
IFiber Content, Volume percent 
IGlass Transition Temperature, 
I ·C ( ·F) minimum (3 specimens) 
1.57 .: .03 
31.0 .: 3 
60 + 2 
316 (600) 
I--------------------~-----------
3.5.3 Mechanical Properties. The mechanical properties of un1d1rect1onal 
laminates cured per procedures defined in 4.5.5.1 shall meet the requirements in 
Table 4. 
Table 4. Mechanical Propertles of Unidirectional Tape Lamlnates 
I 
TEST I GraEhite Fiber TEMP. I I 
Property ·C(·F) I Class I I Class II I Class III 
I I I I 
Flerural Strength (ultimate) I I I I MFa (ksi) RT Il~7l (228) 11'115 (220) 11394 (202.2) 
I Mpa (ksi) 1316(600) I 942 (126) I 757 (110) 1 900 (1'30.6) 
IFlerural Modulus I I I GPa (msi) RT 124 ( 18) I 117 (17.0) 118 (17.2) GPa (msi) 316(600) 124 ( 18) I 103 (15.0) I lOB (15.6) I I Sho rt Beam Shear I I MFa (ksi) RT 103 ( 15) 96 (14.0) 95 (1'3.8) 
I MFa (ksi) 1316(600) 4R( 7) I 41 ( 6.0) I 50 ( 7.2) I I I 
Bote: All values are minimum for the average of the specimens tested with no 
individual value less then 80 percent of the value listed here. Where the 
number of specimens is not otherwise specif1ed, five replicates shall be 
fabricated and tested. 
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4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
4.1 Qualification 
8 
4.1.1 Requirements. Material submitted for qualif1cation to this 
specification shall be tested to all requirements of this specificat10n. In 
addit10n, each prepreg manufactur1ng facility must be qualif1ed 1ndividually. The 
adequacy of the manufacturing facility may be verified, as deemed necessary, by 
company representatives, by a survey of such fac1l1t1es. All requests for 
qualificat10n shall be d1rected to the company's Material Department wh1ch w1ll 
request data and samples when desired for qua11f1cat10n purposes. 
4.1.1.1 Qua11ficat10n Samples. The qua11fication samples shall cons1st of 
one representat1ve product10n sample roll (at least 1.5 kg (3.5 lbs.» of the 
particular type from each of a minimum of three separate resin m1xes. Each type 
must be qualified individually. 
4.1.1.2 Certif1ed Test Report. The qualificat10n sample subm1tted for 
approval shall be accompanied by a certif1ed test report in duplicate wh1ch shows 
that the sample meets the prepreg physical, chemical and compos1te property 
requirements of this document. The supplier qua11fication report shall conta1n the 
follow1ng: 
(1) Supp11er product designat10n. 
(2) Prepreg type in accordance w1th this document. 
(3) Test results including 1nd1v1dual test values 
4.1.1.3 Test Facilities. All suppliers shall have test fac1lities, or access 
to test fac1l1ties required to test, in ~ccordance with th1S document, including 
chemical characterization reqUirements. The adequacy of test facilities may be 
verified, as deemed necessar,y, by a survey by company representatives of such 
facilities. 
4.1.1.4 Demonstrat10n Tests. Qua11f1cat10n test1ng shall cons1st of a 
demonstration of the conformance of the sample supplied in accordance W1th 4.1.1.1 
to all requ1rements of this document. 
4.1.2 Changes. If there 1S any change 1n formulat10n of the Mater1al 
originally qualified to this spec1f1cat10n, a new manufacturer's designat10n shall 
be asaigned and the mater1al shall be resubm1tted for qua11f1cat10n. 
4.2 Acceptance 
4.2.1 Definitions. For purposes of sampling, inspect10r. and maintenance of 
records the following definitions shall apply. 
a. Fiber Lot - Fiber that 1S produced 1n one single cont1nuous operat10n and 
is separately identif1ed by the supp11er. 
0004S 
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b. Resin Batch - The quantity of resin compounded in one operat10n and 
blended in one mixer and separately identified as such by the supplier. 
c. Roll - Any sub-section of a prepreg lot. 
d. Prepreg Lot - That quantity of prepreg which is produced as a cont1nuous 
product an one apparatus from one resin batch and preferrab1y from one 
single fiber lot. When it is necessary to utilize more than one f1ber 
lot, certification data shall document related percents of f1ber lots 
used and placement within the product form. 
4.2.2 Test1ng. Acceptance shall be based upon supplier cert1ficatlon that 
the prepreg will meet specified requirements for the neat resin (ref. 3.2), f1ber 
(ref. 3.3), prepreg (ref. 3.4) and the following tests spec1f1ed for the cured 
laminate (ref. 3.5). 
Flexural strength at room temperature and 316C (600'F), when tested per 
ASTH D 790. 
Inter1aminar shear stren~th at room temperature and 316C (600·F) when tested 
per ASTM D 2344. 
4.3 Certificat10n. A certified report from the supplier shall accompany each 
shipment stating conformance to the requirements of this specif1cation. This 
report shall include this specificat10n number, type and class, purchase order 
number, batch number, roll number and footage in each roll, manufacturer's 
designation and date of manufacture. 
4.4 Responsibility for Inspection and Testing 
4.4.1 Supplier. The supplier is responsible for the performance of all 
inspect10n and testing specified herein and may (with the approval of Rockwell 
International) use his own faci1it1es or those of a commercial laboratory. 
Rockwell reserves the right to perform or witness any of the inspection and testing 
set forth in this specification where such are deemed necessary to ensure 
compliance with speCification requirements. 
4.4.2 Inspection Records. The supplier's inspection records of examination 
and tests for conformance to the requirements of this specifiction shall be kept 
complete and available to Rockwell International upon request. 
4.5 Test Methods 
4.5.1 Standard Conditions. Unless otherw1se specif1ed herein, all room 
temperature tests shall be conducted at a temperature of 25 to 27·C (75 to 79·F), 
and relative humidity of 70 percent maximum. 
4.5.2.1 Infrared Spectrogram. The infrared spectrographic ana1ys1s shall be 
conducted on a sample of neat resin obtained per 3.2. Extract the resin with C.P. 
acetone or other appropriate solvent. Deposit the resin on a salt plate such that 
a film will be formed after solvent evaporation. Obtain the spectra USing 
applicable infrared procedures. 
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may be used. 
solutions and 
the following 
H1gh Pressure Liqu1d Chromato~rathY. Th1S or an equ1val~nt procedure 
From a sample of neat resin 0 ta ned per 3.2 prepare the sa~ple 
inject into the instrument with the 11quid chromatograph contain1ng 
columns and settings. 
Test 1. Experimental Conditions for High Pressure Liquid Chromatograph1c 
(HPLC) Analysis of 3,3',4,4'- benzophenonetetracarboxy11c aC1d 
dimethylester (BTDE), 5 - norboreze - 2, 3 - d1carboxy11c aC1d 
monomethylester (NE) and Reactions Products in Type I and Type II 
Polymide Res1ns. 
Column: Spectra-Phys1cs Sper1Borb ODS 
Solvents: Baker HPLC water with 0.01 M d1hydrogenorthophosphate 
(KH PO ) at pH-3 Burdi~k 4 
a Jackson Aceton1tr1le 
Gradient: 10 to 50 percent acetonitrile/water, 15 ninutes linear grad1ent 
w1th hold at 50 percent 10 minutes and equi11brate at 1nit1al 
for 10 minutes. 
furect1on: 200 nanometers (nm). 0.4 aufs 
Flow: 1 m111i11ter (ml)/m1nute 
Sal'lple: 10 micrograms (ul) of 1/5 milligrams per milli11ter (mg/ml) of 
solut1on 
Test 2. Experimental Cond1t1ons for Ion-Pa1r L1qu1d Chromatographic Analys1s 
of Arline Components in LaRC .. 160 and Plffi-15 Polym1de Res1ns. 
Column: Whatman Partiail 10, ODS-2 
Solvents: Baker HPLC water with Waters PIC A Ion Pa1r Reagent 
Burdick a Jackson ultraviolet (UV) Grade Tetrahydrofurane (THF) 
Grad1ent: 15 to 50 percent THF in water W1th PIC A, linear 15 min grad1ent 
with 15 min hold at 50 percent THF and equi11brate at 1n1t1al 15 
minutes. 
Detector: SP-770, 254 nm, 0.4 aufs 
Flow: 1 ml/minute 
Sample: 10 ul of 1/5 mg/~l solut1on in THF 
4.5.2.3 Record Retention. Copies of all test data and chromatograms shall be 
retained for a per10d of three years and shall be made available to Rockwell upon 
request. 
4.5.3 Fiber The prepreg supplies may use certif1cat10n propert1es supp11ed 
by the fiber manufacturer. If such cert1f1cation is not available, the following 
procedures shall apply. 
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4.5.3.1 Specif1c Gravity 
(1) Equipment 
I---r--r--,.--r---r----.----.---I PAGE 
(a) Pycnometer, model 930, Beckman or equivalent 
(b) Oven, vacuum 
(Cd) Balance, analytical, minimum sensit1v1ty 0.001 gram 
( ) Inert gas (helium preferred) bottled with regulator. 
(e) Vacuum source 
11 
(2) Obta1n a representative sample of appro%1cately f1ve (5) grams. 
(3) Condition the sample in a vacuum oven operat1ng at full vacuum and 
275 ~ 5"F for 20 to 30 minutes. 
(4) Cool in a desiccator and weigh to the nearest 0.001 gram. 
(5) Calibrate the equipment just prior to use. 
(6) Adjust gas pressure regulator on the helium tank to a pressure no 
greater than 2 psi. Turn vacuum supply on. 
(7) With pu'rge and coupling valves open, rotate both handwheels 1n a 
counter-clockwise direction to the e%treme pos1tion. ?urn the measur1ng 
wheel until starting nunber is reached (located on a plate aff1%ed to 
the side of the cas~ above the measuring handwheel). 
(8) Insert previously cond1tioned and weighed specimen into the sample cup 
and insert sample cup into pos1t10n and secure it f1rmly. 
(q) Open purge and coupling valves. 
(10) Open vacuum valve and allow 10 seconds for system to evacuate, then 
close valve. 
(11) Open gas (helium) valve and allow 5 seconds for pressure equ1libr1um, 
then close gas valve. 
(12) Open vent valve for 5 seconds to allow for pressure equilibrium, then 
close vent and purge valves. 
(l~) Wait for 10 seconds then loosen the coupling valve (this should be 
rotated a couple of times). 
(14) Wait for 10 seconds then, turn both handwheels clockwise simultaneously 
until the reference wheel stops. Apply a minimum amount of pressure 
after the wheel initially stops. Keep the pointer on the scale dur1ng 
this process. 
(15) Wait tor 10 seconds and adjust pointer by image alignment to the zero 
mark with the measuring handwheel. 
(16) Open coupling valve. Read specimen volume on counter directly 1n cub1c 
centimeters. 
00043 
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(17) Repeat steps 7 through 16 unt1l consistent read1ngs are obta1ned on each 
specimen. 
(lA) Calculat1ons: 
Density _ weight of dried specimen, grams 
volume reading obtained, cub1c cent1meters 
4.5.3.2 Mechanical Properties of Fiber 
Specimen Preparat10n 
Mater1als Required: 
3 p1eces - Stainless Steel plates 22 X 1/16-1nch (sharp edges rounded) 
4 p1eces - Stainless Steel plate 22 X 12 X 1/4-inch (to take l50·C) (238·F» 
Air circulating oven, maximum temperature 200·C (328°F) 
4 - 3-1nch Boston No. 4 clamps. 
Hochberg bleeder cloth No. CW-1B50. 
(1) Coat 1 stainless steel plate on one side with 
(a) 2 heavy coats of Frekote #33 release spray and 
(b) 2 coats of FM-122 release spray. 
(2) Coat 2nd and 3rd stainless steel plates on one s1de only. Sane as step 
1 (a) and (b). 
(3) Dress drum and work table as follows: (Drum is l2-inch long, 9-1nch 
diameter rotating cylinder.) 
(a) Cut a 32-inch piece of release paper. 
(b) Tape one end of the paper to the drum (30-inch circumference drum 
used) and wrap around as t1ghtly as poss1ble. 
(c) Tape the two ends of release paper together. 
(d) Cut a 32-inch p1ece of bleeder paper. 
(e) Tape the bleeder paper to the release paper and wrap around the 
drum as tightly as possible. 
(f) Cut a 40-inch length of release paper and 40-inch length of bleeder 
paper. 
(g) Place the bleeder paper on top of the release paper and tape to the 
stainless steel table. 
(h) Mark off the top of the bleeder paper 1nto 10-1nch w1de sect10ns. 
(i) Cut 2-inch and l-inch masking tape and fasten loosely to the 
table's edge. 0004S 
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Tape a strip of 2-inch masking tape (sticky side up) across the full 
width of the drum. 
Attach one end of the sample to 2 inch masking tape 1/2-1nch from the 
left edge of bleeder cloth. 
Rotate drum at desired speed until one wrap of sample 1S achieved. 
Cut sample and attach end to face up masking tape. Identify sample. 
Place next sample 1/2-inch to the right of prev10us sample and repeat 
steps S thru 7. 
Once around the drum is generally enough material for 1 (one) strand 
tensile samples. 
Impregnate samples with pre-oixed XS06 resin. 
Place bleeder cloth over sample and hold ten minutes. 
Press very lightly with roller to bleed off excess resin. 
Remove the bleeder cloth. 
Cut strand at 2-inch masking tape and unwind. 
Place each impregnated strand on prepared work table and identify. 
Repeat Steps 14 and lS for each strand. 
Place 20-inch sample across 1/16 inch plate. 
Repeat step 17 for remain1ng strands, aaintainine approximately 1/2-inch 
spacing between samples. 
Sandwich sample plate with remaining Stainless Steel plates (coated side 
to the samples). Note: Do not slide plates against each other beca~se 
sample could be damaged. 
Place the four Boston No.4 clamps equ1distant around the per1meter of 
the sandwiched assembly. 
Place the sample assembly into a preheated a1r c1rculated oven set 
@ lSO·C (302F). The assembly should be horizontal and supported to 
permit air circulation on all sides. 
Hold in oven for two hours. 
Remove sample from oven and allow to cool to room temperature. 
Place in freezer for approximately 1, minutes to ease separatlon. 
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Tens10n testing Machine - a test1ng machine having a 
constant-rate-of-crosshead movement with a stat10nary and a movable member. 
Grips - gr1ps for hold1ng the test spec1men between the f1xed and movable 
members should be of the self-a11gning type with a 
pneumat1c-hydraulic act10n capable of applY1ng 3000 pounds of 
pressure to the jaws. 
Jaws: 2 by l-1nch rubber faced jaws are recommended; w1th edge mark1ngs 
indicating their center. 
Specimen: Cured 1mpregnated tows ten inches 1n length. 
Test1ng Procedure: 
(1) Set speed of teet1ng mach1ne at 1.27 c1l1imeters (0.05 in.)/m1nute. 
(2) Set the load scale range as follows: 
3K • 200 pounds 
6k • 500 pounds 
(3) Set the jaws at an effect1ve gage length of 127 M1ll1meters (5 1nches) 
apart. 
(4) AdJust recorder speed to lay curve at approx1mately 45". 
(5) Sandw1ch one end of the specimen between aluminum oX1de cloth (320 gr1t) 
and place in upper jaws, aligning 1t with center1ng marks on Jaws. 
(n) Repeat Step 5 for lower jaws. 
('7) Apply approximately 2000 pounds of pressure to jaws. l1aJor1ty of 
specimens should break with1n the 5-inch gauge length, 1f s11ppage 
occurs apply more pressure, if specimens cont1nually break at Jaws 
reduce pressure. 
(8) Manually remove any positive or negat1ve load app11ed to spec1men by 
jaws. 
(9) Attach 2-inch extensometer to specimen and connect to !nstron chart 
dr1ve so that the abcissa of the stress-stra1n curve is fract10nal 
stra1n, directly. 
(10) Start test. 
(11) Test all specimens with extensometer for modulus determinat10n and use 
breaking load to calculate strength. 
oo04S 
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Cross-sectional area, square inches - .172 X 10-6 X Denier/Dens1ty 
Denier - original yarn den1er of specimen 
Density - f1ber density grams per cub1c centimeter (g/cm3) 
Modulus, psi - (Load)/(Area X strain) 
Strength, psi - (Load)/(Area) 
Strain, in/1n - (tef1ection)/(Gauge length) 
4.5.3.3 Thermal Oxidation Resistance 
(1) Weigh a clean dry 2-inch d1ameter 1/2-inch high wall a1um1nun we1gh1ng 
dish. Record the weight as W1. 
(2) Put on polyethylene gloves. 
(3) Roll approx1mate1y 3 grams of clean dry fiber into a roll so that it 
fits snugly into the weighing d1sh. Bend the wall of the dish in 
s11ght1y to hold the c011 of fiber in pos1t10n. 
(4) Weigh the d1sh and fiber. Record the weight as W2. 
(5) Place the we1ghing dish containing the f1ber in a hot block oven heated 
to 316C (600 + 10·F) or equivalent. There should be only a s11ght air 
flow. -
(6) Leave for 130 ~ 10 minutes. 
(7) Remove from the oven, cool in a des1ccator and we1gh. Record we1ght as 
W3· 
Note. This should be the start - weight where any combined moisture, 
sizing or other non fiber contaminates are driven off 1eav1ng a 
pyro1ytica11y clean fiber. 
(8) Place the weighing dish with the specimen back in the oven heated to 
316·C (600"F) and heat for 168 ~ 1 hours. 
(q) Remove the weighing dish with the specimen from the oven. Place in a 
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Percent Weight Loss. (W3 - W4 ) X 100 
W3 - WI 
weight of weighing dish 
16 
we1ght of weighing dish and non-pyrolyt1cally cleaned f1ber 
(includes moisture and sizing) 
we1ght of weighing d1sh and pyrolyt1cally cleaned f1ber (mo1sture 
and sizing free) 
we1gh of weighing dish and f1ber thermally oX1d1zed for 168 hours 
at 600"F in air. 
(11) Test shall be conducted on three specimens with the average and ID1n1mUM 
recorded. All specimens shall meet the requirements spec1f1ed in 3.3. 
4.5.4 Prepreg 
4.5.4.1 F1ber Content. This or an equivalent procedure may be used. 
Prepare nom1nal 3-inch square specimens of prepreg. For handling 
conven1ence the spec1men may be cut (before weighing) into several 
narrow strips. Remove release paper before analyzing. 
Determ1ne the area of each nOm1nal 3 X 3-inch specimen to an accuracy of 
0.01 square inch. Record as fiber area (Af)' This value w1ll also be 
used in determin1ng the f1ber areal we1ght. 
Obtain a clean dry extraction thimble and weigh to the nearest 0.1 
milligram and record as WI' 
NOTE: May be purchased from Van Waters a Rogers Conpany as fr1tted 
glass extraction thimbles, medium E.C. 35 X 90 m1llimeters, 
Catalog No. 27743-120. 
(4) Place specimen in thimble (step 2) and we1gh to the nearest 0.1 
milligram. Record as W2' 
(5) Place thimble and specimen in beaker and add enough solvent to cover the 
extraction thimble, and let set at room temperature with interm1ttent 
agitation for 30 minutes. The solvent used shall be selected on the 
basis of being able to dissolve the resin completely under the condt10ns 
of the test. Normally methyl ethyl ketone is suitable. 
(6) Remove extraction thimbles w1th specimen from beaker of solvent and 
drain. Discard used solvent and r1nse beaker with fresh solvent. 
(7) Place extraction thimbles ins1de beaker and cover w1th fresh solvent. 
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(8) Following the last extraction, remove extraction thimble with speC1men 
from beaker of solvent and place in a rubber crucible holder on a vacuum 
filter flask capable of maintaining a vacuum of at least five inches of 
mercury. Drain free of solvent and rinse once more with fresh solvent. 
(9) Dry for 30 minutes at 150 to 160C (300 to 320F) in a mechan1cal 
convection oven or, alternatively, for 15 minutes at 55 to 65C 
(130 to 150F) in a vacuum oven. 
(10) Remove from oven and cool to room temperature in a des1ccator. 
(11) We1gh each extraction thimble and speC1men to nearest 0.1 M1111gram. 
(12) Record test specimen we1ght as W3. 
(13) Calculations and Report of Results 
Calculate fiber content as follows: 
Weight percent fiber -
Where: WI - we1ght of extraction 
W2 - weight of extraction 
thimble, grams 
th1mble plus SpeC1J:1en, in grams 
W3 - weight of extract10n th1mble plus test sample after 
extraction, 
4.5.4.2 Areal We1ght 
Wf X 1550 
Af 
in grams 
Where: A - fiber areal weight (grams per square meter) 
Wf - total weight 1n grams (g) of f1ber in the prepreg sample, 
W3 - WI· 
Af - fiber area in square inches (ln2) from 4.5.4.1(2). 
1550 - conversion factor of grams per square inch (g/in2) to grams per 
square meter (g/M2) 
4.5.4.3 Volatiles Content 
Obtain samples of the prepreg weighing 2.0 to 4.0 grams. 
Remove the release paper backing from the speC1men. Place 1n a 
previously weighed dish and veigh to the nearest milligram. 
0004S 
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(3) Place the sample and dish 1n an air circulat1ng oven pre-heated to 232·C 
(450·F) and hold at constant temperature for 30 m1nutes. 
(4) Remove dish from the oven and weigh. 
(~) Calculate volatile content as follows: 
Wl • weight of dish 
W2 • weight of dish plus prepreg sample before heating 
W3 • we1ght of d1Sh plus prepreg sample after heat1ng 
Volatile Weight percent • W2 - Wl 
W2 - \11 
4.5.4.4 Prepreg ReS1n Content - Dry AnallS1S Method. Calculate dry reS1n 
content using data obtained 1n the preceed1ng paragraphs. 
Percent Resin Content, Wet· 100 - weight percent Fiber - we1ght percent Volat1 S 
Percent Resin Content, Dry _ we1ght percent Wet Res1n X 1 0 
we1ght percent f1ber + we1ght percent Wet Res1n 
4.5.4.5 Gel Time 
Apparatus: 
(1) Flsher-Johns melting point apparatus or equivalent to read ~l·C (l.S·F) 0 
the specified temperature. 
(2) Thickness No.2 cover glasses (lA millimeters) or equivalent. 
(4) Wooden picks 
Procedure: 
(1) Preset the melting point apparatus to 204·C (400·F). 
(2) Insert a 1/4 inch by 1/4 sample between two cover glasses and place 1n th 
melting point apparatus. 
(3) Start the timer and probe the specimen w1th a wooden pick. 
(4) Resin gel is evidenced when no resin movempnt 1S seen when moderate 
preasure is applied to the specimen. At this point stop the t1mer and 
report the gel time to the nearest 0.1 m1nute. 
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4.5.5 Cured Lam1nate 
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4.5.5.1 Preparat10n of Cured Laminate. Lay up the laminates necessary to 
produce the specimens required by the tests in this specif1cation. After assembly, 
checkout the bag and seal system to be used to cure these spec1mens by app1Y1ng 
full vacuum. Correct any degradation. Release the vacuum and commence the 
appropriate process as described below: 
Sta~lng Procedure 
Types I A II Mater1a1 
(1) Make lay-up for staging as shown in F1gure 1. 
(2) Install lay-up assembly in air circulating oven. 
(3) Apply 2 to 15 inches of mercury vacuum and raise the tenperature at 
(1-3·C) (2 to 5"F) per minute to 218 + 3"C (425 + 5"F). 
(4) Hold at temperature for '50 minutes minil!lum. -
(5) Reduce the temperature to 65"C (150"F) or lower before releasing 
vacuum or removing from oven. 
(6) Remove laminate from lay-up and inspect 
• 1mE- 'mE AKlJNI' OF )I)(]I8ERG aDIH AND V.ACIlN APPLIED 
IIJlUHi SWiOO SiALL IE AnJUS'lED AS Rf4JIRED TO AmIEVE 
A QJRED UMINAl'E FIBER VWIE OF 60' lASED ~ 
CERTIFIED PIIEPREG \U.ATIIJ: AND EIN CXJm:NI'" 
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Curing Procedure 
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Assemble layup for curing as shown in F1gure 2. 
Install in autoclave and attach vacuum and instrumentat10n 11nes. 
Apply full vacuum of 635 mm (25in) Hg rn1n1mum to layup and 1ncresse 
autoclave pressure to 1378 + 65-0 K110pascals (KPa) (200 pounds per 
square inch (psi». Shut off vacuum, and verify leak rate less 
than 25 m111imeter (mm) (1 inch) mercury per m1nute. Correct 1f 
necessary. 
Reapply full vacuum and hold autoclave pressure at 1378 KPa (200 
pS1). 
Increase temperature to 246 + 3"C (475 + 5"F) at a rate of 3-4"C 
(5-7 "F) per m1nute as shown in F1gure 3: 
Hold at 245"C (475"F) for 30 minutes. 
Increase temperature to 329 + 3"C (625 + 5"F) at rate of 3-4"C 
(5-7"F) per minute. - -
Hold at temperature for 3 hours. 
Reduce temperature to 65"C (150"F) or lower before releas1ng 
pressure, vacuum or removing lay-up from the autoclave. 
CEllON' liRe 160 lAMINATE CURE PROCEDURE 
MILICAPTON 
~~~~~~~~~2~'L~ES 162 'IIUGlASS OII1OATCLOTH 1/1'-CAUL 'LATE- ~;::~~_ .. IUFOIArlONS OPrlONAL ~IT THESE 
_____ ••• __ •• ~2 'LES 120 G&ASS a.oTH TO CURf 
I, ;;. lAMINATEit}) 3TU SEPAIATOI CLOTH ':aE T~NAn 
- - - - - - - - - - aPLES 120 GI.ASS CLOT'!!H::'=r--J 
I I I :a I j', r I 1~~Ii~M~ OPTIONAL , 
/;;========~-2 PLES 120 GlASS CLOTH Oi ... ~;';;R4fJZ,>3TU SEPAIATOI CDrH 
- - - - - - - -- - - - -. - - PLES 120 OWS CLOTH 
11111", I I I 11--1/1'- CAUL PLAn 
- ftlFOaATIONS OPTIONAL 
; PLY 162 G&ASS CLOTH 
1W1ON 
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These materials normally exhibit transition temperatures (Tg) 1n 
excess of 316°C (600F) after curing per preceding procedure. If 1t 
is found necessary to postcure laminates, the follow1ng procedure 
shall be ut1l1zed. 
(1) Install laminate in air circulating oven in free stand1ng condit1on. 
(2) Increase temperature to 316 + 9°C (600 + 5°F) 
(3) Hold at 316 + 9°C (600 + 5°F) for 16 hours 
(4) Reduce temperature to 6SoC (150°F) or lower before remov1ng fro~ 
oven. 
4.5.5.2 Cured Ply Thickness. The thickness of the cured larn1nate shall be 
measured to the nearest 0.025 m1ll1meter (0.001 inch) in at least f1ve 
representative locations using a doubleball 3-millimeter (1/8 R) micrometer or 
ultrasonic gage. The thickness per ply shall be computed by averaging the five 
readings and div1d1ng by the number of plies. 
4.5.5.3 Saecif1c Grav1t*. The specif1c gravity shall be determ1ned 1n 
accordance with Fe era! Test Het od No. 406, Method 5011. 
4.~.5.4 F1ber Content. Either the acid digestion or the hydrazine 
d1gestion method shall be used. 




The composite specimens used for specif1c grav1ty determinat10ns per 
4.5.5.3 may be used. 
Obtain a clean dry extraction thimble or clean the th1mb1e in a beaker 
containing nitric acid for a m1n1mum of one hour at 149 + 5.5°C (300 + 
10F). Wash with distilled water, dry in oven at 121 + 55·C (250 + lor), 
desiccate and cool. --
Note: May be purchased from Van Waters a Rogers Co. as fr1tted glass 
---- extraction thimbles, medium E.C. 35 X 90 millimeters, Catalog No. 
27743-120. 
We1gh each extract10n th1mble to the nearest 0.1 rnil11gram and record as 
"WI ". 
Dry the specimens used in the specific grav1ty determinat10n and place 
each of three in a clean extract10n th1mble and we1gh to the nearest 0.1 
milligram. Record as W2• 
Place thimble and specimen in a beaker fitted with a raised platform and 
a magnetic stirring bar, and add concentrated sulfuric acid until the 
specimen is covered. Br1ng slowly to a b01l and hold for 30 m1nutes. 
Remove th1mble and decant spent sulfur1c aC1d. Replace th1mble 1n same 
beaker and repeat Step 5. 
0004S 
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Continue boiling unt11 fibers are completely separated and the resin is 
completely decomposed. This is determined by visual exam1nation and may 
require additional sulfuric acid. 
Note: Complete digestion is indicated when the test specimen changes 
its appearance from a unitized mass to loose, soft fibers wh1ch 
have a tendency to sink to the bottom of the thimble. 
After digestion, place on a magnetic st1rrer, st1r slowly and allow to 
cool below 300F. 
While stirring, carefully add 10 percent by volume hydro~en perox1de to 
the hot solution. 
Caution: Allow the hydrogen peroxide to run down the side of the 
beaker. Add very slowly. 
Continue adding hydrogen peroxide until the acid solut10n turns a 
transparent clear color. If a clear color 1S not obta1ned, the test 1S 
inva11d and should be repeated. 
Allow aC1d to digest three more minutes. 
Remove extraction thimble from the acid, drain, place 1n a rubber 
crucible holder on a vacuum filter flask and wash fibers with distilled 
water unt11 free of acid as shown by neutral indicat10n of pH paper. 
Remove thimble containing fibers and dry in an oven ma1ntained at 300 + 
10F for a minimum of 30 minutes. Cool in a desiccator and weigh to the 
nearest 0.1 milligram. Record weight as "W~". 
Calculate fiber content accord1ng to the following equation: 
Fiber content, weight percent _ W3 - W2 
Wl - W2 
X 100 
Where: Wl we1ght of extraction th1mble plus test specimen before 
acid digestion in grams 
W2 weight of extraction thimble in grams 
W3 weight of extraction thimble plus specimen after aC1d 
digestion in grams. 
Hydrazine Digestion 
.. 131 H 21 REV 473 
A cured laminate with a nominal size of 2.5 X 1.75 centimeters (one by 
one-half inch) and a nominal weight of .5 to .8 gram shall be weighed to 
the nearest 0.1 milligram. Record weight as Wl. 
Place the sample in a 400 milli11ters wide mouth Erlenmeyer flask ~ add 
apprOXimately 40 millilters of reagent grade anhydrous hydrazine or 
hydrazine hydrate. 
Caution: All operations involving hydrazine shall be performed 1n a 
fume hood with an airflow adequate to prevent any fumes 
escaping. The operator shall wear adequate rubber gloves to 
prevent any contact of the hydrazine to the skin. The hood 
shall be conf1gured to preclude dropping of rust, dust, 
condensed liquids or other contaminant into the flask or on 
the work area. 
0004S 
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Heat until the material is completely degraded as ind1csted by the 
separation of fibers free of any polYLmide resin. Do not allow the 
mixture to go to dryness. 
Obtain a clean dry coarse grade fritted glass filter and veigh to the 
nearest 0.1 "illigram. Record weight as W2. 
Filter the digested material through the weighed, coarse grade, fr1tted 
glass filter. 
R1nse the f1bers with ethanol until the wash1ngs are colorless. 
Oven dry at 90 to loo·C (194 to 212·F). 
Cool in a desiccator and weigh the f11ter and contents to the nearest 
0.1 milligram. Record we1ght as W3• Calculate f1ber content according to Step 14 of aC1d method. 
4.5.5.5 Fiber Content, Volume Percent. Calculate the f1ber volume accord1ng 
to the following formula: 
F1ber volume, percent _ Wf/f 
I-f--
X Ic X 100 
Where: Wf / f fiber veight fraction per 4.5.5.4. 
density of fiber per 4.5.3.1. 
Ic density of composite per 4.5.5.3. 
4.5.5.6 Glass Transition Temperature. The glass transition temperature of 
the cured composite shall be determined using a DuPont 941 TMA model/goO Thermal 
Analyzer or equivalent. The heating rate shall be 5 + 0.5·C per m1nute. 
Measurements viII be made on a 100 mil diameter expansion probe under a 5-gram 
load. Tests shall be conducted on laminates that have been cured per 4.5.5.1. 
4.5.5.7 Short-Beam Shear. The interlaminar shear strength shall be 
determined per MIL-G-83410, vith a minimum half-hour soak at each test temperature 
prior to loading. 
4.5.5.8 Longitudinal Flexural Test. The flexural strength and modulus shall 
be determined per MIL-G-83410, with a minimum half-hour soak at each test 
temperature prior to loading. 
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5.1 Packaging. Prepreg material shall be rolled on a reel not less than B 
inches in diameter. A nonadherent paper or ~lar separator ot a contrasting color 
shall be used on one side of the material to prevent the layers of material from 
sticking to each other. Each roll or rolls of prepreg shall be heat-sealed in an 
evacuated, moisture-proof plastic bag. 
5.2 Identification. Each roll of prepreg shall be permanently marked wlth 
the following data: 
Material: Graphite/Polyimide Resin Prepreg - 600·F Applications 
Rockwell International Specification: Ml1013O-152 Type: Class ____ _ 
Manufacturer's Name and Product Identification: _______________ _ 
Batch No.: ______________ ....;Date of Manufacture: _______ _ 
Roll No.: _______________ Linear Feet: Gross: ,Net Adjusted: __ 
Storage Temperature, Max. -.;;.O_·P~ ___ Shelf Life: 9 months at O·F 
5.3 Packing. Units packaged as specified in 5.1 shall be packed in exterlor 
type shipping containers in a manner that will allow solid carbon dioxide to be 
packed in sufficient quantities to maintain a material temperature of O·P maxlmum 
if refigeration is required during tranait. Shipping containers shall comply with 
carrier regulations applicable to the mode of transportatlon and shall be so 
constructed as to assure safe delivery and acceptance at the destination. 
5.4 Marking of Shipment. Each shipping container shall be marked with the 
following information: 
Material: Graphite/Polyimide Resin Prepreg - 600·P Applicatlons 
Purchase Ordsr No.: 
Manufactur's Name and Product Identification 
-----------------
Storage Temperature, Max. _O~·P=--__ --:Shelf Life: 9 months at O·P 
STORE AT 0·' 
6.0 NOTE 
6.1 Intended Use. Material procured in accordance with this speclflcatlon, 
when molded using indicated laminating methods, is suitable for use in airframe, 
aerospace, and similarly related primary structural components where high stiffness 
and strength-to-weight ratios are required. 
0004S 
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1.1 Descr1pt1on. Th1S spec1f1cat1on establ1shes the materials to be used and 
the procedures to be followed for fabricat1ng composites from LaRC 160 and PMR-15 
polY1mide reS1n systems reinforced w1th graphite f1bers. This spec1f1cat1on 1S 
1ntended for use 1n fabricating parts capable of structural applicat10n 1n a 316C 
(600F) enV1ronment. 
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENT AND MATERIALS 
The latest issue of the following documents form a part of ~his specif1cat1on 
to the extent spec1f1ed here1n. In case of confl1ct between these documents and 
this specif1ca~ion, this spec1f1cat1on shall prevail. 
2.1 Documents 
FED-STD-406 Plastics: Methods of T~sting 
MAOllO-306 Env1ranmentally Controlled Areas 





Process Control for Fabr1cation of Reinforced Plast1c 
Parts 
MB0130-152, Graphite/PolY1mide Resin Prepreg. - 600°F Applicat10ns 
3.0 REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Safetl Reguirements 
3.1.1 Superv1s1on shall 1nform all personnel work1ng to th1S specif1cat1on of 
the hazards 1nvolved and the necessary precaut10ns requ1red when handl1ng the 
chemicals used 1n the procedures of th1S specification. 
3.1.2 Sk1n contact with the llquid chemicals and solutions requ1red by this 
spec1ficat1on shall be prevented by wear1ng proteCt1ve equ1pment (gloves, aprons, 
etc.). 
3.1.3 Face shields or safety goggles shall be worn during the handl1ng of 
solvents and liqU1d chem1cals. 
3.1.4 Solvents and chemical Solut1ons requ1red by th1S specif1ca~ion shall be 
handled only 1n areas approved by Industr1al Safety. Operat1ng department 
supervision, with Facil1t1es and Industrial Eng1neer1ng, shall ensure that local 
exhaust ventilat10n and/or general a1r circulat10n 1S adequate to prevent employee 
exposure to vapors or mists in concentrat1ons above the Threshold L1mi~ Values. 
(Threshold L1m1t Values can be obta1ned from Industr1al Safety.) 
0005S-2 
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3.1.5 Informatlon or assistance on any aspects of safety assoclated wlth this 
specificatlon shall be obtained from Industrial Safety. 
3.2 Material Storage and Handllng. Adhesive and preimpregnated material shall 
be stored in accordance wlth the storage-life requlrements of the appllcable 
materlal spe~flcations and monitored per MT0302-001. 
3.2.1 Materials that have exceeded the storage Ilfe shall be wlthheld from use 
pendlng retest to the acceptance requlrements of the appllcable speclflcatlons. 
Acceptable materlals shall be returned to storage. 
3.2.2 When not In use, the materlal shall be stored in a heat-sealed, mOlsture 
proof plastic bag. Allow refrigerated materlal to warm to at least 16qc (60°F), 
but less th~n 32°C (90°F), prlor to opening contalner. 
3.2.3 The total cumulatlve tlme that MB0130-152 prepreg materlal may be 
between zero and 24°C (75°F) durlng storage before the staging operatlon lS started 
shall not exceed 168 hours. 
3.3.1 Layup shall be conducted In an area classified per MAOIIO-306 as GHA, 
Conditlon C, Level III. The alr supplled to this area shall be filtered through an 
industrlal grade (or better) alr fllter. 
3.3.2 The part layup shall conslst of the requlred number and orlentatlon of 
pIles of pr~preg as shown on the Englneerlng Drawlng. Materlal with different 
manufacturer's prepreg designatlons shall not be lntermlxed ln the same part unless 
so dlrected In englneerlng documentatlon. 
3.3.3 Each ply shall be contlnuous In the length dlrectlon; orlentatlon of the 
prepreg shall not devlate more than two degrees from the speclfled dlrection. 
3.3.4 Gaps between laterally adjacent tapes shall be no wlder than 0.030 lnch; 
tape edges In adJacent pIles of the same orlentatlon shall be staggered at least 
1.0 lnch. 
3.3.5 Layups containing detalls to be co-cured lnto the part shall have tne 
detalls prepared for processlng In accordance wlth Engineerlng Drawlng. 
3.3.6 Heat may be applled locally to asslst thls operatlOn uSlng a hand held 
presslng lron or heat gun wlth temperatures up to 93C (200F). 
3.3.7 Debulklng under pressure wlthout appllcatlon of heat lS permltted. If 
heat lS used durlng debulklng, any process control panel that lS requlred by 
englneerlng drawlngs shall be debulked concurrently wlth the part uSlng a 
proportlonate number of pIles and bleeders at each step. No more than two heat 
debulklng cycles performed at 93 + 6°C (200 + 10°F) for 20 + 5 mlnutes, shall be 
applied prlor to the flnal curlng-cycle. -
00055-3 
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3.4 Assembly. Lay up ~he prelmpregna~ed composl~e materlal to the 
configuration shown on the Englneerlng Drawing. 
3.5 Lamlnate Cure Procedure 
(1) Assemble layup for curing as shown In Flgure 1. 
(2) Install In autoclave and attach vacuum and lnstrumentatlon lines. 
(3) Apply mlminum vacuum of 68.5 centimeters (27 inches) of mercury and 
autoclave pressure of 1378KPa (200 Psi).Shut off vacuum and verlfy leak 
ra~e less than 2.5 centlmeters (1 inch) of mercury per mlnu~e. Correc~ 
any leaks. 
(4) Apply vacuum in the range of 2 to 15 lnches of mercury. The actual level 
to be determlned from prepreg evaluatlon ~ests conduc~ed as part of 
Quallty Assurance recelvlng inspectlon. 
(5) Raise ~he a 1 r temperature at 3-4DC (5 ~o 7DF) per mlnute ~o 218 ~ 3DC 
(425+5 DF) and hold a~ tha~ tempera~ure for 60+2 minutes 
Note: Alr temperature and dwell tlme may need to be lncreased if heavy 
~oollng is used. Actual condltlons shall be prede~ermined to achleve a 
mlnlmum lamina~e tempera~ure of 210C (410DF). 
(6) Reapply full vacuum and malntaln autoclave pressure a~ 1378KPa (200 pSlg). 
(7) Increase temperature ~o 329 ~ 3DC (625 ~ 5DF) a~ a rate of 3-4DC (5-7 DF) 
per mlnu~e. 
(8) Hold at temperature for 3 hours. 
(9) Reduce ~he temperature to 65 DC (150DF) or lower before releaslng vacuum or 
removlng from oven. 
MILICNTON 
~~~~~~~~:2:P~L~I£S 162 FIIUGLASS ORIOATCLOTH ~ • S--1/16·~~RoNS OPTIONAL ~~~IIT~TH~ES~E-" 
- - - - - - - • - - _. _[>2 PLIES 120 GLASS CLOTH TO CURf I v.MINATE~ -~; 'I 3TLL SEPARATOR CLOTH ~ET~NATE 
- - - - - - - - - - HLIES 120 GLASS CLOTH ~.....,.-__ J 
t I I I I 1 I " I Js--e-I~II£R~~fl~~ OPTIONAL 
I &;==========:_- 2 PLIES 120 GlASS CLOTH 
[i~~_~~~_~~ ~-~ ~-. ~'r>3TLL SEPAJATOl CLOTH 
II ~;:;::;:;::;::;~:;~~~~~~ PLI£S 120 GLASS CLOTH 
IJ 1:1 I I D I J a I f--I/W CAUL P~TE 
- PERFORATIONS OPTIONAL 
PLY 162 GI.ASS CLOTH 
FIGURE 1. Layup Assembly for Staglng Lamlna~es 
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3.6 Postcure Procedure. These materlals normally exhibit glass transition 
temperature (Tg) In excess of 316°C (600F) after curlng per preceding procedure. 
If it is found necessary to postcure lamlnates, the followlng procedure shall be 
utilized. 
(1) Install lamlnate in alr clrculating oven in free standing condltlon. 
(2) Increase temperature at a rate of 4-5°C (8-l0 0 F) per minute to 316 ~ 3°C 
(600 + 5°F) 
(3) Hold at 316 + 3°C (600 + 5°F) for 16 hours. 
(4) Reduce temperature to 65°C (150°F) or lower before removlng from oven. 
3.7 Structure Reguirements. Cured composites shall conform to the 
requlrements in Table I, and the dlmenslonal requlrements of the appllcble 
Englneering Drawlngs, and shall meet tRe requlrements in 3.7.1 through 3.7.6. 
3.7.1 Fractures. A fracture is deflned as a visible break in the flber 
relnforcement. There shall be no defects of thl~ nature. 
3.7.2 Bllsters and Unbonded Areas. A blister is defined as a local increase 
In thlckness usually caused by the formatlon of trapped gas generatlng pockets 
between plies during cure. These gas pockets may not increase the thickness 
locally but may appear as unbonded areas rather than as blisters. There shall be 
no defects of this nature. 
3.7.3 Delaminatlons. A delamlnation is deflned as an area where pIles at the 
trlmmed edge of the lamlnate have become separated for any reason, l.e., machining 
wlth dull tools such as drllllng, sawlng, etc. There shall be no defects of thlS 
nature. 
3.7.4 Brldged PIles. Brldged plies are deflned as areas In which the plies 
have lnsufflcient or no contact wlth the lnslde radlus of the mold surface or with 
the precedlng pIles. There shall be no defects of this type. 
3.7.5 Wrlnkles. A wrinkle lS deflned as a ralsed fold In one or more layers 
of the lamlnate. Defects of thlS nature are not allowed unless ldentifled on the 
Englneerlng Drawlng. 
3.7.6 Forelgn ObJects. There shall be no lnclusions of materlals not 
speclflcally called for In the appllcable materlal speclflcations, process 
speclflcatlons, or Englneerlng Drawings. 
3.8 Ultrasonic Inspection. An autographic recording shall be made of the 
ultrasonlC inspectlon of all cured parts and shall be kept as a permanent record. 
ThlS lnspectlon shall be conducted per 4.3.1. 
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3.9 Speclfic Gravlty. The specific gravity of the lamlnates shall be between 
1.56 and 1.58 when determined per 4.3.2. 
3.10 Glass Transltlon Temperature. The glass transitlon temperature of the 
cured assembly shall exceed 3l6C (600 oF) when measured per 4.3.3. 
3.11 Fiber Content. The flber content shall be between 58 and 62 vOlume 
percent when determined per 4.3.5. 
3.12 Void Content. The vOld content shall be no greater than 2 volume percent 
when determlned per 4.3.6. 
3.13 Mechanical Propertles. The mechanlcal propertles shall meet the 
requirements of Table 1. 
Table I. Mechanlcal Properties 
I 
TEST I TEST 
TEMPERATURE I METHOD 
PROPERTY C (F) I TEST VALUE PARAGRAPH 
I 
fu 21 (70) 115l5MPa (220 KS1) 
Flexural Strength, F I 4.3.7 
X 316 (600) I 757MPa (110 KS1) 
f 21 (70) 117GPa (17 MS1) 
Flexural Modulus, E 
X 316 (600) 103GPa (15 MS1) 
lSU 21 (70) 96MPa (14 KS1) 
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X 316 ( bOO) 41MPa (6 KS1) 
All values shown are minlmum requirements for the average of speClmens 
tested. No indlvldual value shall be less than 80 percent of the mlnlmum 
average requirement. Where the number of specimens is not otherwise 
specifled, five (5) repllcates shall be fabricated and tested. 
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4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
4.1 Process Qualif~cation. 
4.1.1 The fabricat~on process shall be qual~fied for each combination of 
materials used pr~or to fabrication of production parts. Qualificat~on shall 
consist of documented evidence the process is capable of produc~ng a part that w~ll 
meet all the requ~rements of this specif~cat~on. Any change ~n procedure or 
mater~als w~ll requ~re requalificat~on. 
4.2 Product Acceptance. 
4.2.1 Product acceptance shall be based upon evidence of compliance w~th the 
requ~rements of th~s spec~f~cat~on. 
4.2.2 When requ~red by eng~neering draw~ng, a m~n~mum of four spec~mens shall 
be tested for each of the following properties to the requirements ~n Table I' 




After One-Half Hour at 3l6C (600F), 
Flexural strength 
Flexural modulus 
4.2.3 The specific gravity shall be determ~ned from the trim of the part where 
tr~m ~s available or from the process control coupon, and these values shall meet 
the requ~rements of 3.9. 
4.2.4 When a quest~on arises as to an excess~ve variation of resin content on 
the part, resin content determ~nat~ons on the part tr~m or a process control coupon 
shall be made at the request of Quality Control and shall meet the requirements of 
3.11, 3.12, and 3.13. 
NOTE: A process control coupon ~s a lam~nate fabr~cated with the same 
mater~als subJected to the same cure cycle as the part represented. The 
coupon shall have a s~ze suff~c~ent to supply all the spec~mens requ~red 
by this specif~cation. 
4.3 Test Methods. 
4.3.1 Ultranson~c Inspect~on. The cured lam~nates shall be ultrason~cally 
~nspected per MT0501-5l0. 
0005S-7 
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4.3.2 Specif1c Gravi~y. The speciflc gravi~y shall be de~ermined In 
accordance wi~h Federal Tes~ Method No. 406, Me~hod 5011. 
4.3.3 Glass Transltion Temperature. The glass transition tempera~ure of ~he 
cured composite shall be de~ermined using a DuPont 941 TMA mode/900 Thermal 
Analyzer, or equlvalent. The hea~lng ra~e shall be 5 ~ 0.5°C (9 ~ .9°F) per 
mlnu~e. Measurements wlll be made on a 100-mll-diame~er expanslon probe under a 
5-gram load. 
4.3.4 Fiber Con~en~. The fiber con~en~ of ~he cured lam1na~e shall be 
determlned by either the acid digestion or hydraz1ne digestlon method as follows· 
AC1d Dlges~10n 
CAUTION: All opera~ions lnvolving acid diges~1on shall be performed 
in a fume hood hav1ng adequa~e a1rflow and o~her safeguards ~o 
prevent fumes from escaplng. The opera~or shall wear aaequa~e 
pro~ec~ive clo~h1ng ~o preven~ con~ac~ be~ween ~he acid or o~her 
reac~ants w1~h ~he skln. 
The compos1te specimens used for speciflc gravl~y determlnat10ns 
described in 4.3.2 shall be used. 
2. Ob~aln a clean, dry ex~raC~1on thimble or clean ~he ~himble In a 
beaker contalning nitric aCld for a mlnimum of one hour a~ 149 + 6°C 
(300 + lOaF). Wash wi~h dis~111ed wa~er, dry In oven a~ 121 + GOC 
(250 ~ lOaF), desiccate and cool. -
NOTE: May be purchased from Van Wa~ers & Rogers co. as fri~~ed glass 
extractlon thimbles, medlum E.C. 35X90 mlillmeters. 
3. Welgh each extractlon th1mble to the neares~ 0.1 m1111gram and record 
as "WI" 
4. Dry ~he speclmens used in ~he spec1f1c grav1~y de~erm1na~lon and 
place each of three in a clean ex~raC~lon th1mble and welgh ~o the 
neares~ 0.1 milligram. Record as "W2" 
5. Place ~hlmble and specimen in a beaker f1~~ed wl~h a ra1sed pla~form 
and magne~ic s~lrrlng bar, and add concen~ra~ed sulfurlc aCld unt11 
~he specimen lS covered. Bring slowly ~o a bOll and hold for 30 
mlnu~es. 
6. Remove ~hlmble and decant spen~ sulfur1c aC1d. Replace ~hlmble 1n 
same beaker and repeat Step 5. 
7. Con~inue bOlling un~ll flbers are completely separated and ~he reS1n 
is comple~ely decomposed. This is de~erm1ned by vlsual examlna~lon 
and may require additlonal sulfur1c acid. 
NOTE: Comple~e dlges~lon lS lndica~ed when ~he ~es~ speclmen changes 
ltS appearance from a unlted mass ~o loose, sof~ f1bers WhlCh 
have a tendency to sink ~o the bottom of the ~hlmble. 
0005S-8 
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8. After d~gest~on, place on a magnetlc stlrrer, stir slowly and allow 
to cool below 149°C (300°F). 
9. While stlrring, carefully add 10 percent hydrogen peroxide to the hot 
solution. 
CAUTION: Allow hydrogen peroxide to run down the side of the 
beaker. Add very slowly and ~ncrementally. 
10. Cont~nue add~ng hydrogen perox~de unt~l the aCld solut~on turns a 
transparent, clear color. If a clear color is not obtained, the test 
~s inval~d and should be repeated. 
11. Allow acid to d~gest three more m~nutes. 
12. Remove extract~on th~mble from the acid, dra~n, place in a rubber 
cruclble holder on a vacuum f~lter flask, and wash f~bers w~th 
d~stilled water until free of ac~d as indlcated by neutrality 
~nd~cat~on of pH paper. Denatured alcohol may be used to expedite 
drying after ac~d removed. 
13. Remove thimble contain~ng f~bers and dry in an oven ma~ntalned at 
149 + 6°C (300 + 10°F) for a m~nimum of 30 mlnutes. Cool in a 
desiccator and we~gh to the nearest 0.1 m~ll~gram. Record we~ght as 
"W 3"· 
14. Calculate the f~ber content accord~ng to the following equation: 
Fiber content, weight percent = W3 - W2 
WI - W2 
Where WI = we~ght of extract~on thimble 
ac~d d~gest~on in grams 
W2 = weight of extractlon th~mble 
W3 = we~ght of extract~on th~mble 
d~gest~on ~n grams 
Hydrazine D~gest~on 
X 100 
plus test specimen before 
in grams 
plus spec~men after acid 
CAUTION: All operat~ons involv~ng hydraz~ne shall be performed ~n a 
fume hood wlth an a~rflow edequate to prevent any fumes 
escap~ng. It shall be configured to prevent dropp~ng of 
any solid such as rust or dust or dripplng of any condensed 
l~quld contam~nate onto the work area. The work area shall 
be free of all debr~s and dust. The operator shall wear 
adequate rubber gloves and other protect~ve cloth~ng to 
prevent any contact of the hydrazine to the sk~n. 
1. A cured lam~nate w~th a nomlnal s~ze of 1 by 1/2 ~nch and a nom~nal 
we~ght of 0.5 to 0.8 gram shall be weighed to the nearest 0.1 
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2. Place ~he sample in a 400-milllli~ers wlde mou~h Erlenmyer flask and 
add approxima~ely 50 millili~ers of reagen~ grade anhydrous hydrazine 
or hydrazine hydra~e. 
3. Hea~ un~il ~he ma~erial is comple~ely degraded as indica~ed by ~he 
separa~lon of fibers free of any polYlmlde reSln. Do no~ allow ~he 
mlx~ure ~o go ~o dryness. 
4. Obtain a clean, dry coarse grade fri~~ed glass fll~er and welgh ~o 
~he neares~ 0.1 mllllgram. Record welgh~ as "W2". 
5. Fll~er the diges~ed ma~erial ~hrough ~he weighed, coarse-grade, 
frl~~ed glass fll~er. 
6. Rlnse ~he fibers wi~h e~hanol un~il ~he washlngs are colorless. 
7. Oven dry a~ 90 ~o 100°C (194 ~o 2l~OF). 
8. Cool in a deslcca~or and welgh ~he fll~er and con~en~s to the nearest 
0.1 milligram. Record weight as "W3• 
9. Calcula~e fiber con~en~ as shown in S~ep 14 of Acid Method: 
4.3.5 Fiber Con~en~1 Volume Percent. Calcula~e the flber volume according ~o 
~he followlng formula: 




Where = flber welgh~ frac~lon per 4.3.4 
Pf = speciflc gravi~y of fiber per vendor certlflca~ion 
on ~he batch of ma~erlal used 
Pc = speclflc gravl~y of composl~e per 4.3.2 
4.3.6 VOld Con~ent. Calculate the vOld volume percen~ accordlng to ~he 
followlng formula: 
Percen~ VOld Volume 
Where: (W~ %)r 








= res~n we~ghc percent per 4.3.4 
= flber welgh~ frac~lon per 4.3.4 
speclflc gravlty of composl~e per 4.3.2 
= speciflc gravl~y of reSln per vendor certlflca~lon on 
~he batch of ma~erlal used 
= speclfic gravlty of flber per vendor certlflcatlon on the 








4.3.1 Flexure Test. The flexure strength and modulus shall be determined 1n 
accordance with MT0302-001 w1th a m1nimum half-hour soak at each test temperature 
pr10r to loading. 
4.3.8 Short-Beam Shear. The interlam1nar shear strength of' the lam1nate shall 
be determ1ned in accordance w1th MT0302-001, with a minimum half-hour soak at each 
test temperature pr10r to loading. 
4.4 Records. Records of the ent1re fabrication process and the control 
thereof shall be ma1nta1ned for the purpose of demonstrat1ng process control. 
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY 
Th1S sect10n 1S not appl1cable to ~h1S specificat1on. 
6.0 NOTES 
Th1S sect10n is not applicable to th1S specif1cat1on. 
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1.1 Th~s procedure descr~bes the methods to be used when perfo~ng 
ultrason~c through-trans~ssion inspect~on of vo~ds in adhesive 
bonded honeycomb structures, to the requirements of MT0501-510 
and MT0501-508. 






5 OlMT5lCM08 Ultrasonic Pre-Inspection Preparation 
GENERAL NOTES/SAFETY REqUIREMENTS 
Personnel Qualif~cation and Certification - All personnel per-
forming ~nspect~on operations to this procedure will requ~re 
both "cert~f~cat~on" and "qualification" as follows: 
Certification: All inspectors will be currently "certified" 
to Space D~vision Training Course No. IB2AI/J. 
Qualif~cation: All inspectors will, in add~t~on to certif~cation, 
be qualif~ed in the ultrasonic ~nspection process (TCN 192AI) to 
be used. 
All test equipment shall be used with safety precautions suggested 
by suppllers 
Industrial Safety approved vent~lation must be available and 
operating in all facility areas where chemicals in this procedure 
are used. 
Personnel must wear imperv~ous plastiC gloves and protectiVe 
goggles dur~ng use of chemicals. 
Reference Standards: Ultrason~c inspection shall be performed upon 
product~on parts only when standards w~th known size defects and 
cross sections are available which represent the part configuration. 
Equipment Maintenance: Ultrason~c equipment shall be maintained 
~n operating condition, and shall be the respons~bili ty of 
Inspection supervision. 
Reference Standard Maintenance: Adhesive bonded reference standards 
shall be maintained with edge seals free of holes and fractures. 
Repairs will be made, when required, with permanent sealing 
material such as polysulfide sealants. 
Electronic Instrumentation: All electronic instrumentation shall 
be allowed to warm up prior to inspection for a period of t1me 
(not less than 15 minutes) recommended by the manufacturer of the 
instrument. 
FORM 3916 S 1 REV 573 
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3.9 Equlpment Calibration: Ultrasonic instrumentatlon shall be cali-
brated ln accordance with procedures established by the Quality 
Engineerlng functional group responsible for the ultrasonlc 
inspection process. 
3.10 The follow~ng definitions are included to assist in understandlng 
the procedure: 
Squirter: A clear plastlc assembly houslng an ultrasonic trans-
ducer, a nozzle, a water input fltting, and a nozzle insert. 
Nozzle: An adJustable plastic tube which can be adJusted for 
optlmum lamlnar flow of water through the nozzle insert. 
Nozzle Insert: An orifice control plastic lnsert in the nozzle 
end to provlde water stream diameters of 1/8, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 
1/4, 5/16 and 3/8 inch. 
Attenuatlon: The loss of propagation of ultrasound in a materlal. 
The amplltude measure of attenuatlon will be expressed in declbels 
(db ). 
Water NOlse: Dlssolved air and turbulent water flow will create 
ultrasonlC reflective noise responses (water noise) on the ultra-
sonlC transceiver video display cathode ray tube (CRT). 
Vldeo: Ultrasonlc slgoal responses displayed visually on the face 
of the transcelver (CRT). 
Gated Video: A portion of the overall vldeo that is selected for 
C-scan recording to show the presence or absence of defects. 
Reference Standards: A test panel that duplicates configuratlon 
and fabrication of the hardware item to be inspected with bUllt-
in controlled Slze defects. 
4.0 ACCEPl'/REJECT CRITERIA 
4.1 The bonded honeycomb structures accept/reject crlterla shall be 
dete~lned by the requirements of the applicable engineering 
drawlng and/or as referenced by the planning documentation. 
5.0 PROCEDURE 
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Enter required parts data on inspection fo~s. 
Prepare the part for ultrasonic inspection. 
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set up for reference standard scann~ng. 
Set up for product~on part sca~ng. 
Identify ind~cat~ons. 
Evaluate defects. 
Complete inspection records. 
Clean and dry product~on part. 
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Enter req~red parts data on inspection forms. 
Check the Manufacturing Order to see that all prev~ous 
operations have been completed. 
Rev~ew other documentation, such as drawings, photo-
graphs, etc., to ver~fy locat~on of closeouts and 
metal inserts. 
Prepare the part for ultrason~c inspect~on. 
Ass~gn a control number to the tecbn~que control record. 
Mask and/or seal parts as necessary to prevent water 
entering areas that may be necessary to keep dry. 
Use method presented in 50lMT51OM08. 
Attach any tooling that m~gbt be necessary to support 
the part or standard in the inspection system. 
Position reference standard and part into holding 
future. 
Select the holding future for the configuration to be 
~nspected. For example, flat parts can be clamped 
vert~cal between squirters. 
Set up for reference standard scanning. 
Turn ~nstrumentation to ON posit~on, and allow to 
warm up for a minimum of 15 m~nutes. 
Position squirter to scan position and adjust water 
controls for abundant flow to force air bubbles out 
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Reduce water flow unt1l a smooth stream 1S obtained, 
free of sp1rals. 
Observe CRT of ultrasonic detector for reflective 
amplitude response from surface reflection, back 
surface and/or reflector surfaces. 
Move transducers to a reference standard void and 
observe s1gnal response. Little or no response will 
be ind1cated on the CRT. 
If amplitude of s1gnal response over the void 1S great-
er than l~ of total Signal, increase reject until 
l~ or less is obtained. 
Return transducers to a well bonded area and observe 
s1gnal response. If s1gnal response does not return 
to saturation, increase gain unt1l saturation is 
achieved, then repeat steps 4E, 4F, and 40. 
If the saturation and l~ of saturation signal differ-
ential is not obtainable, different transducer 
frequency and squirter nozzle insert sizes shall be 
used until separation is obtained. 
Adjust gate controls until gated video includes only 
the through-transmission signal response. 
Adjust bridge controls to set scan limits for C-scan 
of the reference standard. 
Scan approximately one inch of the reference standard 
w1th the void included. 
Measure the width d1mens1ons of the C-scan recorded 
void. If it is not the dimension of the standard 
defect, increase or decrease the rece1ver gain and 
repeat the one-inch scan. 
Set up for production part scanning. 
Move bridge controls for a C-scan of the part. If 
possible, part scanning shall include the standard 
simultaneously with the part. If not possible, a 
one-inch scan of the standard shall be completed at 
the end of the part C-scan. 
With scan speed reduced to zero, push scan switch to 
ON and advance speed control until operat10n speed 
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Ident~fy ~n~cations. 
All C-scan recorded d~scontinuities shall be identif~ed 
by comparison to drawings illustrating location of 
closeouts or other areas that would cause signal loss. 
MarK areas on the recording that are caused by internal 
changes in cross section that are not necessarily voids 
Evaluate defects. 
Evaluation of di8cont~nuities will be in accordance 
with the applicable process specifications or Eng~neer­
ing drawing requirements for acceptance criteria. 
D~scontinuities that may be present shall be further 
evaluated w~th manual A-scan techniques. 
D~scontinuities larger than allowable that have been 
verif~ed by A-scan techniques shall be labeled defects 
on the C-scan recording. 
Defects in sandwich structures shall be further eval-
uated to provide informat~on relative to locat~on. 
Specific techniques for location of defects within 
the cross-section shall be w~th pulse echo contact, 
sonic test system, and/or coin tapping. 
Mark location of defect upon part surface. 
Complete inSpection records. 
Accept parts free from defects and stamp inspection 
records and work order. 
Squawk defective debonds or delaminations in accordance 
w~th work order procedures. 
Complete ultrasonic technique record with the required 
informat10n relat1ve to transducer and rece1ver 
frequenc1es, water nozzle insert size, etc •• 
Clean assemblies w1th clean water and Wlpe dry. 
All masking and/or sealing material that may have 
been used shall be removed ~n accordance w~th 
50lMT5lCM08. 
Oven drying when necessary or required, shall be in 
accordance with 50lMT5lCM08. 
SHUTILE 
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This amendment forms a part at Quality Processing Procedure 50lMTSIOM03, New, dated 
11 October 1975. 
~ Step 3 Position Ieference standard and part into holding fixture. 
3A Select the holding fixture for the configuration to be inspected, 
for example, flat parts can be clamped vertical between squirters. 
CAUTION 
Where interim improvised clamping devices are used in lieu of approved 
holding fixtures, restraints must b~provided to prohibit inadvertent 
hardware damage. 
WAS Step 3 Position reference standard and part into holding fixture. 
3A Select the holding fixture for the configuration to be inspected, 
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If... ~-{ ,,, CHA"'GE 
Thl~ amendment forms a part of QualIty Process Procedure 







Certification: •••• Space Oiv~sion Training 
Course No. 182 A!/AJ. 
Qua1lfl.cation: All lnspectors ~i11 be currently 
qualified to Space Dlvl.sl.on On-The-Job Ouallficatl.on 
(OJO) Course ~o. 888 AO/AP. 
I 
\ 
Certifl.cation: •••• Space\Ol.visl.on Training 
Course No. 182 AI/J. 
Qualification: All inspectors will, in addl.tl.on to 
certiflcatlon, be qUall.fitd in the ultrasonic 
inspectl.on process (TC~ 1\2 AI) to be used. 
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May 5, 1980 
This Amendment forms a part of Quality Process Procedure 
50 HIT5 101103. Rev~s ion New. ddted October II. 1974. 
9B 
All parts subjected to water squirter inspection shall 
be dried as soon as practical (not to exceed 16 hours) 
after ultrasonic inspection 
9C 
Oven drying when necessary or required. shall be in 
accordance w~th 501MT510M08. 
9B 
Oven drying when necessary or required, shall be in 
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This amendment forms a part of Quality Process Procedure SOIMTSIOH03. 
revision new, dated October II, 1974. 
IS All parts subjected to water squirter inspection shall be dried as soon as 
practical (not to exceed 72 hours) after ultrasonic inspection. 
WAS All parts subjected to water squirter inspection shall be dried as soon as 
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APPENDIX C 
This appendix contains the stress/strain curves for testing of beam 
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Figure C-12. LARC-160/Celion 90 0 Stress/Strain Curves at 316 C (600 F) 
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Figure C-20. LARC/Ce1ion (±45)S Stress/Strain Curves at 316 C (600 F) 
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-Figure C-2~: LARC-160/Celion (0, ~5, 90)S Stress/Strain Curves at 316 C (600 F) 
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Figure C-30. Tensile Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0)5 Parallel LARC-160/Celion 
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Figure C-33. Tensile Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0)5 Pftra11e1 LARC-160/Ce1ion 
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Figure C-34. Tensile Stress/Stra1n Character1stics of (0)5, Parallel LARC-160/Ce1ion Lam1nates Aged for 
125 Hours at 316 C (600 F), Beam Test at - 132 C (-270 F) 
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Figure C-35. Tensile Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0)5 Parallel Oriented LARC-160/Ce1ion Laminates 
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Figure C-36. Tensile Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0)5 Parallel Oriented LARC-160/Ce1ion 
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Figure C-37. Tensile Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0)5 Parallel Or1ented LARC-160/Ce1ion Laminates 
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Figure C-38. Compression Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0)5 Parallel LARC-160/Celion 
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Figure C-39. Compression Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0)5 Parallel LARC-160/Celion 
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Figure C-40. Compressive Stress/Stra1n Characterist1cs of (0)5 Parallel LARC-l60/Cel10n 
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Figure C-41. Compref.sion Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0) 5 Parallel LARC-160/Celion Laminates 
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Figure C-42. Compression Stress/Strain Character1st1cs of (0)5' Parallel LARC-160/Ce110n Laminates aged 
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Figure C-43. Compression Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0)5, Parallel Oriented LARC-160/ 
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Figure C-44. Compression Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0)5 Parallel LARC160/ 
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Figure C-46. Compression Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0, ~45, 90)S LARC-160/Celion 
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Figure C-48. Compression Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0,±45,90)S LARC-160/Celion 
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Figure C-49. Compression Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0,±45,90)S 
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Figure C-50. Compression Stress Strain Characteristics of (0, +45, 90)S LARC-160/Ce1ion 
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Figure C-Sl. Compression Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0, ±45, 90)S LARC-160/Celion 
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Figure C-52. Compression Stress/Strain Characteristics of (0, +45, 90)S LARC-160/Ce1ion 
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Figure C-53. Compression Stress/Strain Characteri&tics of (0, +45, 90)S LARC-160/Ce1ion 
Laminates Agei for 125 Hours at 316 C l600 F), Beam-Test at 204 C (400 F) 

APPENDIX D 
This appendix presents design requirements for hat .... section and "I" 
stiffened panels, design assumptions for optimization of panel configuration, 
analysis, and supportive calculations. 
473 
PANEL DESIGN RERUIREMENTS 
Test panels were designed ~n accordance with requirements spec~f~ed by 
NASA/LaRC. 
(1) Panel Design Load: .53 MN/m (3000 lb/in.) nom~nal, .49 to .56 MN/m 
(2800 lb to 3200 lb/in.) 
(2) Panel Skin: 8-ply isotropic layup (0, + 45; 90)s 
(3) Stringers: 3 minimum 
(4) Panel D~mensions and Fabrication Concepts: 
(a) 22.86 cm (9 in.) wide X 30.48 cm (12 ~n.) long panels 
(16) Hat stiffened - 2 each, bonded, bolted; co cured 
(16) "I" stiffened - 2 each f bonded, bolted, cocured 
(b) 22.86 cm (9 in.) wide X 121.9 cm (48 ~n.) long of best con-
figurations fabricated and tested above. 
(5) Panel failure mode: 121.9 cm (48 in.) long panels - Euler buckl~ng 
30.48 cm (12 in. long) panels - local crippling 
or buckling 
(6) Minimum Weight Design 
(7) Test at -121C (-250F), room temperature, 204C (400F); and 316C 
(600F) after postcure and 125 hours exposure at 316c (600F) 
DES~GN ASSUMPTIONS 
In addition to the above design requirements, the following assumpt~ons 
were made: 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
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Panel components are to be made of symmetric layups in order to 
avoid material warpage, which could sevetly degrade panel strength. 
Tape with the following cured and postcure properties will be used; 




9.85 GN/m2 (1.43) Msi) compression 




V .05 yx 
Specific gravity, 1.57 g/cc 
Fiber volume, 60% 
(3) Long panel tests will be made with simply supported ends and with 
non-local load transfer into the panel to as great a degree as 
possible. 
(4) .!. 45 plies will be used in the web and the top of the hat or "I" 
section will be reinforced with 00 plies. Past investigations 
(Agarwal and Davis, 1974, IIMinimum-Weight Designs for Hat Stiffened 
Composite Panels Under Uniaxial Compression," NASA TND-7779) in-
dicate that this results in the most efficient stringer-stiffener 
panel design. This assumption was verified during the design 
process. 
ANALYSIS. 
Panel analysis was made utilizing the AC-3 computer program and other 
routines written for the HP9825 for the determination of section properties 
following the guidelines of the Rockwell Structures Manual. 
The design and optimization methodology was as follows: 
(I) Select number of stiffeners. 
(2) Select tape thickness. 
(3) Select web layup - This is influenced by the assumption that 
symmetric laminates are to be used in panel sube1ements. 
Thus, the web of the "I" sections, which is formed from two 
"e" channels, must be increased or decreased by 4 plies at 
a time. Similarly, the legs of the hat section must each be 
increased or decreased by 2 plies at a time. 
(4) Select hat or "I" section width - This choice may be modified 
at a later time, especially in the case of the "I" section, 
in order to prevent local crippling. 
(5) Select hat height. 
(6) Sufficient 00 ply reinforcement is added to the flange of 
the "III section or top of the hat section to give the required 
Polar moment of inertial, I, for Euler buckling of the 122 cm 
(48 in.) long panels. The total load on the column will be 
120.096 N (27,000 lb.) nominal 112,090 N (25,200 lb.) -
128,102 N (28,800 lb.), thus, the required I is 2.7 X 10-7m4 
(.6635 in4) nominal (2.5 X 10-7m4) -2.9 X 10-7m4 (.7077 in4). 
475 
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This is based on an effective modulus of elasticity Eeff = 
65.5 GN/m2 (9.5 Msi). which is equal to the experimentally 
determined compression modulus of the 8-ply "isotropic" laminate. 
In order to calculate I, the areas of the various panel sub-
elements are first converted to effective areas: 
A eff. 
~ 
Section properties are then calculated in accordance wlth 
procedures described in the Rockwell Structures Manual. 
0) Parametric plots are generated displaying weight vs. hat/ "I" 
section height for various tape thicknesses and configurations. 
The least weight configurations are then analyzed for local crippling. 
(a) The bIt for the panel subelements is generally large enough 
such that they may be molded as simply supported long plates 
in axial compression. 
(b) The formula for the local crippling of simply supported lam-
inated plates is given in the Advanced Composite Design Guide: 
or 




( 1011 022 + 012 + 2 066 ), lbs/in 
-b2t 
where 011' 012' 022' and 066 are the flexural rigidities 
of the laminate. These are calculated using the AC-3 Point 
Stress Analysis computer program, which is also described in 
the Advanced Composites Oesign Guide. 
(c) The flange of the "I" section is molded as a plate with 3 
sides simply supported and one side free. The corresponding 
cripping stress is given by: 
2 
o =L Gxy 
b2 
(8) The local crippling analysis places cut-off points on the parametric 
curves of weight vs hat!"I" height. 
Least weight practicable designs are chosen from the curves 
and one ~s chosen subject to manufacturing constraints. The most 
notable fabrication problem is found in the mechanically fastened 
configurations in which it is necessary to provide a wide lap for 
tool clearance and sUfficient fastener edge distance. 
SUPPORTIVE CALCPLATIONS FOR PANEL DESIGNS 
The following provides supportive correlation with previous research and 
calculations pertinent to panel section properties. 
(a) Local Buckling 
Shown below are crippling stress levels for subelements of 
the hat and "I" sections. Also shown are the predicted stress 
levels in the subelements at the Euler limit load of the long 
column and column loads necessary to precipitate local crippling. 
B 
A 0 
Euler Buckling Load, 
L 1.22 m (48 in.) 
P 112,588 N (25,312 lb.) 
Predicted: 
Column Load 
C~ippling Stress ,Stress at Euler Limit for Local Failure 
A. 163.8 MN/m 2 154.1 MN/m 2 120,763 N 
(23,760 psi) (22,350 psi) (27,150 lb.) 
B. 731.4 MN/m 2 345.7 MN/m 2 238,235 N 
(106,077 psi) (50,131 psi) (53,560 lb.) 
C. 53.2 MN/m 2 48.2 MN/m 2 124,322 N 
(7,720 psi) (6,990 psi) (27,950 lb.) 




Euler Buckling Load 
L = 1.22 m (48 in.) 











Stress at Euler Limit 
2 173.3 MN/m 
(25,128 psi) 





for Local Failure 
125,376 N 






This appendix contains the Engineering Design drawings which define 









Technology Demonstration Segment -
Graphite/Polyimide, Shuttle Body 
Flap 
Cover - Body Flap Segment 
Rib-Stability Technology Demonstration 
Segment, Graphite/Polyimide 
Leading Edge Panels - Body Flap 
Segment 
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